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A statistical study was made .of the changes occurring 
1n slag composition and remelted ingot composition during 
' the electroslag remelting of five heats of three differ-
ent grades of stainless steel. 
It ~und that changes in flux chemistry were . 
numerous and accurate _prediction of flux composition was. 
possible from the calcium fluoride content alone. Although 
changes occurred in the amounts of all alloying elements 
durin_g l'emelting, the remel.ted 1-ngots showed little evi-· -
dence of.segregation and had relatively constant composition 
along their length •. The little composition change which 
·,, 
did occ11r could not be coi-·related with a change-·in any 
other alloying element or with a ch~nge in slag-compos1t1on. 
The.results of this statistical study were incorpor-
ated in a dynamic prog1"amming simulation of the process. 
The simulation could predict the ope1'ating p~licy which 
" - ---· .IIJ. . .,_ =- -
'I 
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operation and for slag compositions varying fro~ 40.0 to 
, 
17.5 pct. calcium fluoride. 
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- - .. 
\ 
Future requirement~ in such diversified areas as med-
. 
1cal prosthesis, exploration of the far reaches of space 
and the ocean° s depths, and nuclear power will creat·e 
J 
demands for more highly alloyed materials· of l1lgher qua.11 ty. 
with more severe performance standards than at present. 
While the demands for better materials are increasing, 
.. ':i. 
' ' 
' . , 
·; 
'· 
-- - . - -- -·-·--
the availability of high grade ores and other natural 
resources is decreasing. Therefore, it is necessary to 
_______ develop new and more eff1c1ent- processes to meet future .. 






grain structure and orientation, chemical composition, and 
inclusion content while simultaneously maintaining frugal. 
watch on material and power consumption. In addition, 
the reproducibility of results must be high to avoid 
further waste of materials and time • 
. ,, 
Although little used in the past, the Electroslag 
() . 
_________ Re1n.e.l_tlng ___ Process offers tmpro.ved quality and. pr.C>d\l,ct _____ ~----___ . ~-..............,-=----- ____ .. 
. \ 
'.., ,. ·~.. 
. . . 
yield, and thetefore, its economic impact seems 1nev1-
·- 1 
table. - The process offers exc~llent 6ontrol of inclu-
sions, can appreciably lower sulfur levels, can control 
' . 
--- .. ·---·-- - - --···--··- ... ' . ,_ .. 
----···-- '··-·--•-·'·'-~--~-'-1' _. ·-----·---·· .· .••.• - --" -----'- <C 1·4,,.,-, .. ,,-, ... .r. 
---------------~~-~-·-------·--··-··· 
., 
~· both grain o~ientation-and size, and offers good contr~l 
.-
, . 
- of comp_osi tion ·wtt·h even better .contro1 ··-qu1 te · feasible. · 
. ' ~ .. 
•• •• ·• . :··.-.'.""3::P-;' . - ... -· ., ''·"•"-~-·~•·•·-••-,.1,,_ ....... a,•,···~ 
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be possible. .• ·' ,• I... 
i 
• 
It 1s the purpose of this .1nvest1ga.t1on .( 1) to pre-
sent information on the changes 1n flux chemistry occur-
ring during electroslag-remelting and (2) to use this 1n-· 
· formation in a computer slmulation of the process which 
will preq_ict op,t imum opera.ting cond1 tions. 
: . ( 
BASICS OF~~LECT~OSLAG REMELTING. 
,,.._, t 




cess consists of ~ur basic parts., power source, conducting 
~ 
flux, consumable electrode, and mold. ~he differences 
. . ~ 
., 
'"" 
·~ --~_etween various electros~ processes e.~-~~~- b~~-9:~s-~--~-~~J-----· 
-~ 
differences in these basic pa ts. 
In operation, current is pass~ through the.,·elebtrode 
and flux. Joule heating of the mol'ten., flux raises its 
temperature to above the melting point o the electrode 
which then melts and flows through the flux ere· chem1-
cal refining and mechanical removal of inclusion occurs • 
. The process is made continuous by consta.ntly.tntroduc ng 
new electrode material to .the- flux and removing sol1d1-
• I . 
I -
.. •. 
--·-___,...__....._~.-,.,,_. •••-~·»•·••••• , . .,.,. . .,-'-·•·••·•··'"''"'".'°" -.-•-•••····•••••••·•••·•·••·-····-••••"'•••-,.•.,···•-• ••·- ....... -. ... ,.,., .. ___ •.• o .... .,._,, •• _ •• , ______ ._,_ •• _. __ ... _.-•••·~·-··«--·-·•·•-' .~·--r"·-"·-·-· . -·----•-,-·-•--• .. ·•·-·----.........------·•·-•••·•·•"°' 
•.. ( 
. fied remelted electrode rr·om the mold. 
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF PROCESS 1 . _- .. 
·~..,· ... · 
\ 
' . 
. - - . - - .. 
The ·r1rst use of a process similar to electroslag· 
-·---· .... --~---··~--·--··- --···-··------···············-- .. ··- -- -·-------······ 
·-. - ---------------·-······ ······---------·- ··-·····-·--········-·····--·····--········-···· .. --- ····-··---··""·- .. --:. •. -·---- .. ····---·-·····---·---·----· ·t-. -- . -···--·-··-·-· .. -·-·-----------
.. -.:. ... _. ·-· c·-C ., ..... 
-remelting was in 1906 when small dµ.,ctil·e tantalum butt~ons· 
;, .. ,,- ...... -,~---· _·,·-. ·' 
ferrous alloys. ! . 
- .. 
•• 1· 
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Most modern electroslag units are similar to those 
developed by H.Ko Hopkins who remelted iron and nickel-
base alloys under a flux in 1935. Hopkins receiv~d. 
patents for the process and numerous improvements on it •. 
'"\ ' 
' The process.was·not largely accepted in the United 
States, and interest 1n it has been slight until recently. 
In the u.s.s.R., however, the process is held in high re.;. 
2 
·gard. Large ·production facilities are in commercial 
\ 
use~ and much research interest has been cent~red on· the· ~ 
\ 
proc~ss. Active research-has been continuin~ in Englana 
\ 
sine~: 1961 and ln · the United. States. since 1962, but the ·-. 
---- ------- -
.best stimulant to revitalize the process has been the 
• 
United States Air Force program initiated 1n 1966 to· 
.. 
develop slabs of ultra-high strength steels and super 
alloys. 
High production yield an_q __ quality are the( major. ad.-
.. , 
vantages -or the process. T-he ingots produced have· a 
_ .very_smooth surface which usually. requir~s no preparation: 






• : ·.p. 
.. 
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an·absence of shrinkage fl~ws and is practically ·rreELQf ___ . _____ ,_- _ 
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' ' 
' ... ., .. 
ai-, 1,.,~·~ vnl t.~.o-n. 'T'he hi o-h cnt':r~nt. ?.nd smell electrode· 
,I 
~-.!1~ ~ l~r.+ rori e ~ ~ z~, 1.r01. t1. '!~s ·t n ~he rCLY1?;e of ·30-60 'vol ts 
. ? 
?~Y!~ f"'l 1 1.rr~Y1t- '18Yl~°'.t:1,:)~ 0f 1. ~ - t;. 5 ~rnp/tl"!- ~r~ comrnon.1 : 
~ltri" ~at.to~ of 8."1 '3.J"C" 1 ~ of 11tmost: !mportance during re-
I, 
~elt~nt. ~h1s planes def\n\+e restr1ct1o~s on electrode 
<":'oVJ.~r~r.:-;_,,_~ of' Pl 0 ~trica1 eYJer~y t:_o heat energy is 
' 
acco~pl\s~A~ hv rest~ta~~~ heR~in~ of the slag. Temper-
-·------·----·----------------at.ur.e.s ... ln .the---d-tr--.~-e±-----pA.-tl:- -be·tween·---el·ec-trode· -tip-·a·nd meta.1---~---_ ---_ -. ---·-----
pool are in the ran~e of 1600° - 2500° c. 3 Heat balances1 
hav~ shown ~hat 50 to 55 pct. of the heat is held in the 
.-6> 
-rnol ten 'Tletal ,ool. and is extrqcted triro11gh the ingot and -
tb·e -wat.e-r-cooled mold. Mold cooling removes .. 10 to ·15 pct. 
Ab~~t ~5 pct. of the heat is used in heat~ 
.. 
·t.n~ a._nd .. mAl~.~n?; the P,lec+;r,.,ae "!J'htl~ the rest 1.s lost b:r 
i 
I • 





is -·ge!lera~l] y 11sed .• 
-A. C. operatlon is possible in four 
. . . 4 
different mod_e·s 1 
(1~ R4ngle phe·se wi±h one elPctrode and one mold, 
r··~ ·-. =~·· .·· ·. =•• -;;";--~ ~~=:-·IrLS~I~~' ~ Pl'!.~~~ ::~~~~~"fi_~tw~~~J ~~!i!:.~<:f e~ _ ~11~ :two Il!_ci:ids .• ~ 'Xcr.;.;;=~~~-_c :~~~::~~·;·~-= ·i 
. . - . .- .L . -· i 
-
__! 
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operations,, whereas single phase 1s common 1n research 
and pilot plants. "'-





The .heart of successful electroslag remelting 1s the 
f1ux. -The flux is responsible for_both the heating .and 
refining of the metal. Therefore both its physical and 
chemical properties are of importance. 
To understand the requirements that the flux must 
meet, 1t is necessary tg consider the functions that 1t 
performss5 
( 1) absorb: metal-l1c---parttc-les---and- -1nc·lus1·ons· ·f·rom---t·he----
mol ten metal, 
(2) eliminate atmos-pher1c contamination of the,~lec-
trode, molten metal, and sol1dtfy1ng ingot, 
(3) remove undesirable metallic elements by reaction 
with the molten metal drops, 
(4) serve as an electric conductor, 
( 5) allow smooth sol1dif1·cat1on of the metal against 
( t 
. '." .,. " 
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· (6) promote a flat, shallow contour for the molten. 
metal pool by leveling ~ny thermal gradients across the • .!.. " .-•Pj -" 









_'. C :__c_ - •. • pool by: eliminating splashing.' _ -· - ,- _ . .. __ _ • ;-, --~--CC--.J 
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\• 
must be made before selection for·the desired chemical 
properties is possible. The physical properttes of most 
1~portance · are electrical conductivity, 1·1qu1dus tempera-
" 
ture, and viscosity, although thermal capacity and conduc-
tivity as well as interracial tension are also of impor-
tance.3 
Slag conductivity is· important since it affects the 
ope_rating temperature which in turn dete.rmines the degree 
of refining and the mel·t1ng rate. Slag conductivity as 
a function of temperature obeys Eq. (1), an Arrhenius-
-·--··········---~ 
·type -equation-.---·-.---"·-. ~-----~-.... .- -~-
log x =A+ B/T 
·- . -·---------~r---·--·-·---·---- -w- - ----- - :_~ - ----~-----·--· 
'( 1) . 
( -1') where x 1s·spec1fic conductivity mho cm" , Tis. absolute 
· · temperature ( °K), and A and B are constants for a given 
·---~ .. 
slag. Figure 2 shows this behavior for a number of slags 
of importance in electroslag remelting. For a given power 
'-· 
.,., ... ,.,,·. 
I 
. ---·-· -
input, the current required is reduced as the slag conduc-
tivity is decreased, and therefor~ a low specific' c6nduc-
.. 










-=====- · --=-··· --~ _ -:c:--:t1v1tyc-1s desired. Experience_ has shown3 that a specific -'--':=:: - ....•.. __ i 
i 
' ,, I 
conductivity of 1 - 5. mho cm-1 at 1600°c is desirable. , l 
-- - -------
. -·The 't:r·quidus temperature should be 100° - 2000c be-
··'·- ·'······ t 
I 
; 
' . . 1-ow that · of the metal. 
-·-- ·------~- " . 
:""'~~~·-· 
This en~ble·s - the slag to form a l... . f
' 
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80°/o CaF2 + 20°/o CaO 
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· ~"The slag can be considered as a solvent for metal 1m~ 
{:', 
purities and therefore a lo"vJ viscosity is desired to aid 
the solution ~ffect. A viscosity of Oo01 poise, equiva-
lent to that of water at 20°c, would be considered ideal, 
but viscosities of 0.1 - 0.01 poise are sat1sfactory.3 
Experi~ental viscosity· mea.sur.ements of the common slags 
used in the process have not _been made at the tempera-
ture encountered, but predictions. are possible by ex-
trapolation of equations of the form of Eq. (1). 




- . ---· temperatures., react with inclusions a.nd undesired metal-
'· 
. -·--------:t1tf ·elements while prese:rving the des·ired elements,. and 
introduce no contaminants itself. 
_ : 1. The slag components are selected primarily on the 
basis of-low vapor pressure to gi~e good stab111ty.3 
Consideration of possible reactions is important since 
" 
after the electrode melts, it passes thr~ugh the flux 
-as little droplets. Russian work? has shown that the 
.. -----··- ·--- majority· of· these metal drops have a· regular spherical 
----=-----=~ ---;~hape and ·range -1:n size rfom. 2. 3? mm ill· the · slsg 11n1ngtO 
Q 
. I 
. . . 
- -~ ----·- ------· ---· 
----~ .., .... -... ~--
' 1i 0.25 mm in the slag pool fwith many smaller drops present. . _'. ..... ~ . ~--· ~. 
It was e_stimate·a that the flow rate of the drops was 
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(1),The smaller the droplet, the greater the surface/_ 
~eight ratio and any chemical reaction can proceed more 
nearly to completion. 
,· (2) The smaller the droplet, the shorter the dista.nce 
for undissolved inclusions to travel to reach the droplet 
surface. 
The importance of the second p9int is somewhat in 
doubt, however, since many inclusions may actually be 
dissolved before leaving the electrode. 
Since the reactions of the flux with the metal 
droplets and inclusion particles are so important, 1t 
- - - - -
- . --- .. - . 
-- ---~--
---is necessary to consid:e_r __ possible reactions 1.n some de------· -----·- - ------------·- -
\ 
· tail. 
_ _ __ . _____ ----· _____ '!'he· effect. of. electroslag remelting on steel clean-
ness can be described as the eli0mination of most inclu-
sions present in the original metal and the homog.eneous 
distribution of the remaining inclusions which11ave been 
9 gr~atly reduced in si.ze. The mechanism of this effect 
was originally thought to be ·flotation obeying Stoke's . 
......... ---------------.--
- - ·----·----,.,. ___ _ :.--:- ·-·.:..·:-_--1-aw, bu·t----s1nce iron oxide and silica impurities go into· .,~ ,~-~" - - --------. -
. 
solutio .. n during r .. emel ting and thus can not be removed by 
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.. . 10 I 
'·::c,--· flotation, the- actual mecha.nism is probably a combined 
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The ·following conclusions can be made concerning ,~the effect 
of silica on inclusions1 









\ (2) A decrease in the amount of silica in the slag 
oauses·an increase in the amount of alumina in the 1nclu-
·s1ons. 
-(3) When the silica content of ~he slag is greater 
t 
then ten pct., the inclusions contain a-'larger percen~e 
--i---O-t---silica than ... does .the s.lag. -... - ' --···--··"~ ---- ---·-···-··-"·----- ····---···----·--·-····------------·---------------·-- .. ---- . -
{4) As the silica of the slag increases, the metal 
has an 'increased wetting tendency for the inclusions 
-and la~ger inclusions are trapped. 
(5) The inclusions contain lime only 1f the slag 
-
silica is greater trian seven or eight pct. The maximum 
lime occurs when the silica· is at 15 pct •. · 
Slag basicity has an effect· on inclusion size, with 
-
--···· ...................... _______ ,, ______ _ 
_:a__·_b.8..S_i_C ___ Slag _____ giving lnclusions. les.S. than ~ in_.S-1.Z~-and------····-·-·-··---------------.. ---·-·····-·--c-· 
--,;. ' • 
--.. ~, .... • - ·-·· . _- --'-------'---=--~- ---.-----· . 
an acidic slag giving 30 to 50)' inclusions.· ·-- -· · 
·· Temperature also has an effect_.on inclusion removal 
~~~n~ • 
since many inclusions ma:y dissolve 1!]._ ~-~e !!).eta.l 1:1t _h:iglJ~:r.-_____ · ____ . -------------------···· 
- --··- - • -- ------- - - -- - t' • -
-"'J'U"J.t.;aA', 'T • 
···•·. '. ::::::::::=:==::~· :·tein})erafa1l'es and . then -preciPifa:t·e·· as the· metal. S()lfCB.:f'Ie~:-tz.· -;.••;- - ,·. 
,- _. 
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small ·droplet· size, 13 while ot·hers view mass transfer· 
as being of prime importance in determining amount of re-
10 fining. It is a generally held belief, however, that 
the most important refining that occurs is ·the removal 
of·up to 60 pct. of the sulfur and oxygen of the metal.9 




98 pct. with the ttse of suitable fluxes and an inert -t-·'· 
1 gas atmosphere over the slag. However, the removal of 
sulphide 0 oxide, and sllicate inclusions is generally an 
oxidation process and care must be exercised so that 
easily oxidized elements are not lost.3 Elements which 
·. ,,· 
' ,(' 
.. -· ------· ------
·-·--·-------·---~-~-------·-·--·- -- ---- ·-. 
- 1 -
·-' 
can be lost, in increasing ease of oxidation; are manga-
" 
nese~ silicon, vanadium, titanium, and al~m1num. 
In, an experiment ··1~volving the melting of AISI 52100 
steel under a variety of --r}.uxes, the elements showed 
, . 
- 14 the fallowing behavior when rhe,l ted under A. C. current-. _ 
.. ',"·, 
(No refining occurred under D. c.'\':,melting. ) 
"--<, •. ' 
' '"-· 
"., (1) Carbon. Decarburization did~~ot OQcur except 
- at the bottom of the 
1
ingot which was 1ruia~quately shield-c 
-~ .v 
--- - __ ! ____ ~-- - ~~-- ~- -~~d··----f;~-;-- the a tm~,~ph-~~e. . ___________________________ <'.\.., _____ - ~- .. 
(2) S1l1c6n. The silicon decreased slightly, .w~th 
'r 
th~ greatest decrease ~ccurring when melted under basic 
I 
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, The ·reaction is thought to be ··- - 1 ' ' -
- ~.---~--- ~-·-- .... ~----- --- --- .----. 
- .· ~ 
[M~ + (FeO) = (MnO) + r~ (·2) . ' . .. 
• 
.... '-"--- • ,c- . - ~1 .. .'\ 
. (4) Phosphorus.~ All fluxes used gave increased 
phosphorus. The reaction was assumed to be 
• 
· 4( Cao•) + 2 [P] + 5( FeO) = ( Ca4P209) + 5"fr~ 
where Cao• is the "available lime" in the slag. 
( 3) 
( .5) Sulfur. s1·gnificant sulfur was lost and was 
assumed to have gone to the atmosphere by the series of 
reactions shown in Eq. (4) · 
£s] = (S) 
,---- .. ------~----------~-
JS) .. + _? ( FeO_) , = _ ~Q_2_.Jg)_± 2 ~~ 01'-- ----t-(.~)-
( S) + o2 (g) = so2 {g) 
___ ,, __ ·---- ·-----·-·--··· ........ ------
(-6 }--Chromium. Chromium behave.d similarly to carbon 
----




and was oxidized by the s~ag FeO early in the remelting. ., 
, (7) Oxygen. -Oxygen was reduced by chemical reaction 
and the physical removal of inclusions. 
-········--
-----.. -
( 8) Nitrogen. A slight nitrogen increase was noticed. 
-
. Since it is desired to have low sulfur and phos-
phorus, and the des ired alloying elements. are . r.emaved .. b.y ... -~ .... --·-·-· -...:.-. _______ ........ .. 
an oxidation reaction, consideration of the factors af-
·fecting the sulfur, phosphorus and· oxygen contents- of. 
. - -- .---·--· ' 
- ' -·-- --- -·-
__ ,.~.----.----~-the metal is imp.ortant. 
- ·- -·-·-·-· -·· 
.I 
-._ --- . -·- - -- --
~-·------- ------·- - -· - --
' .. -··-·-.... -- ,_ '~"------ -
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1, 
--- should be increased by 1ncreas1ng slag bas1c1ty while [o} 
and (s-2 ) sho~ld be decreased, perhaps by a deoxid1zer 





-· __ J· -., 
' 
Phosphorus control should be possible by Eq. (6) by 
-- - increasing (o-2 ) from increasing slag baslcity, and de-
creasing (P04-J) by adding stable phosphate formers to 
the slag. 13 
(6) 
A large [o] is desired, but this interf.eres with sulfur 
control. Increased temperature causes a reversal of Eq. 
( 6) which makes phosphorus control ~c;rr~ __ dt ffi_.c_u_l·:t. ________ ~-""-·-·-~--"-----·------· 
·-
- ,, 
Once oxygen is present, it can be removed -by·a·de~ 
oxidizer, M, which obeys Eq. (.7) and must constantly 
.. 1 •• 
be replenished in ·the meta--i:;-· or by mechanical ·1nclusion 
removal whioh-removes oxygen as a silicate or oxide. 
I 
(7) 
Since most oxygen enters the system due to oxidation of 
the electrode or reaction of the slag with the atmosphere-
by, Eq. ( 8), 
~--.. --. ··-·--- - ·-. -·- - . -· .. --
-- . , ·- - --- -·- --------~·- -~ ....... -____ ... -··-- ··- -·-······~-~-----· 
,......,.-,r.~ ..... -- ------~ ----------···-·---- -·-•-'"• __ ... __ .__ -----
-- - -- -----· .. __ .... -- --~- ---~- - ... ,. ____ -- . 
I 
. (s-2 ) + 3/2 0 2 {g) = S02 (g) + (o•2) (8) 
the most effective control of oxyg~n is by protection of 
the slag and·electrode with an inert atmosphere~ 
--- ~--.- ·-- . 
- .. ~..: ... , ,,.·;:.:-.·.-,. ··- -~--------
·: - - - . . ,,,, . ' -·- ·. - - ., .. - - -,-- --·- ... -
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affects electrical resistance which 1n turn affects 
operating temperature which then affects the ref1n1ng 
reactions. . ' . 
Important as slag composition 1s, slag depth ·1s 
' . 
equally importante A deep slag pool not·only allows mo~e 
time for slag-metal reactions to proceed 9 but it pro-
duces. a shallow metal pool wh.1ch is conducive to axial 
growth of dendrites. 1 Axial dendrites are preferr~d 
since this growth mode has less of a tendency to trap in-
.clusions. An optimum voltage also exists, too low~ volt-
____ ..... ----------'---_,_age gives a deen metal pool and promotes radial dendrites-,---
whtle too high a voltage promotes spattering. The opti-
mum voltage gives a eeep slag pool and axial dendrites. ,.. 
The slag systems which have the desired flux physi-
cal and chemical properties can be classified into the fol-
lowing three categories13 
(1) fluorides only, 
· (2) oxides only, and 
~· .. :. 
( 3) mixture of oxides . and fl\lorid.e.s ......... : ... --~------·--- -·-·· .·· -·-·- _ d-·- _ . · ____ -·-· 
- --- -- .. -~~ - . --- . Th'.e oxide-fluoride mixtures are by far the -most important. 
. 
The fluorides most commonly used in· the fluoride-
.. 
only system are those of calcium, magnesium, -and barium. 
. ------~-TheJ?_e are ·gener~lly _u~·~~ for the ~emelting o~ materials · ···· 
..• 
... ~ ',. 
' 
.·,,. J 
"' --!i· - --·. ,_ ---
·, 
-----·--
----. ~- . w~th-. 'io~ -m~-1 t-ing points. s .. u-ch as "'. copper and its alloys·.- ·_: ----..c..---·~ .. --· -"--'=--·-·::,·-
. 
-·---'•-•••-•u,.,.,,,,.£_,_,,.,.,_.... 
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,. The ox1de-f luoride fluxes finding most · un1 versal 
I 
appJ..1ca.b111ty are those containing large amounts of cal-
cium fluoride and various amounts of lime, alumina, and· 
magnes 1a. 
In general, the addition of oxides s1gn1 ficantl.Y 
changes the physical properties from those of ,pure cal-
cium fluoride. 1 Specific conductivity is lowered which 
results in lower power consumption. Liquidus temp~rature, 
viscosity, and heat capacity are raised. The change in 
electrical conductivity can be expressed as a change 1n 
·-----the .. constants A and B.of Eq. (1). 
- - -·-- --
Chemically, ·the oxides are quite important. Lime 
aids sulfur and phosphorus removal as shown in Eqs. (5) 
and ( 6). Alumina removes ·silicate inclusions and raises 
operating temperature. 15 Oxides of easily ox1d1zable 
I 
elements are often added to hinder their loss from. 
the metal by ~eversing the direction of Eq. (7). I~ 
....... is important that the calcium fluoride does not decrease 
·- ·-----------ap:p_re.ci.ably .s1nce __ Yi~QQ~J-tY .. _~n.d sl~g_ r~s_\~t-~11q_~ __ th~Jt __ ·····---·------ . 
, 
. _become. excessive. Alloying through.reduction of.slag · 
oxides by carbon or other reduqing agents added to the 
. ----- - -~--
. 13 
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. . ' "' . 
composition must be such that desired refining is possible 
. and physical properties are not adversely -affected. Slag 
\ depth is critical in controlling solid1ficat1on as well 
) 
as aiding in inclusion removal~ 
ELECTRODE 
The electrode can be cast, rolled, or·forged. Welded 
·. electrodes can be used, but usually are not, s·1nce un .. 
melted chunks of weldment can cause defects in the ingot. 
·Electrode composition must be such to give desired remelt-
.ed composition after passing through the flux. The flux 
composition changes during remelting and the electrode 
composition is often changed to insure constant·remelted 
composition. Electrode geometry is important since it 
affects current density, droplet size, and solidification 
pattern. Some electrodes move transversely while 1n the 
slag, while others are stationary. Most electrodes are 
solid, while others consist of solid and metallic powder 
. 
physically trapped 1n·a hollow electrode or electromag-· 
netica.lly held to the electrode su~face. 
. ' 
... 
. ' "• 
f• 
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with water circulating under .three to f6ur atmospheres ' 
"' . ,• :l . . - --···---·· -· --·· ..... ··-····-·--- -- ---··· ;... 
; 
4>.-l,,.,.., · 
--···- ······ - . 
1 _-:- "-=~,---: _: _':/:: ".°=~"==~pressure between the walls in a clos_ed system. to _provide ·· 
:1.:.·.·1· 
o,••-•• • 
-•·•--, •··••••••••• • 
--- V 
;, -=~ -- · ..... · eo,o:1;1n.g ... 1 'I'ne inner ,1a11 1S usually of i to f inch thick , · '~ · :· ; · i 
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and other means of molten metal pool st1rr1ng are becom-
rf.~. ing popular. Ingots can have a variety of shapes, al though:· 
round, square, and rectangular are most ·popular. 'rhe rnold 
diameter/height r~tio is generally around five~ 
DESCRIPTION OF ARCOS CONTINUOUS ELECTROSLAG MELTING AND 
CASTING UNI'/S 
Arcos Corporation is primarily engaged in the weld-
ing industry, and its experience in the electroslag weld-
ing process has enabled it to develop a continuous electro-
slag melting and casting unit. The unit has undergone 
.--., pilot plant testing, and· the company is now in the process 
I 
. •, 
- . -- --------·----- ----- ---------~--=- _-__ -____ - --- of supplying 1 ts first full-scale industrial uni ts. This 
---l 
' 
investigation uses da·ta from the Arcos unit to study changes 
in flux chemistry during remelting, and the unit itself 1s 
.. 
modeled in the dynamic programm~ng computer simulation. 
J'OWER 
,,~--
The Arcos unit is an·A.C. operation, which delivers 
•. I 
approximately 1500 amps at 50 to 55 volts. The power 
is supplied by three welding transformers • 
(, 
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. The usual flux used.has a_ nominal starting compo-
,-Sltion·of 40.0 pct. CaF2 , 22.9 pct. Cao, 29.5 pct~A:t2o3 
. :-- - ···=1. ' ... ~-- . ---- ---
-
·" ' 
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, . . 
silicon, and 
(3) reduces carbon. 
The flux is made from component materials but is not 
pre fused. 
0 Between three and five pounds of. flux are used at 
any·t1me, and to maintain chemica~ potency new flux is 
automatice.ll_y added at the rate of approximately lt 
pounds an hour. 
The slag pool depth 1s held approximately constant 
1 ,. 1 16 at 32 - ~ inches. Too shallow a pool results in poor 
refining with current and voltage fluctuations along with 
a poor solidification pattern: too.deep a pool results 
in slag and metal runout and is wasteful of heat. The 
top. of the slag pool is monitored with an electric eyes 
when 'the slag·reaches the desired level, the solidified 
. ingot is withdrawn and the slag level drops. Excess 
--------~ 
slag can be removed through a tap hole. Bulk slag addi-
tions are possible at any time and 9an be completed within 
a very short time. The slag pool is_covered by an argon 
-o,,.,.-. ••••• -···-··-··--·-· .. ··---·~-- ·-----· -
-
--••••-





The electrod~ 1s the chief difference between the 
· Arcos unit and other elect·rosl~g u._ni ts. - Early in the::· - --- -




















,?'' ~j . 
,,- c-1 fl:,. 
powder was magnetic, all of the powder would cling to the 
:;•__ce,...;_1_T-;~---r:;···· 
electrode until 1t became submerged in the molten slag - ~ 
.. 
where instantaneous melting occurred. Presently, the 
electrode contains· ·a minimum of 40 pct. solid electrode 
since any les.s than this causes arcing a~d disrupt·s the 
process. Since the primary products are ferrous alloys, 
the solid electrode is ~enerally a low carbon iron strip, 
.. i 
and alloying is accomplished by the powder. The powder 
is mixed from powders stored in three large bins with 
,. . 
complete mixing occurring before use.· Individual control 
<:J 
of powder and strip feed is possible, so substantial 
. ·-- - -- ----------
., ... _. ____ ; __ ,----
changes in electrode composition are possible in a short 
time. Control of eaph ingredient to within ~0.25 pct. 
o~ the amount charged is anticipated. Presently five 
different powders are combined before adding to the elec-
trode during the melting of stainless steel. In addition 
to individual powder and strip control, the entire com-
posite electrode feed rate can be controlled at !20 pct. 
by means of a master control. 
-····---··--·--··~" .. •"•"-~"•O•••••·•••••~A•.H.··---L•,o. •••.••••••••••••- ••>> ••• •--••••'•• •, -- • "• -___________________ .. ________ ............ - ..... .. ----- ............. -· .... , ........ . 
. --~ 
The electrode. composite is constantly_ traversed. in 
a.direction perpendicular to its ·i:ong axis. This con-
stantly exposes the electrode to fresh slag and cre.~tes 
• • ·-•·•·-·--- .,., ... ,,,,. "'4 -···· •--·- • ·s-.•-' -·-··';",--.,.-.'co••----··.-,.,~•,,,-,-----~-•••-•·•' • 
0 
a wide heat· pattern -.fo~ be.tter solidifi-c~tton co-nditions • 
' , 
' 
-----·------·-·· .. - ·--------------------
------ -- ....... , .. --·· 
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been excellent with the present mold in use since November, 
1966. Additional cooling is provided bv spray cooling 
the ingot as it leaves the mold. In addition to cooling~ 
' this performs the beneficial services of removing the ad-
hering slag skin from the ingot and aiding in developing 
an axial dendr1t1c solid1f1cat1on pattern. The dendrites 
generated form an angle from vertical which is determined 
bys 




, __ . 
( 2) temperature at metal-s.lag interface, 
·-..;____-------{-3-) ··· distance from solidus· t.o ~pray 1mp1ngemenf·~ 
(4) cross-se6tional dimensions of mol~, and 
(5) length of trav~rse of electrode. 
The angle that the dendrites form with the vertical 
varies from 25°, for a. melt rate of 2.2 .lb/min to 60° 
., 
f.or a mel·t rate of_ 4 lb/min when casting 4 inch square 
1ngqts. 
The ingot . can be cut off at any length li1 th a cut-
" 
-----.. ----···---'°-~ · --.. ~---0-f.f ........ t.o-:ric h-..... ··· ·- · ~--~~-~·.-~= · ·--~:~ · ·· ···· · ·· ····.· · ·-- ·· ·-··:- .. - . -- . ~ ·-·. -
_ ...... - · · ---.+1··· -···ADVANTAGES OF ARCOS UNIT 
The Arcos unit offers ~dditional advantages to those 
of· normal electroslag remelting1 (1·) the electrode compo-
-sition can be changed quickly a~d easily to meet changes 
-•-·- ----·--····-··· ·····---··--·· 
----- --- ~-~::-:-~---- ,, changes" can be_ ~~® q11_ickly and· easily: •. 
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than conventional methods, it 1s felt that the ·1mprovement 
. 
in quality and·yield is s1zeable.- In addition, labor 
costs and amortization of equipment are·very favorable • 
.. 
__ Additional advanta~e ls offered bv the fact t~at low in-
ventory of ingots is necessary s1.nce a. heat of any de-
sired quantity can b~ produced in a short time. The 
economic ~dvantages will always be more favorable with 
highly specialized steels, however. 
COMPUTER CON'rROL 
.. 
.. ~ .. 
. ) 
-- -·-.-.-
· The development of high-speed digital computers 
has had tremendous impact on all a._rea.s of the economy-•. .~-..---~-· ····-----..... --------------··-· --· - -
:· .. 
. ,- -·· ·-·'·. :- ·-·~··- .. : 
Computer uses in research, medicine, design, accounting, 
banking, bookkeeping, and billing as well as keeping inven-
tory have been well publicized. Less lqe_ll publicized, 
but of equal importance, ts, the ·use of _computers 1n 
- 17 process control. Computer control is often !llore e.f-
ficient· and accurate while less expensive than manual 
control. 
The ultimate goal of computer process · contro·1 is· 
. --·-· --·----~------~···---.---
~n-~ ine 6pe~atiori. In on-line operation,. ·the comput-er 
monitors the process and makes needed c~rrections auto-
mat1·cally. ._ ... ' This leads to more efficient use ·ot resources -
. -r:--··_. 
- - _. .. _______ . 
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be 'Yleiie, ·while act,1al cha~~~s are still made man,1ally. 
:r . 
Many preli~inary steps 9re ~ecessarv before o~-line 
control can be reqliz~r!. 'fh~, process first m11st be under-
stoo<i in. <:rr·e8.t: oet:a.11, since the co1T1p11ter can sAldorn, 
' . 
-·-----------
• •,.-•-- -- ._·_ -·~ C -~" 
- ' 
. e 
-if ever, control a rrocess which is not well understood. 
This involves laboratory research in kinetics and thermo-
I dynamics, as well as actual detailed knowledge of the 
} I' 
effect of process operating variables on the process • 
.Ch~~ging the operating policy from established proce-
dure to st11dy 1 ts effects is ·often necessary and always . 
e_x.P-.e.ns.1 ve _ •. _ 
Once the proces~ ls thoro~ghly understood, a mathe-
matical simulation is possible. The simulation almost 
, 
always gives a better understanding of the process by 
showing unrealized relationships between the operating 
variables. It is necessary to test the simulation to 
see if it satisfactorily imitates the process. Variables 
are ~rbi trari ly changed to· make predictions which then 
must be· confirmed experimentall·y. 
/ 
.. __ , ____ ,;> ___ Qng~ ·_a. gQod s im1 lation exists, on-line contro·l is 




-proc·ess ,rariables, a.nd from simulation i nforme.tion ad-
--
- justs vqriabl-es to -meet desired oper~t·1ng conditions. 
• 
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·18 furnace··~ . BOF, and open hearth furnace have been made 
and on~line control should shortly be a reality. 
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
Simulations of metallurgical processes can be as 
simple or complex as the available data and ultimate 
use warrant. Programming methods of modeling can also 
be as simple or complex as desired. One of the pro-. 
' gram.ming methods which is finding increasing use in de-
sign of chemical reactors, multi-stage extraction plants, 
19 and distillation towers 1s dynamic programming. This 
20 technique of optimization was developed by Bellman 
··' ·--,.;. •.•.,~ ... ~----· : . . - "" - ·-···--,-
in the early 1950°so Dynamic programming is r~ally a 
.- . 
method of approach to multi-stage decision processes 
V" rather than a def1n1te set of rules and regulations, there-
fore, an adequate description of it 1s difficult. Examples 
}' 
of its use help best to understand the method, but cer-
tain definitions are essential before the examples can 
be understood • 
.. . DEFINITIONS 2:t 
(1) Principle of optimality~ This principle is ·the 
cornerstone of dynamic programming. It states that, what---
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or space into which the process can be divided. In either 
case the stage represents a mathematical device for 
quant1t1zing a continuous variable such as time, or tor 
identifying physical units in a process. 
' (3) State. The state of the system is the set of 
variables that can be used to describe the system at any 
stage. 
Functional equation. In the multi-stage decision 
process as e process proceeds from stage to stage
0 
the 
state of the system also changes. The transition from 
stage to stage and from state to state is described by 
functional equations. Equation (9) shows a typical func-
tional equation-. 
' 
·The notation of f N(x:) 1s a mathematical shorthand for the 
followings f refers to an obj~ct1ve, or return
0 
or per-
• formance index, perhaps a cumulative proflt 0 to .be eval-
uated by the principle of optima.lit·,-_, The ~ub~e~i:pt ·a 
refers· to the number of stages x>elia1,ning in the process •. 
The x in parentheses refers to the st&te of the s:,stem 
/ 
at.stage N. In other w?rdso fN(x) represents the cumulative 
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to the maximum or the term on the right. The maximiza-
tion is achieved by choosing the proper value of the 
decision variable, yN 9 in the·interval Oto x. The term ·. 
gN(yN) represents the gain made during stage N by the 
choice of VNo The value of the function· over the N-1 
remaining stages once yN has been chosen is given by 
f N-1 (x-yN) • 
. (5) Policy. A policy is a set of decisions, namely, 
.......... 
the values of y1 terms, 1==1,2, ••• , N, in Eq. (9) chosen 
to evaluate the functional equation. The optimal policy 
1s the one which maximizes the right-hand side of Eq. (9). 
EXAMPLE OF DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
C For a simple example of the dynamic programming ap-
proach,. consider the problem of maximizing one's enjoy-
t, 
ment of watching four hours of television programs. 
-~ Th~ system .being considered consists of a television 
set in working condition and a viewer who has a ·de·fini te . 
preference between the programs offered for his enter-




- f·c-.=c•~==·==---":=-,_.,,-c-,_only on one cqannel, the state of the system at any time - --·------····-·"'"•···· 
... - ' 
can be r~presented by the channel being view_ed; Each 
program viewed could be taken to. be a stage, 'but since .. .ti • • ---·----••,••-:-:::-:::-.-='•~••••••--••OT 
' 
·----..-! - --
··the l~JJ.gth of p~ograms· vary' the viewer· may· watch,-aniy-··-
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Assuming no program to be shorter than 15 minutes 1n 
length, the most convenient choice of stages would be 
a 15 minute stage beginning on the hour. The four hours 
of interest .are then broken into 16 separate stages. · A 
decision whether or not to change the state of the sys-
tem is made at the beginning of each stage. 
Consideration of terms in the functional equa~1on is 
now possible. The subscript N refers to the number· of 
stages remaining in the process, therefore it has the 
initial value of 16 at the beginning of the four hours 
of viewing. The fN(x) represents the cumulative enjoy-
men£or the evening's viewing over N remaining stages 
beginning in state·x and following the principle of opt1-
mal1tyo To make this quantitative, each 15 minute stage 
of every p~ogram is given a merit rating of, say, one 
to five to signify the amount of enjoyment. This merit 
rating is the value of gN(yN). The cumulative enjoyment 
over the N-1 remaining stages 1s 'fN_1(x=>yN). A policy 
·would be the listing of channels selected, with the op-
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of viewing. 
The assi~~:nt of gN(yN) va·lues to stages illustrates 
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obtained from watching the last 15 minutes of a tele-
vision program definitely depends on whether or not the 
earlier stages of tl1e program had been viewed, but the 
.· enjoyment of the.earlier stages of the program should 
--· not depend .upon whether or not the end of the program is 
viewed. 
I - • 
!' 
Many problems in dynamic programming are worked 
21 
"backwards." That is, many problems are solved by start-
ing at the end and working toi4ra.rd the beginning. Thus, 
in t~e television viewing problemp one would start at 
the last 15 minutes of viewing and proceed toward the 
.. 
beginning in order to determine the various levels of 
enjo-ym.ent for the four hours of viewing. It~ is then pos-
sible to determine the optimum policy or·viewing in or-
der to maximize enjoyment.· Assume that the first stage 
of prog~am A has a merit rating of five, while the first 
stage of program B has a rating of only one. One may 
. choose to watch program A, but 1.f 1 t 1.s further assumed 
that the maximum enjoyment available over the remaining 
< 
' . 
~ -·- ----- - .. 
,~ .. 
.. . 
-------~.:~--_;~ . - 15 stages of ··viewing is. 50 if. this is done, and 65- if the---~-------"--
firs~ stage of program Bis viewed, it is obvious that 
. 
the first stage of program Bis tt\e better choice. The 
._ ·• .. ------ - -- - ---- . --- .. 
~~=--- .· -·-----~~~~ ~;-··:--~c--~----···opttmum enjoyment-_ is -obtained by cons1der_1mg th·e entire---
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previously unsolvable problems as well as an alternate 
• approach to many other problems. t Many multi-stage 
decision processes can be viewed ~s combinatorial ·prob-
lems. Thus, a problem composed of N stages with k de-
c1s1ons possible at each stage would have kN possible 
paths to consider. Dynamic programming cuts the·. number 
of paths which need to be examined to Nk by considering 
the k deci~ions available at each stage as that stage 
arrives. 



















The two chief disadvantages are casting the process 
Cl 
. . - -.- ·, <. ·-:- - •. - -· - - J . : !
1n dynamic programming guise and high dimensionality. 
High dimensionality becomes a problem when 1t becomes· 
necessary to evaluate points 9n a grid by a trial and 
- - - -- . ·- .,- - - -~-
- - - . 
... 
, error pro~ess. As the grid bec9mes finer, the memory 
requirement may exceed that available from the computer. 
J 
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING OF ELECTROSLAG REMELTING PROCESS 
Although other program.ming _methods would-be possible 
for a simulation of~electroslag remelting 0 dynamic pro-
- .. ~· 
gram.ming was chosen because of its simplicity. 
The many factors affecting electroslag remelting are 
far from being well understood; however, enough is known 
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are still in doubt, the importance of slag composition 
and ~epth, temperature and melt rate is qualitatively 
knowno Qualitative treatment of the variables is pos-
sible in the simulation, and modification of the assumed 
functions is possible as more quantitative 1nforma·t1on . 
b·ecomes available. 
This investigation cont~1butes to the available quan-
titative knowledge of the electroslag remelting process 
and then incorporates this knowledge in a computer s1mu-. 
lat1on of the process. 
--··-···--------------------·---- . ,.___._ ---------··--·------~---
... -- ... _ ---------
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I T EXPERIME~AL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS 
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PLUX CHANGES DURING REMELTING 
PRO C~Dt J lU£S 
. . 
""*' 
- . . 
Since the Arcos Cont1n1tous Electroslag Remelting and 
Casting Unlt uses a small amount of flux at a high oper-
ating temperature to remelt a relatively large amount of 
metal, one could anticipate large changes in flux chem-
istry occurring in a relatively short time. Because an1 
change in flux chemistry has a pronounced effect on the 
I 
----- ----------,.----- -physical and chemical properties_of _the flux, knowledge 
:: 
' 
.1: ·7· ·-·; 
,_ 
= 1'.¥! ') 
I I 
: lj,, - ; 
11· -
,.11 : -, 
- ~ _-
-of the nature of any flux change ·is necessary before 
_____




changes in flux chemistry with changes 1n composition 
of remelted metal would also be useful in controlling the 
·-" 
process. Therefore, the initial stage of this investi-
. -, 
gation was concerned with a statistical study of the 
changes in flux chemistry occurring as a function of 
time during ele~troslag: .remelting and a correlation of 
-· - ---------- ···
:J 
........ - .... 
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Twenty-eight flux samples were taken at various times 
during· the remelting of five "heats" of'" three different 
,1 - -
grades of : stainless steel. . s·1nce the proc~ss. is .. cont.1n~ ______ --------·--------------··-------- __ 
:,, -
--·- -------------
------· .. ···-- - ·- ·--.·---·-
of the -process-. The ope.:r-ating times· for the heats varied 
- - l -
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. from one to six· hours. 
. ' Tables I Rnrl II show the comrosltion specifications 
·--· --- -- and ce.lr.1 lated. electrode compost t lons of . the s_teels ln-
~estigated, respectively. ~he slag samples were taken 
-, 
dtt-ring normal pilot plant operation, and normal chan.ges 
in temperature, melt rate, qnd slag depth, and slag 
additions were made during each heat~ 
Heats A, B, and C were JOQL. stainless steel. N6 de-
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., 
----------"--- ----------------------- ---- --Heat·---o-was-3·o8I;--:-~rta1fil es s steel wht 1 e --heat- E 1~as·-~--
17-4 PH stainless ·stee. No flux samples were taken dur-
--~-----,.-- _-~1-ng the melting of the -410:· stainle-ss-. Although 308L and 
-~----'-~-~-·---·-----· .. 
3091 stainless steels differ little in composition, the 
C. 
flux samples for heat D were taken after .-a new device for 
adding slag was installed on the µnit. Since the new 
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and thus minimize changes in flux composition during re-
melting, the flux samples from heat D could be quite 
-~----j 
------- - -~------------- ------
· different than those fro_m heats A, B, - and c. 
The flux samples were chemica1.ly·analyzed at the 
. ·' .._ 
.... ~ . 
Homer Research _Laboratories of Bethlehem Steel ·Corpor-
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rate, an approximate time of melting could be found for 
each metal· sarnple. 'rh,1s, corre8pond1ng sla.'5-!Tletal s~m-. 
ples were available for statisticql corr~lation •. However, 
many metal samples rlid Y!o+- corre~p0Y11 closel~r to fl1tx 
sa.mpJ_es. Indeed, from t-.V1e 2R fl11x: sa'Ilples, only 13 cor-
respond.ing pa1 rs of ~lqn;-rnet:al sa'11pl~s W8re· obt8.in~a. Of 
these, eYght: were for 30~1 staiY'l1ess,_ fo 1 1:r ,.i\1'ere for )08L 
stainless, ~nn one was for 17-h pq stainleBs. 
Since the tn~ot sqmplAs wRre analyzed both at the 
center and the ed.ge, 8. st11t.tsttca.1 test for s8::rrA~".'.f.t i_o}l 
-b~tween the center and ~he e~~e was also possible. 
Rect::t1tse no d.elibera.te cha~P._:A. 1n oper~ttn~ conditions 
... -....... - ' 
existed betweAn heats A, B, and C, they were treated es 
one statistical sample. Heat D was treated as another 
:~eparate sample. No statistical tests were possible on 
heat E, since only a few data potnts were gen~rated. 
Six 
. ( 1) 
/ r; 
. . 
se7ate. st0~istical tests.~ere.condu.cted: 
At-test was performed between ~he per~enta~es 
- ---~------ --- -
- -- - - ---- - ---------....... ----------- - --------------------------------- ---- ··---------·-------------
of .alloying element at the centerrand edge of the 3091 
.. . 
-- ---, .,·---•.. -.<f"~- ..... ~. -
- . 
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·ingots· to see if a.ny signl fj_can~ se~regation existed. 
- 'I 
Eight data pairs were available for each of the seven 
·~-~-,. 
.. 
alloying--e-1.ements. This test was not .possible with heat 
. . 
----- - - --,~-=- --~---- ---.-. ,-, D siYlce the five data ·pairs would not ~ive=-meani.ngful -_ 
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and the percentage or·alloyin~ element 1n the ingot sam-
. ·ples to see lf any si~~iflcant differences existed. This 
a.nalysls was pArformerl on ei~ht 309L data potnts _and data 
pa1.rs from t·vro hP.ats of li10 statY1less steel. ji 
(3) Correlatio~ anqlyses_ w~re perform8d between the 
percentage of eac~ of the seven alloying eleme~t~ a~d the 
rer~8rta~es 0f t~e r~~ai~\ng six elements wlth the 3084 
a~~ 1 __ .09T. d ~ ~ . 111. __ a ,.J a o .9 '- rs • 
... 
(4) Corr8latio~·analyses were performed between the· 




--- - -· -· .. .,___ .. ~ ~- ... .w--... 
~ -.. 
centages of thi remaini~~ ten componerits wtth the· 12 slagu~~~~~~-
.. , ..... 
·-~· 
pairs from heat D and the 13 slqg pairs from he~ts A, B, -
an~ C. 
~ 5) Cor·relation anal.yses· were performed between the 
.. 
percentage of each of the seven alloying element~ and th~ 
·percentages of the 11 slag components with eight 309L 
and·four ·30qL slag-metal data pairs. 
r :( 6) A least-sq1.1a-res . linear_ regression analys.1s was· 
- - - ---
- - -
- -- - - - - - -- . 
· performed on each pair of correl·a.tion variables whtch 
---·----·--
~.-~.------ --'--· -·---· ··--
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t:ha.n O.R. 
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. · For tests · :( 1) .. and ... ( 2) , :the metal ··samples were. as-· 
·- -- -- - --: ---'-- - - ------- ----
-· -- -- ·- --- --
' . '· 
- ---·-·· --~= ~--::~.--:~=-s=-Ince ~t:he. electro·slag · re111elt'.ing · process: ·1s~ kno~ to 
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prod1..1ce .. ,1n1form i!lgots, an<i 1ns1 tfficient .d.ata for 1~got 
composition as~ functio~ of len~th ~ere available • 
RES.TJLTS J '' - -·-- I 
,-- ~.. . .. . -Tables III - VII s-how·· the changes 1~ flitx c.hemist;ry . ··· _, ___ ,~-C ---· -·· -
,. 
• 
occurring during remelt;ing. SoYJ1e of these res,1lts are re-
.. -__ ... _,, presented _graphically in Figures 3 - 6. 
Tables VIII - XII show the ingot co~posi~ion as an 
approximate function of time during remelting. ~ables 
XIII - XVII show measured slag_ t~mperat,1res e.nd tntenti.onal 
\', 
slag modificat-ions during remel t.ing. .I, 
Table XVIII presents the res11lts of the t-test per-
--~-~~--~---~----· 
·- I ---------------------- ·- - ----
-· .. J 
.. - ·---- -- --·----·---·----------·------------- - ----------------·-· - - - - - --- ·- --- ·- ·---- ... 
formed to see if-segreg~tion existed between the center 
''\ 
·arid edge of the 309L ingots • 
• 
Table XlX shows the results of the t-test to check 
,; 
if significant changes in composition occ11rred, during the 
remelting of 399L and 410 stainless steels. 
'fables XX - XXII show a.11 correlations with 1r1 z O.~ 
between alloying elements and alloying elem~nt~, slag co~~-· 
ponents;-and-slag components,· and alloying elements and 
-~----------=----_-------==-~~-~=~=-~--=-s1a·g components-~ respectively. 
' . 
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. J TABLE III 
Slag Compos·1t1on During Remelting of 
Heat A 309L Stainles~ Steel 
Weight Pct. Component 
1 g11,~n._1 p.g .of: i : , 
H~~t( f{OU+'tM1~, S102 
I ' ! . ., . : I 
MnO CaO MgO 
l. 
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12·. 3 2$.5 23.5 · 1. 0 2.3 o.s1 29_.6 0.096 
. 17.2· 22 ·1 ·24.9 2.8 J.1 1.0 ! 23.0 




17.6 ~0.9 1 2.4 J.2 0.96 20.J o. 014· 
I i 
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18.5 t9.9 26.8 2.5 J.9 0.?3 18.3 I 
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Slag Composition During Re~elt1ng of 
Heat B 3091 Stainless Steel 
Weight Pct. Component 
Al2o3 Cao MgO MnO 
24 0 •• 24.5 1.5 
.. 
22.J 24.8 1.9 
i 21.6 26.2 1.7 I 
i 






















0.030 1.2 4.5 
0.018 1.J 5.6 
-
0.022 1.3 5.4 
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Slag Composi t1on· Dutring Reme·l ting of 
. · ·Heat C J09L Stainless Steel 








22.J 39.7 2.1 J.5 o.s1· 21.8 0.016 
' 
C 
241,. 5 41.5 1.7 
I 
2.9 0.93 26.7 0.025 
e 
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s 1r10 · 2 Cr2o 3 . 
0.030 1.3 5.9 
0.030 0.91 4.8 











I: Time 1: ~rom Be-
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J TABLE VI 
Slag Comp_osi tion Durin.g Remelting of 
·Heat D J08L Stainless Steel 
• 
CaO MgO 
28.9 24.2 o.4 
., 
" 
.5 2~4. 6 0.54 
t . 
f-' 
25.0 23.2 o.87 
25.0 23.2 0.91 
22.6 24.1 1.1 
22.3 24.8 1.~3 
~ 
22.2 23.7 1.0 
.23.0 22.5 1.1 






























2?.J 27.5 1.2 4.6 o.68 21.4 0.044' 
' 
2:2.e 24.5 1.1 4.9 0.60 19.9 0.057 
2:1. 8 24.5 1.1 5.0 o.67 20.1 0.026 
21.5 25 .• ? 1.5 4.8 0.59 18.9 0.044 
s 
0.028 0.25 2.4 
0.028 0.75 J.O 
.0.030 o.?J 3.0 
0.026 0.78 4.0 
0.022 1.1 4.0 
0.018 0.95· 3.8 
0.024 1.1 4.1 
0.014 1.4 4. 5 
0.024 1.J 4.4 
0.020 1.3 4.4 
0.026 1.5 3.5 
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Slag·compos1t1on During Remelting of 
Heat E 17-4 PH Stainless·Steel 
Weight Pct Component • 
Al2o3 cao MgO MnO Fe2o3 CaF2 P205 
26.2 23.6 1.2 o.89 0.61 30.0 0.023 
2J.3 23.5 2.0 1.2 1.1 25.3 0.044 
22.2 41.1 2.2 1.J 0.99 22.6 0.034 
·' ,cf 
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0.030 1.2 2.4 
0.022 1.? 4.1 
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Metal Compos1t1·on During Remelting of 
Heat A 309L Stainless Steel 
• 
Weight Pct. Compone·nt 
,n E~i s ·p ' • 
C E C E C E C 
·-; i 
Cr 
E C .E 
1.51 1.62· 0.41 o-.42 0.026 0.023 0.016 O. Oll 21.98 22.51 
. 
1.5·8 1·.65, 0.)8 0~35 0.015 0.012 0.007 o·. 018 22.35 22.56 
·• 
·1.48 1.69 0.38 0.28 0.015 0.023 0.007 0.010 21.57 23.06. 
' :: 
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Metal Co~pos1t1on During Remelting of 
H~at B J09L Stainless Steel 
~n 
C E C 
S1 
E 










E C E C E 





1,501 /i o.·0131 ·o.b29 1.70 1.ao f>.39 0.39 0.013 0.014 0.011 0.015 22.43 l23.02'.~11.49 11.35 
: i J 
; 
.&=- --...---:~: _._, _._..._ __ ..._ _ _._ ___ ...,. -~'---_..._ __ ..._ __ ..._. ______ ____..._. _ _... __ _...,~-...... -
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Time · fr~m ':: 
Beg1nn1rig · :I 
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Metal Co~pos1t1on During Remelting of 
Heat C J09L Stainless Stee·l 
' ,, Weight Pct~ Component ,. 
n Si s 
C E c· E C E C 
I . . I . '' ' 
r 1 
E C E c E 
OaOO I Q.o:,5 0.029 1.78 1.88 0.46 o.49 0.014 0.015 
! ·. ! ; 
• 012 O. 014 21. 6 J - 2 • 6 5 11. 2 8 11. 09 
l i • : ; .. ,
·o,101£ ,:.oj1: O.OJ5 1.78 1.8.5 
• ! ; 
': : 
1,50, j i '.025 .035 1.?4 1.87 







. : ; 
• /1 . . . ., I ~ 
! 1, 
.so 0.50 0.010 0.011 .026 0.026 27.70 
.44 0.51 0.016 0.016 .• 007 b.011 1.35 
1.J9 11.JO 11.29 
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f T·1me roi:m:. 
Beginning;·: 
' of Heat 11 { Hour1Min~· 
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o. 0;19 0.019 
4110 0.0~7 0.021 
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' TABLE XI · 
Metal Composition During Remelting of 
Heat D J08L Stainless Steel 
• 
e g C • W 1 ht Pt C omponen t 
. ' 
' . Mn• Si\ s ·o 
' C IE C E C E C E 
i 
1 •. JO 1.30 o.47 o.48 o.oos o. 0.09 0. 011- 0.011 
I 
1.80 1.80 0.31 0.31 0.011 0.008 0.010 0.009 
1.90 11.:74 0.26 0.28 0.013 0.014 0.011 0.012 
1.84 1.84 0.38 0.37 0.013 0.017 0.013 0.011 
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TABLE XII 
Metal Composition During R~melting of 
Heat E 17-4 PH Stainless Steel 
rime:. from Bs-
g1nnirJg l,r . 




Weight Pct. Component 
Si ·o • r 
,,, I 
: '.; I 
' ii ., 
, I , 
0110· 
< · I J 1 · .. 
': : : 
1, ob-




C C E C E C E C E C E 
. 
0.028 0.030 0.61 0.56 0.16 0.010 0.010 0.003 0.004 16.80 16.20 
0.028 0.028 0~53 0.60 0.07 0.10 0.011 0.011 0.003 0.007 15.62 15~a2 
·1 u b c - Center E - Edge 








J.97 4.0l_J.82 3.62 0.19 0.19 
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Rem~lting of Heat A 309L Stainless Steel 
Time from Beginning~ Temperature (°F) 











Slag r\ln off for 45 
seconds 
Slag feed stopped 
240 gms. slag added 
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TABLE XVI 
. T~mperature and Slag Modifications During 
Remelting/of Heat D )091 Stainless Steel 
• ,<': -
• ,- - :-<- • """"-:... ,-,-
....... • j 
-=:,,,, • ,.J.~-'°""'- ... -~-'<=--""'·--· .... ' 
Time from Beginning· remperature (°F) 
Of Heat (HoursMin) I Slag Modifications 
0120 3240 \ .,. 
1100 3115 
2120 240 gms. slag run off 
21)0 3210 
. .. . .. •, 
)110 285 grns. slag run off· 
·3,50 Slag refill 





5130 I 250 grnso slag run of'f 
5•50 
·- Z.79 grns. slag run off 
···-~-·-··~-
.. - ·-·····•"•" 
------·- ----- --- -- --- --- . -
.. 
- . - --- - -- ---- --
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Temperature and Slag Modifications During 
Remelting of Heat E 17-4 PH Stainless Steel 
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~t-Test for Segregation Between Center and 
Edge of 309L Stainless Steel Ingots 
(14 Degrees of Freedom) 
Standard Standard 
aviation Pct Pct- ev1e.tion Pct 
0.0060 0.0306 0.0027 
0.118 1.7650 0.1018 
', 
~' 
0.045 o. 41.5 0.081 
•>, o. 0047 0.0160 0.0046 
0.0064 0.0146 0.0053 
2.069 22.660 o.656 
.0.274 11.148 0.267 
t-Value Pr~bab111ty of 
" Se re t1on Pct 
-1.12 70 - 15 
-2.06 90 - 95 
o~-os < 10 
-0.27 20 - JO 
-0.?2 50 
0.09 < 10 
-0.02 < 10 
\ 
.:.- . ~ 
:\ . . ' 
. ~ ) . 
~ TABLE XIX 
t-Test for Change in Alloy Content During 
Remelting 309L and 410 Stainless Steels 
. ; 
Al,loy1ng Calculated Elec-





; C .. 





)l Mn ii 
























J09L Stainless Steel 
Mean Remelted Standard t-Value Degrees of Probability 
Composition Deviation Freedom of Change 
. (P-ct) (Pct) (Pct) 
0.0306 :.-0.0016 -22.35 7 100 
1.651 0.118 7 100 
~ 
" 
1.765 0.102 6.53 7 1·00 . 
100 
.. o.416 0.059 6.89 7 
. 
o._0158 0.0045 -5.50 7 99.5 
61 
-
' 0.0054 0.0138 ,, -0.92 7 
22.510 o.657 1.68 7 85 
.. 










TABLE XIX (cont'd.)' 
. 
410 Stainless Steel - Heat 1 
. ,.Alloying Ca.lculated Elec- Mean Remel·ted Standard t-Value Degrees of Probability 
Eleme'nt • trode Compos1.t1on Composition Deviation Freedom of Change· 
i i •. {Pct) (Pct) (Pct) (Pct) 1 
! 
·cl; . ' 0.136 0.006 6.JJ ·0.15 17 100 
·, (. ~ '' 
' . 











' 0.0141 0.0016 : 5: .. I• 0.019 8.88 7 100 :. ' 1 
r 
; . 
; ' ' . 
p!' 0.008 .- ' .0.0093 0.0038 -0.93 7 62 







! C!r 12.25 11.879 0.316 6.53 30 100 
1 
I ; .. ; 
; ·: \ ' 










' I ; I r 
"( J 
: • I 
. ! ~ 




.. : I . 
' J : ,, . 
I 
f ~· ; ! . 
. : .1 
All~ying:calculated Elec-











''p;.'· r I 
' 
. ) 
' ' . 
I ' ,, 
I • 
~ ;·. . 
.0.15· 





I 12'. 25 
'j : 
TABLE xtx .. (cont• d. ) 
410 Stainless Steel - Heat 2 





•, (Pct) (Pct) .... ' 
',. 
0.151 0.008 -2.19 19 
0.778 0.035 2.19 44 
0.713 o. 046' 15.32 19 
,• 
0.0092 0.0006 6.47 19 
0.0092 0.0014 -3.45 15 
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TABLE XX 
..,_ ------=- ·•·· ---- .. 
. .., .. 
Observed Correlations Between 
Alloying Elements With frl ~ o.·a 




Mn ( center) 
Mn (center) 
-

















J09L Stainless Steel (8 Data Pairs) 
C6rrelat1on Between 
···_ Mn ( center) - Mn ( edge 
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,. .,.. '"''"' ........ ...- -~. . 





)08L Stainless Steel 
(12 Data Pairs) 
Correlation Between 
S102 - Al203 
S102 - CaF2 
MnO - CaF2 
S102 - MnO 
Al2o3 - MnO 
MnO - T102 
CaF2 - T102 
,: Al2o3 - CaF2 
MgO 
S102 - MgO 
MgO - CaF.2 
S102 - T102 
Al2o3 - T102 
Mgo· - MnO 
er o - · - s-10------~-: · 
- 2 3 2 
.. _ ...... '.'\ .. ,.,~,,-,, ... ,,""··-.-.., ····--··-- -
... , 
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TABLE XXI ( cont I d •. ) · 
309L Stainless Steel 
(13 Data Pairs) 
Correlation Between 




--- ~--:':!'."~-.::! -:,,,;-;:.,-~·-,..:----.:~:: 
- - ~:- ,t;, ;;_ --·· 
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.. .,. __ 
.. 
... 
. ·- -· ·- . 
~----
-~------a----- ---t- r-
. -· ..• -- - -
·~ 
--
S102 - Al2o3 -0.965 
A12o3 - T10 2 -0.944 




Cr2o3 .o. 921 
S102 - MgO 0.920 
~ 
S102 - MnO 0.905 
A12o3 - MnO -~0.899 
0 
S10.2 1 - T102 0.896 
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. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMI~G SIMtJL'.A'J'ION 
-.,, -·-: 
1' 
• •,, o;a. • ·•·• • 
The dynamic pro~ra~mi~~ approac~ offers a method of 
- -- . ··-- ---== •. ... ......... __ ~ -- -~- - -
' ' 
.. ,,q_. -· L--=·--·-- ~~~-opttmi.zin~ some· feat,1re of the ~lectrosla~ Remelting Pro- • a~ ... - .... ~_,.a,,__ .. , '""'-" .. " 
J 
-···-·· . - ----·-·---····- _,._ ..... - ..... 
- -............. ,_ 
----
cess. It co,1ld he used to opt1.mize the recovery of an ex-
pensive a.llo~ring element, such as chromi11m, or to optimize 
the removal of an undesirable element, such as sulfur. In 
th:ls 1nvestlgat1on the approach ts used to optimize profit, 
1.. e., tha.t· operating policy is · fo11nd which makes the pro-
( 
cess yield the highest monetary return over a period of 
time. 
tP 
The system considered consists of the electrode, slag 
pool, molten metal pool, solidified ingot, and the elec-
trical_ ~ower input. The state of the system at any time 
can be described by the composition of the electrode, com-
·position and depth of the slag pool, temperature of the slag 
.. 
and metal pools, composition of ther solidified ingot, ele.c- · 
trica.l current and power; and the melt rate. The optimum 
~ policy desired is the set of states of the system which .d' 
·-·maximizes. cumulative profit for the first minute of oper-
·ation -during a stage over a given number of stages. 
Since· the process -ts .continuo11s, the ___ .mo.st. ___ convenient 
1--------C.;,-<----:z,-~-"-· • __ ~-- chc,-ice for -a.-s-tage is a time 11nit. The. stage can be of any 
; '.'.'.'\·c-\,,,. ___ •,,,,~;•oM.•;.;:--::-~~:-•Co••--:,c:-:•-.....:----e..~~---·-·..:..-.-••-:~---.. -••• ••- • • ••'•• • r ••••••~• ~-· .. ,.,;_, • --._, ,·•>•• • 
l .·.. -~----------;iength~ An half-hour tlm~-~t;g~"arpif:l'ari1y Was·. chosen 1fOi- -· --,cc, - .·-,cc, . 
,r- =----=.=:-t -.- .. -: :=~--=-- ., . -- -- . . .:,. -~··_:__:·-:···--- __ .. -- .. . . . __ .. __ , . - . . . -
- . . ···---------····· 
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• C 
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stnge ,.,ot11·a be morA advantar_seO'.lS for on~l 1l1~ coYl:trol since 
this ,,10111(1 enable need,eo cot·rect t or.s to he made rnore fre-
quentl ~t 8.nd. thus ~t ve better control over the process. The 
stmulation developerl ca~ be mo~\fie1 ~asily to accom~odate 
a stage of any length. 
- • ·---··" -··. . w 
Since the remelted ·composition must be within certain 
ranges, the desired ingot composition is chosen and there-
~ 
' · after remains constant· througho11t ope.ration. As fo11nd ex-
perimentally in the earlier portion of this. investigation, 
the slag composition d~r1ng remPlti~r can be predicted 
rather a.cc11rately 011.ce the percente.ge of CaF2 in the slag 
is kno1m. Control r,f slag composition 1s possible only-
by ~ulk addition or removal of slag,; however, the CaF2 
changes during remelting are pre.dictable as shown in Fig- ""-
l' 
ure 4.' Therefore, 1 t is possible to characterize the ·com-
position of the slag from a prediction of CaF2 during re-
melting. In actual o~-line operation the CaF2 of the slag 
- -
could be chemically a.n~lyzed and read directly into the 
, ------·---~ --- --computer thus eliminating the necessity o'f this· prediction. 
-
- - · --- A rapid methhd of CaF2 determination is now being developed2-2 
· and should be quite h:elpfu.l 1n realizing on-line control. 
S.ince the Arcos u~i t enables slag additions and changes 
,\ 
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a.ny amo·1 nt. A good s1mulat:1.on 1-101.1la be able to tell which 
slag chano;e wo1Jld be best for a:iy rl~sired optlrnlzation. 
I~ thts 1nvesti~at1on the effects on maxt~1m profit fro~ 
' 
-----"' ~·-•·I, r __ . t:_ ,•:- <I: ,; ' • ·.~ • 




' . . . 
sla~ wtth new slag are studied. Other slag mod1f1cat1ons 
co11lC,. be st11died qtli te easily, but this has not been done • 
. ,/ 
,· 
\ . . . 
In·its present form, the simulation determines the 
operating policy which maximizes cumulative profit for 
~· 
the first minute of operation for up to twelve half-hour 
stages of operation. To do this, ·the simulation select$ 
the optiw1m op~ratlng temperature, sl~g depth, and melt 
. 
rate for a·slag of a given compos1tio~. This is accom-
plished by trying various values which are known to be 
' 
' 
·within allowable operating ranges -of the Arcos unit. These 
values then determine the electrical inputs and electrode 
·) · compositio!l·.- The fact that the conditions- used during any 
stage affect the calcium fluoride content of the slag which 
tn turn affects the' operation_ during the next stage is con-
side.red in determining the optimum operating -pondi tions. 
After the opt im1J.m cond1 t·1ion·s are ~etermined, the cumulat1 ve 
pro-fit -from operating _under these conditions is compared 
with the cumulative profits ·resulting from 'complet.ely re-~. 
' . - .• ·-' .. -~ .;-: "'":""·".'!=--=-;..:.-_ 
',, 










· · --- -- -····-- ·-· - -~~----·-_ --_ -· -----_pla.e-ing a11---the slag and fro;I1 replacing half the slag. - ·----~ 
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· opt1.mu'D. choices of temperat,1re., melt rate, and slag.· depth 




'T'a.ble XX:TV sho~,rs the cornpie+.e· lt~ .. tin·g of· the co'Ilput'~r 
' . 
progra-rn. Flp;11re 1.5 is a flow flheet of the sim,_xlatlo"(l. All 
the variables us~d are deftned in ~ablff XXVo 
As dtsco·vered in .,:the earlier. portton of this inves-
tigation, .,the fl,rx: changes occurrtng during the remeltine; 
of 3081 and J09L stainless s~eels are different. There-
fore, the steel composition des1red after remeltin~ ts 
chosen first. The compositions nre such th~t chromium 
and nickel ar~ set at the desired remelted values whereas 
the other elements are assigned values which must not be 
exceeded. 
Since the, CaF2 ·during experimental remelting varied 
_·fro!Tl 40 to 16 pct., the sim11lation perfor111s calculations 
- . 
for 10~slags with CaF~ varying from· 40.0·to 17.5 pct. in 
0 • 
. 2. 5 pct. increments~ · After the Ca.F2 va.luP, is chosen, s11b-
routine ·sLAG I. is call_ed. Using the equations from Table 
_ XXIII the slag composition is predtc·ted. The constants 
1.1sed in determining specific slag conduct1 vi ty as a. f11nc-
··t1on ·of temperature_ b-y··-·Eq··; .... ·-·---c(-1.) a.re~ -then ... calc11lated ,f-rom 
·-·-· . -- ·-----· ·------------·------------------·-----·---... -- - ·-. - ... 
--
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~omputer Simulation Pro~m 
P~OGR 4~ CAAkF ( T P\J~UT, T APF l O= l NPlJT t Qt IT PUT, TAPE l l :01 ITPUT) 
DIMENSION HCl?.l 
C OM M O N T E M p 9 ~ A T r· • /1 ( l 2 () ) \1 (l. I M C (I l'! T ·M r,A ~ I ' A I M s I • A r M s • A ! >-1 p • A I M C A t A I MN I • 
_-_:·_ ··~- . . , . -------.---~. -----· 11 MNO, IS I 02, IC R 2 0 '3 o IC AF? o F STRIP 1 F P Ow h, r: POWH, F P nWC, F POWD t F POWE t COST~ ,, -~"-.:-~~-=--~-=~-=~----· 
·- J·, 
? , AA, hR 9 GRADE v F"CAF?, P~OFt\J ') OE PTH-






PR l_NT l O o I GRADE 
\. 


















IF(A8S(GRAOE-30~.o).LT.O.l) GO- ro· 1an1 
AIMCR:23.S 
AJMNl:12o0 
GO TO l 008· -
1001 AIMCR:20.S 
AtMNI:11.S 
C THE SLAG COMPOSI·TION AND CONSTANTS OF THE RESISTAf\1CE EQUATION ARE 
C CALCULATED FROM THE CAF2 OF THE SLAG 
1008 CALL SLAGl 
C FROM,HERF TO STATEMENT 1000 THF OPTIMUM TEMP, SLA~ DEPTH ANO ~ELT RAJ£ 
CAR~ CHOSE~ TO OPERATE THE P~OCESS AY A TijlAL AND ~RROR PROCESS 
C VARIOUS TEMPERATURES ARE TRIED 
DO 1000 IT~3000o32SO,~O 
TEMP:IT 
- T:273o06(TEMP=32e0)05.0l9.0 










___ _ -· LNXg2 o 303~ (AA.+_RB/Tl. .. - ----- ·-· . - . . . - ~--------J-·-----'--· -"-~----·----·· -·---~·-·· . 1 ··· ,_._,, - ··-·-- ·--::-.-:-"""'" . . .. 
X:E}(P ( LNX) 
----------------------------------- C THF: TEMPERATURE nESIRED DfTF.RMINfS THE POWER REQU_TREMENT 
. . .. -. . P O ~'4 E R: A 2 o 9 * C l • 0 • ( TE MP• 3 1 5 0 • 0 > / l S 0,_o _ _. 0 ) 
. ______ ___________ _______ C POWER· COST DElERMlNED (OOLLARS/K~-MINUTE>. 
-------~-- ----------"----~-----
···---··-·-···-··-···-·".~--,,--_ -_ ....----·:'."~-~~---~----·· -- · --- COSTP:O eO-li*POwER/60 • 0 ------ - -
_____________ ------·---- _ __ .C ... lHf' .c-ME LT . R A'T E IS VAR IE D . __ .... _ ....... __ ·-· __ -···-
--- -- --· ·---·- - . - . --·- - - - .. -- --··· --···---·-·--·-•. ·----- - - • . ------- -- - - - - . ·---•- -- . ····---r------ ---·------·---~---
DO 1000 IR=lS0,350,~0· ~ . ··-. 
P=IR -
. ····-····- ---- -·~··· ... - ... -·· -·--··-·---··--·- --· -..... ~,. -.. ---·-·· ... -~·-- _. ·-···-·-_-_.· . ··R AT· F'_···.· :n_ 7·· · 1··· ·o· ·o •. ··o· ·-··· ... ····"~----·_ -··-· _; .-· - •. > ... ., ...... -._., .· ., ..... ·-·····-··--·-·. ---···. ·.' · __ :· __ . ·· .... -·. ·_ ~. -··-.. .-.. --··· ·--------· '>'•··---·-- ....... ····-~·-=--~.::::.::::::::=:..~:c::'."":~·c7-0,,,;.,,w,..-ccc,"'-·="-'""""=~-~"-·~·"·'··'~·.--~·· "··· 
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. . , . _ . . -- --- ·c T Hf - SLAG-_ 0 EP TH 'i S VA~ IE D . - - ._ - __ -- - _ 
__:---c--··- - -=- -- -- -· ---- ----· 
·cc··· . . - ·:··~ ? ':·~ ·• '.:~..; ·· ~· .C. ·a-,-. :: . . ··. g: 
1
--~-,{) 0 0 · i():J.5H.!;~', ·· C ~ =~ ~- . · • \ .C:. :;~ ~ ·. : . · · • • ; •• · :::.:;:- = ~ .' <' • _ • . 
I./ ~ "" .. 
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•·;- ~i.. •· I . ·._.. • , 
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r THf. F.FFFCTIVE Of PTH I5 THf. ntSTAf'.ICF. AFTwEF.N THE Et ECTROOE ANO T ... E METAL POOL 
"E F'Fnc·P=DEPTHO ( 1. o-o. 05°RATE) 0 ( 1. n- ( TfMP-3000. n) /f>OOO. 0) 
r T~f.: <;LAC, OFSI.STA~..JCF rs CALClJLATEO F~()M THE EFFECTrVF 5LAG DEPTH, SLAG 
C CO t,J OU C T I V I T Y A I\J L) THE CR n S S - SF CT I ON AL A~ EA· < 1 6) • T ~ E 2 • S 4 I S A CONVERSION 
C Fl\f.TOR 
~FSIST=f~Fn~P/(2o~40lhoOOX) 
C Cl.l~RF.NT FOl_lf\Jf) F~Qr,1 THF PQL•JER REQUIREMENT AND AEStc:;TANCE 
CURRNT=SORTCPOwFR*lOOOoO/RESIST) 
r, THF. I t\lPIJT Mf LT <jlJAI\JT TT I f:S ARE CHOSEN 
CALL !f\JPUT 
C THF. FINAL SLAG COMPOSJTYOf\J AFTFR THE 1·GIVEN MELT CnNDITIO~S IS FOUND 














C THE OPTIMUM MELT QUANTITIFS ARE STORED FOR POSSI81E LATER USE 













BC 11) =f POWE 
BC12):FCAF2 
-1 0 0 O CONT l NU E 
K:K+l 
IF<KQFQ.l) GO ·TO 1002 
C THE PROFITS-ACCRUED FROM REPLACING THE SLAG ANO CHANGING THE SLAG 
·~··~ -: 
--- .. -~--0'_~-,- -.-_ •• - - :--'---'-.-~~-- C CQ!-1eos l 0 T I Of\J ARE OETERMl_NEO ' 




I K:: AK/ 2 o O + 0 • 51 --~_____:._~--~--~---""":".··_=c'-·.=··--=-.. ~-~-~--~-~~-~-----~----.----
--- __ ..•..••. - _____ •• -, ___ ·.·--·-·· -=~-~~"""'c"c-..,-= .... --~-·- - ---~--- d-K-~l--K .e. l ~lK - .· ----. ~-·._·· 
.-. - . 
.CHAN~E=A(JKJ•CPROF•0.02 
-.. ---~ ... ---- -.. . ------~- .. __ . . I F ( K a F <~ o 2 ) C HANG E = • l O O O • 0 _ . - -- - · · --- . I 
\ ' 
. •- -- -· CT HE OPT IM UM CHO ICE OF ME LT T NG , REP LAC lNG T)ifE SLAG · 0 c CM A NG 'I NG THE SL AG ,. 
- .. · . . . ~ 1 ~ . or Tr n M r·Nr o·· r· --C-----'---- - - --- --~ •• -· ------~ ... ~---...--..,...,....._,...~ ........ .......-.-~~,~ .. --...-.. ,.. .. .,. .... ~.-.-.. .. ,..,........--..,,,..~·~--,"'-"T~...,.,......,:, ~-""'·-
··---:--··········:·"":,.~ ....... .:..·----, .... _,,.~---·-----.. -·---=-:.;;:.~------".'"c-··--·~--G'"""'-".l'""7·y; : L-- ··C:..r"'I' ·- · C. · ·· ·· ·-· .-··· - · -·-·--·--·-··-····-·--· ... -·· - -- - -------- ......... , .. =",--~-- ·:···. -· ·-::.· ... - . ·-··- .. -----(~- . --- . . - . - - :: _ _ ~-- ·-'·-- ,·" __ : . · 
~H~~~.:-~:.'.~~-~----.···-- --=----:-- -~-~-=~·=--==~ . . - IF ( CPR OF OGE O REPLAC fl AND. CPR OF. GE .C~A·NG'E:-l G6=-l'-8--l 002 
. . .... - --- -,-- - . ._ . . . . .. , . -···-- .. " ..... - -, ··-~-:,.-. __ ----::::-~,- ... , ... ----. -- -· . - -· . - -_- --t. .-.--,-·. -,·-·.-.=--·- --=--==-=~~-----··'·"·""''·'''·-· .-. 
·:-::·:- . -·_··. - -----~--~:~L~~-=:: .. ~:------~;~~:::=:'-·'.>---~:__,~,-,_lf (_R~PL ~.Ce Gi. CPHOf _ •.AND .• REe.LA.C .... G£_._c}:1.A-NGE-l--GO---l-A-; -100·3-·----·::. ,,;:-='·•;:·.,c_ ·.-,·;::c.'-_-c·c",L:.~2:._.,,_.:\.,:5,,,,:~;:,,;:,:s":-:,,,""'i,.c:~'i·_?:';;;J-;_-;;.;;#-,':;;,·:··· ... """"""''""""'""';'·:o: 
-~-=~~---~-~------e:-· ~-: -~--C~ -- ------··-· -·--- .. rr: (CHAI\JGf' .GE_.CP~Of .AND.CHANGE.GE-.REPLAC) _GO Tn 1004. . .· . - . . .... · .. · - . . .c-
--......... --~- --·-----·----- ,-~ .. _-...... T'O~ ' 
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·-·-:-·--';,:::.·_;; :·---·:··,'.·---
'-~- --- ___________ ...........,__._,,..--=, ' 
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·' . 
,r· .. • 
111; •· 
~-
..... ~_,,. ~···· 
: ., ............. ·='· 
... 
I 
.. --;~~,- ,_ - :- ---- .,.·--1'·.- ----c--~---- -------.:,----,--·--,------ - ·• -- .-. --~-·-~---· ;._:cc:::.1-.::--:-- -----~----
' 
. ' . 
.. 
e tr ts nfCTr>En TU OPE~ATF- llNnE~ OPTIMUM ~ELT CONDITIONS 
ton;, t=t•l / 
A{ll=C.P~OF -· ··----'-··- -- -~-~----..----·-- ...... , . ....,.. ·-~--·- ------.......---------·- - _. 
- ' - II • 
. . . 
_-,.. ___ -_--,.,___ •,;- - . ,.....,, ..... .,, -""',--·•~·-'" ·-
·' 
-C TMf OP~P~TING VAMTARL~S ARE PRINTEO 
PHTNT ll,STAG~olCAF?98 
11 FORMAT(lH09lRHSTAGES ~E~AINlNG = ,14,20H STARTtNG CAF2 = tF6elt 
llOH PCTo /lH095X96HTEMP =,F7.ltlOH DEG F ,12HSLAG OEPTH =• 
2F4.1 9 7H IN 9llHMELT RATt :,F4ol,BH PPM .9HCUARENT =,F7elt 
37H AMPS o7HPOWER =vFSoloRH KW /lH09SX9l?HSTR1P FfED =oF6.3, 
45H PP~ olOHPOWOER A =QF6o397H PPM olOHPOwDFo B =oF6 0 397H PPM 
SlOHPO~·JOER C :cF6o397H PPM «>lOHPOWOE~ D :::0F6 0 394H PPf'.4/lHOtSX,l 
60HPO\~f1ER E :c,F6a397H PP~ tl2HFlNAL CAF2 =,Fc;.l,6H PCT.//) 
C THE SLAG COMPOSITTON IS CHANGED PRIOR TO REPEATlNn CALCULATIO~S 
lCAF?:ICAF2-2oS00 
IF(lCAF2oLTal7.4) GO TO 100S 
C OU~MV NlJMHrR 
MPROF=-1000.0 
Gn TO 1008 
' 
CIT IS DECIDED TO REPLACE THE SLAG FOR THIS.CAF2 AMO ALL SMALLER VALUFS FOR· 
C THIS NUMRER OF STAGES REMAINING 
1001 IF(KoLEolO) BO TO 1007 
GO TO 1005 
1007 I=I~l 
ACl)::REPLAC 













C THE OPERATING VARIAHLES ARE PRINTED 
PRINT ll,STAGE,ICAF2,B . 
C lME SLAG COMPOSITION.JS CHANGED PRIOR TO REPEATIN~ CALCULATIONS 
- - - -- ~ ------- -~~ 
ICAF2:ICAF2=2o500 
K:K+l 
GO TO 1003 '. 
_ ...... ; .. _ _ - __ ... __ , __ :_~---.C---l-T--.I S DEC I.OED TO. C.ti.ANGE TH_E. SLAG .C.OM~OS IT lON 
lOOit I=I+l 
A(l):CHANGE 
h~· OPERATION STOPS TO CHANGE SLAG 
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,~,, . .: "* • ~-·, "". c·-, -- -•· • ·c ,•c ·= ... I -""' ·, ·~ ... ., .. 
.~ i •• 
C 
- ··=,- ~-- ·---:·, ;::·,r.. 
.· --- -~, . 
C NE~ SLA~ co~PO~ITTON CHOSEN 
'--... . . ··-·--··--· 
-----~--=-------- •.,,.,.. __ ,______._.. ... ,.,_._.,.,_... ~-- . 
TFCTK.Fq.2) R(l2>=37.~ 
lF(IK.~0.3) HCl?>=JS.O ~ ·-~- _.....,,. - ,.. . .._......_,_ '"- _,..._ __.. -- -_r_ -· ...!. ""-" ·.-::, .·,c,..,"'•_,_..- ~- .,..~-=di-·~ _.,. __ ·-· -··-=---•··l,CII,-.,,._-~.._,,, 
lF-Cir<-of 1Je4) H(lc>=32.'i 
,Jr ' . 
r THf-~ 
JF(TK 4 fr)oS) 1-1(1?.):30.n 
O ~E R n T I N (; V A P I A R L l- S t\ R E µ R I NT E () 
PRINT ll9STAGf9J(AF29R 
<;LAG C:0~-1POS!TION JS CH4~ 1GED ~RIOA 
ICAF2=JCAF2-c.Son 
JFCTCf\f-2oLTol7.4) r,o TO 1005 
C f)lJM flw1 Y Ml JrvH~ ER 
MPROF=-1000.0 
r;n TO 1'108 
TO RFPEATIN~ CALCULATIONS 
C THJ: CALC:ULATIONS .ARE REPF..:ATEO FOR THE NEXT STAGE ~TARTING WITH NEW SLAG 
lOO~ STAGF:STAGE+l 
IF(STAGEoGT.12) GO TO 1006 
K:0 
C r:u J ,1 MY N t J M ~~ E ~ 
~PROF= .... 1000.0 
ICAF?:40.0 
G() TO lOOA 
1001, P~Jf\lT 12 
:. . 
1? FORMAT(1Hlt43Xt32HMAXIMUM 
1·CtNT CAF2 IN STARTING 
2 • 5 35 • 0 32·. 5 
3.~. 20.0 17.~ 
N:l 
M:l 0. 
no 2000 L=l•l2 
PRINT 13,L,CA(I>,I=N,M) 
P~OFIT • DOLLARS/MtNUTE//lHOt42Xt34HPER 
SLAG/lH0,12-0H STA~ES 4010 137 
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COMMON T E MP t ~ A TE , A ( 12 n ) , A I MC , A I M •·H.J , A J a.1 ~ I,, A T M ~ , A I MP , A 1 MC R • A I MN I , 
_ - 'L-" ·:• • • -~: ".. .,...__S • · ~ .'.7'"""'.C" c: 









IF (lCAF2oGTo38oO) GO TO 100 
r,n TO 101 








r;n TO 103 
101 IF(AH~(GRAOE•30R.o>.LT.Oe01) GO TO 102 













GO TO 103 











----~-~- -:-"·'-.·c-,-·--~->- ·- ·-··· , .. ~--· ------ -1F·flT l02·ot;.ro O·oO-l 0 l T-l02-=o--.--o- ----·---~-~~ 
ICR203~lol&7¢0el3A9•ISI02 
·- ,-------------~----'~----·----·0 -··- --C---THE FOLLO~JING CALCULATE THE CONSTANTS USE.0 IN OET~RMINING THE SLAG COM• . . - .... ···- .. . . ' - ... .. . .. . . ..• . .. - . .. .. . . . . . .. , . -··---· ·--·---- ----····------· -···· .. __ J 
C DUCTIVITV AS A FUNCTION OF COMPOSI°TION AND TEMPERATURE•• LOG X =· AA + HB/T 'It 
··-c·····-···,··ccc.,--=~cc==c-:'~-;~:,-,,:'7-•----,, .. :., .. · .. :.S· -103 AA=O o O l 32vlCAF2 -e- Oo 12 0 s~ ( I AL203+ Is· 102 > • 0 • 0538*, CAO+ 0 • 0 0 s• ( I MGO • I MNO r 
. ··-·' •••. · ... --- .. • .••• ·<11 - • • - • ----·······---·-··--···· ........ - ... ______ ,, _____ ,__ ·'""'--"····· 
· "l+ITl02)¢0o0000ICR20'3 ... ----. \ 
. ------ .. · ... ~- --------------- -·· ------- -B"f3=•ltl
0 
0 0130~ IC AF2+ Oo O 2?74tll AL203 + ISi 02 > • 0 • 00Cl·75*lCA0•0• 002* < I MGO+- .'. ------------- ___ __ i 
·-----·----- .. -· - ----~~ - :. 1 1 MNO• 1,. 102, • o. o o 6'° I"cR2·03 ,. • 1 o o o o. o ______ ...... - ---------- :· f 
------ .. ------ RE TURN . . .. _. _ . -=, . i 
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$FO~TRAN 







~ ·." t • . 
-
' ... 
,.. .- ··--- Cece _, • • ·, ·-·-.·- --:-, -
. -- -'· " --- ··-· - .. ·~ - ------ '-'- .... ' 
-: ;.. -=:,_:~;:,\:·~-~' ',~=~':·\-~.:'";·;:~,c:;~..,~~.''"; ;.,~ :~_'"'·~~---_' __ : _-:: ·-;·. ·t· -, ......... ,-·,- - . :-···--~ -· 
. . 
···---~--- ~-'- :.·--,---.. '~-,..·.· . .,.._,.- ··-c,.· :--:- -_-,--.-,_-_ ,;;.·:::· •. '"" ·, 
-SlJHROUTTNE INPUT 
COM~OrJ TFMP,~ATF.,4(120)•AJMC.~tMMN1AT~Sl,AJMS,AJ~P,AIMCRtAIMNI, 
1TMNO,JSTn2~ICR20J,ICAF~.FSTRIP,FPOwA,FPOWB,FPn~C,FPOWO,FPOWE,C0STM u,r.··---~--· ----·--··--7---·'t····~···- •'. . . 
? , AA, P~ 9 GRAOE., F C l.\F?, P~OF~ 1 , DEPTH 
'. 
J·. -
C () M Mn 1\1 T , K 9 J K 
PrAL ICAF?olCA0,JS!O?oinL?.03,IMNn,I~GO,ITI02,tCR203,MPROF 
C CALCULAT~ THE NtEnfD A~OUNT OF EACH ELEMENT WHICH MUST BE ADOED 


















CC. MUST NOT 8E EXCEEDED 
~ CHECKC=Oo00006*PS+0.0001S•PA+0,00054*PB•O•OOOn8•PC+Oa003•PO 
IF(CHECKCoGToAC) r,Q TO 201 
·C MN MUST NOT BE EXCEEDED 
CHF.CMN=Oa0027~PS~Oo0006*PA+Os004•PB•Oe999*PE 
IFCCHECMNoGToAMN> GO TO 202 
c. SI MUST NOT BE EXCEEDfD 
CHECSI=Oo0003•PA•Oo00005*PB+Oe60•PD 
IF(CHECSioGToASI> GO TO 201 
CS MUST NOT 8E EXCEEOEO 
··-
·, 
CHECKS:O o O O O 08~PSoO • 00006*PA+ 0, 0 0 022•PB•O. 000 tS•.PC 
IFCCHECKSoGToAS) GO TO 205 
C P. MUST NOT RE EXCEEDED. 
CHECKP=Oo00012*PS+0.00007*PA ~ 
IF(CHECKPoGToAP) GO TO 205 
GO TO 204 
201 PE=PE=Oo05 
GO TO 203 
•" "•-•- •••••• ••••••·--•"' •••••-••••-"• ·•-,o•h·•• ··-·•••-•• ~··- ,,•••• •-n-~' •'• .-, ·-·~ 
·. 
·----·-----
"--~-Q? J?n.=F>ncao,l -· ,_ ·-·--·--···-····-··· - -··-····-- -·-· 
··-·----·---~---···-·-·-'·-· ··-·-';·········· GO T0,_203 -- ~ . -- .,,._... "_: ... ""-' ~- - - -- ;. ... - ·---~- ·- -. -. .;:-~ -· --·~ "' .., ,, 
> - 205 COSTM::1000.0 
RETURN·-·· 
!\ 





. - ··········--·· ... • -~--- "·~·~.~
13
----~,-~--,·F~EO RA TE s CA LC ULA TED _ - ·- ce-,--,=-=~c·~------" -"----~--·.-·-·· . -=··,·-~·= - -- ... ---- - . -=- --=----"- .: ---~- ·-··----· --
F S TR I P=Oo O l *RATE*PS -·-·-----·--------- ---------------- -- --- -. -- - -
- --•-_c· _ _::-.·.:':==-- ... - ,.. FPOWA:OoOl00RATE*PA . 
--··---·-
F P OW8: 0 o O ! iiRATE~PH ----·--- ---------.- .... 
. . . .. F f.J Q \pJ C = 0 0 0 l C, R A f E * P C .... · _:: ............ :: ..... :.; ____ ;-~,.L:: .. ,:~.: :.:_:.:~; . .:;:: .. :..:_::.:.: .. =:-·;c· c:···::;·:~-~-0:-:~=::=:-~~;;;.~~: .:.,~-.,=. .. :-:::~::?::.: ... ,.:.,~.,~:~7:"..:::::'.7~.-~~· . .:"'":-~~:---:-:.: .•. _-,:--::-:.::~:~;~-.... '.~~-;- ~--~~::· ··· 
·--~~ ···~·- - a· ,·--~·•·=··?''"COST OF MI ll I DOLL A RS/MINu' TEJ CALCULATED --- - -. ?)i 
COSTM:COSTN*O • 01 *RATE . -· . _ . /t 
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CO MM O r, 1 T E. MP t R A T f-. , A ( 1 2 fl ) • A I MC , A J MM N , A I MS J , A I MS • A I P-4 P , A I MC R t A I MN I • 
lTMNQ9]SI0291CR?03,1CAF2,FSTRIP,FPO~A,FPO~A,FPnWC,FPOW0oFPOWF,C0STM 
? , A A io H R t> GR A DE o F C A F ? 9 P R O F ~-1 t1 D E P T H 
C.OMMON I 9 l< 9 ,JK 
REAL .JCAF29ICAO,IS102,IAL203,I~NO,I~GO,ITI02,TCR203,MPR0F 
· ·c CALCULATE THE. TIME COHRESPONOING TO THE SLAG CAF2 
SH=20o0 
St = O on 
301 S:(SH¢SL)/2e0 
IFCAH5(GRADE-30ij,O).LT,O.Ol) GO TO 304 
C 309 EQUATION 
Y=l1o43-0v330S+l3.5/S 
Jn3 IF(AHS(Y=ICAF2l.LTeOol) GO TO 300 
IF(YoGToICAF2) GO TO 302 
SH=S 
GO TO 301 
302 SL=S 
GO TO 301 
C 30A EQUATION . 
304 V=2~ol-0.66S•S•3.QS/S 
GO TO 303 
.' 
C CAL CUL A TE THE CAF2 AT THE END OF THE: PRESENT STAGF CONE•HALF HOUR-)--- ---·----
300 S:S+loO 
IF(ABSCGRADE-308aO).LT.O.Ol) GO TO 305 
C "'309 EQUATION 
FCAF2=17e43-0.33*5+13.5/S 
GO TO 306 
C 30A EQUATION 
30S FCAF2=26ol•0.665*5+3.95/S 
C CORRECT THE CAF2 FOR CONDITIONS OCCURRING DURING fHE STAGE 
3n~ FCAF2:FCAF2°<1oO+C31SO.O•TEMP)/3~00.0>•(l~O•<~ATE•2e5)/40 •. 0)*CleO+ 
l(QEPTH=4o0)/20o0) , 0 
C CORRECT THE CAF2 TO THE CLOSEST VALUE AVAILABLE IN THE SCHEDULE. 
IFCFCAF2oGEo39o25) FCAF2~40o0 
IFCFCAF2oLTo3Qo250AND0FCAF2oGEo36o75) FCAF2~3joS 










. C IF THE LAST SYAGE IS BEING CONSXD'EREDo THERE XS NO PROFN 
IF<IoLFo9)- GO TO 307 . .. . 
. !. . . C IF -~~f? AY THE END Qf TM~ Si AGE. IS LESS Tt=IAN · 15 PeT FURTHER OPER.ATlON. ----~---~-_:-~---_,,_--------·---- - .. 
-,-···---·-- ___ _: __________ --·--·. ·-------·····c·· ts IMPOSSIBLE O A COMPLETE FLUX CHANGE IS NEEDED a 
· I F C f()C AF 2 o LT o l 5 o 1 ) GO TO _ 3 0 7 .. 
-----·· ·-'· ~----.:.-.--~=- ·--~···· T -.·····: "·". ·c;or·o-300 ____ ~,~-~- - _. -----··· 
' 
. ' 
..... ----· .. . .. ---·- - - ····--
=~~--=· ---~- _._:-: ..... --3-t}-7---·-RR-O~-N::=O-o·O·--- - ·· ·· - ··~·--···- ····· - ··· --· - ,,~ ·- - ;-
RF TURN · · 
. . , . 3 n A J l< : Y co ( K ¢ l O ) .. ··---- . __ , . ___ . . ·-· . . ·--· 
· -, 1 E < AB s t F c AF 2 · 31 s 1 Lr o o 1 > J K - 2 J K ... - . ... -- ~M • .f\ -- - . -~ -·~· -~ ~ ~~~~~~~-~~==77~=~·~~7=~~===;~=~=~~-~~~~.=;,=-~~~==~~£~~~=~~~~-~--=~~~~~~1 
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.SJ f· 
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-- :..l•·-·----- _·- ___ _: .. ~ :C-C;=.,,·· . ....:,•-N 
.. r .. - ""' ,i., -r=!'"• ~ -· -
1 JF(A8S(FCAf2;,.J5 • Ol.LT • 0 • 01, . Jt<aJ+JK ' 
. 
. 
. . IF(AHS(FCAF2-32 • Sl.LT • 0 • 0 l) JK•4•JK c.:t._ 
!F'(A8S(FCAF2-30 G'I O > o LT • 0 • 01) JK=S+JK 
1F(AAS<FCAF~=27 0 5) o LT • 0 ~- 0 l ) JK=h+JK .. 
1F(A8S<FCAF2-25 0 O)oLT 0 0 C O 1) Jt~=7+JK 
lF(AHS(FCAFc~?.2 5 > ol T ID 0 0 O 1 ) Jt<:::R+JK .. ... 
'!'il _,.,.-::,. 
0 .... _ ~ 
~ IF ( A~S ( FCAF2-20 • 0 l ol T • 0 G 0 l) JK=9+JK 
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.------~~Call SLAGI to calculate al@g compos1t1o 
and specific cond!Jc~tivitv .constantso 
_ _..,. VarY-t·empe:re.tuie 3000 = '/I :fjoo°F~- in ~increments. 
Calculate specif_i~_~onducti vi t., f? ot1er o.nd , crt1er cost 
. f 
arr melt rate 1o5~3~5 lb[~ino in Oo5 lb/mino increfilenta. 
- V 
.,..__~Vary slag depth 3o r=4o ino in Oo 5 ino increfilentf!.J 
w 
-~- : 
@~~~1:!_ste effective sl~-g--deptho slag re@iatGJ.nce nmll. current 
. V [caii--INPUT __ ~o cG\lculate electrode com osition tand cost 
. ' 
Call SLAGII to calculBte fin2l alQ 
CaF and profit.from stBge STAGE~lo 
---- -~- -- - -~---~ 




NO~:- Store operatl Talue 
,--------.~v~,e~-~"Gfilpe~~ 
ature 0 me1t ~Qte Qnd 
NO slag depth beefi WQ~ied over 
allc~Je · :r&1.n-' ~, 
_ Ch@o@e b~st 
policy from (l)PG~G1~i~ 0. chang-
. ing ~r ~~difyi~ GlQgo • l 
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Variable Names Used 1n S1mulat1on 
·-· -~ • f "' 
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.. STAGE 
-Number of half-hour stages remaining 1n_.,. ~c..,:. :._ ... ._ .... ·. · .\.· _ .. 





Selling price of product ($/lb) 
Designation of steel to be remelted 
Fixed cost of operation ($/min) 
ICAF2, IAL203 ,.~ The weight pct. of slag components at the 
,,.. . 






··-·----- - ------------- - ·-----------
. FCAF2 






The weight pct. of calcium fluor e 
" 
end of the stage being considere~ after 
melting under the conditions being inves- -·· 
tigate_d 
The· desired composition after remelting 
·,:·~-.· ':"'-
The operating temperature (°F) · 
The operating temperature ( 0 ~) 
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. TABLE xxv· ( ~ont 'd.) 
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.. ·, - · Cost of POWER ($/111n) 
.. The melt rate (lb/min) . . ., _··---~~---.~·-----~--. 
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) 
Slag depth ( in) 
Distance between the electrode tip and 









Slag electrical resistance (ohm) 
Electrical current used. for remelting 







PROFN . . -·""' 
.Total cost of operation ($/min) 
The cumulative profit for the ·r1rst minute 
of stage N ($/min) 
Money from selling product ($/min) 
· ·eumulative profit for first minute of 
stage N-1 ($/min) 
TBEST, RBEST, · The best temperature, melt rate, slag· 
DBEST. depth f_or ingot qual1 ty 
TMERIT, BMERIT The merit of using a value different than 
DMERIT r 
. t,he best 
.. 
CON The/·"confidenoe level"- fo.r· obtaining a 
. sound ingot 
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TABLE XXV (cont'd.) 
~- B 
.Storage arrav of operating variables 









FACTl , FACT2 
AC, AMN, ASI, 
Cumulative .profit from replacing the. 
slag ($/min) 
Cumulative profit from changing one .half 
the slag ($/min) 
Storage array for PROFIT 
Factors to express change in composition 
during remelting under given conditions 
Maximum electrode composition 
·AS, APP ACR, AN! 
PS, PA 0 PB, Pct. of component in electrode· 
. PC, PD, PE 
CHECKC, CHECMN, Actual electrode~ composition 
CHECSI, CHECKS, 
• l. : 
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' 1 
depende~ce' for a ~ew of the sl~~ co~pos1t1o~s occ~rrtng 
durin~ remeltin~. It 1~ ~ee~ that the pr8~ic~ed t~mper-
~.t:~re d~pe11rlenc~ o~ +he spe~ if ic po"'!d~1ct, 1 "trl t-v 1 s 011 't te 
~ ' ' ' 
j ·-·-
T.areak. The "Ctttposi t ion n.epe~devic.e ts ~\Teal{ ce~anse the influ-
ence of the decreasin~ slag CaF2 ~na Al2o3 is coun~er-
acted by the influence of the increasing s102 , ~gO, M110, 
'!'10 2 , and cr2o3• 'T'he te"Tlperat11re dependence ts so. st~ong 
primarily becaug~ t~e large amou~t of A1. 2o3 pres~~t has a 
pron6u~ced effect on the slope 0f Sq. (1). The accuracy 
.. 
of the empirical equations in predicting the effect of 
) 
composition on co~ductivity is questionable, and this is 
an area where more experime~tal work is need~d. 
Once the slag composition has been predicted,"v~rious 
·op~rating teil!perat11res, rnel ting ·rates, a.nd sl·ag dept.hs 
ar-e tried to choose the optim11m ~ombination for !llelting. 
T~mpera.t,1re 1·s varied from 3000° - 3300° F. in. 50° 1.ncre-
. -- - -
ments •.. The. pract>ica.l _opera.ting temper9.t1Jre of the Arcos 
.. ,-.... 
unit vari.es from 2975° - 3300° F. 16 The temperature Chosen,.. 
and the slag composition determine the· sla.g spec\_fic con-· 
., .. ,.,.,;·· 
ductivity •· The tempera.t11re also determines the power needed 
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.i 
the effect of -telllperAt11re on th~ power req11tred gives a. 
20 pct. ~luct1.latto¥1 1Y) povrer" between the highest a¥1.d low-
. ,.,: . 
. 
.,·· __ ,.,. .. _ .......... ~.:..,.~.,-·i, . .:. .,._;,·, ,.-=-::: 
. 
est. te!Tlpera+-.1.1re. COS~P 1s then ca.lc11lated from the PO\iw'ER .r· •--, 
' \ 
and the cost/kvr-rninut.e. 
~el t ra·te is varied fro~ the allo,11able 16 11.rn\ ts of \ 
• .... ·-"' 
t.5 - 3.5 lbs/~in in 0~5 increments. Slag depth is varied 
I .• 
in 0.5 1n. increments bet~een the allowed 11m1ts16 of 3.5 -
4.5 1-n. \ 
Once the values are chosen for temperature, melt rate, 
and slag depth,. the slag resistance 1s calcule.ted. The 
length of current travel between the electrode tip and the 
molten ·metal pool is calct1lated by anot.her empirical equation •. 
~FFDEP = DEPTH x (1.0 - 0.05 x RATE) x 
(1.0 - (TEMP - 3000.0)/6000.0). (11) 
It is seen that the distance for current travel increases 
with i~creased slag depth.and~decreases with increasing 
' 
melt rate and temperature. From the length of current 
-
travel through the slag,·the slag specific conductivity 
and the cross-sec~,onal area of current travel, the. s~a.g 




. ----- . ---- .. -
·. fESIST = EFFDEP/(2.54 • 16.o • X) ohm (12) 
· The curr~t is then f ourtd from the~~power required~d the---=---. ---
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peratu.re, •me.lt ·riite,- .a'!ld- slag depth. · T·he per·centa.ge of_.-. --- ---y_~_:,?;_~-i-~~~--~~~ 
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each ~lloy1ng eleme~t needea l~ the electrode is pre-
dict~d by gri ernpiric.r:il e<1.u::1tio,~ of the form 
·, ( 13) 
AI!'tt!lf refers_ to the cornposi tlo·1 Tihich is d.es1:-red o-r ce.YJ. not: 
be exceede·d 1 vi the remelted i "1/~ot. co~.s·rP .. 0J·r ,:1cco11nts 
for the amount of th~ alloying element which ts normally 
lost or picked 11p durin~ remelting. The values chosen 
corres-pond ro11~hly to the amount of cha.n~e observed in 
remelting the 308L a~d 3091 stai~less s~eels.i~ the ear-
lier portion of this investigation. FACT considers. the 
eff e.cts of .the particular tempera. t,lre, rate· and slag 
depth being considered. The am.011nt of element needed in 
the electrode to meet the desired remelted ingot composition 
increases with increased slag depth and decreased melting 
rate f6r all elemertts. Increased temperature requires a 
-higher e_lectrode composition for all elements exc~pt phos-
. 
phorus. FACT1 and FACT2 VP. .. ry from O. 97 to 1. 03. <3LAG. -
TERIV! minimtzes the loss of an eas.ily oxidi zAd element as 
the amount of its oxide- increase~ in the slag~ 
I 
:i: 
Table XXVI shows .the compositions···of the ·str~ip and- pow~---------·-:----~------------?, 
' . . . - f 
ders used in t~rming the ~lect~ode. Since -powde~ Bis th~ 
..... _ .. ~'- __.-
---- --
------
-----------,-------- --·· -· - -
_ only source of· chro-mi11m' and. powder, .C is the o!lly sour_ce 
---------------~=-------·-of--ntcke·l, the·- --a.mount- or·· these ,pot-r1.ers is -_imm_egi~_t_e_l_y:~- - : . . Q-~ 
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- - -- _:· ____ -~-.:::~-:~~::·~~: ___ · - known, from the -- desired re.melted compo.s i tion. The- amo_1lnts __ , · --- t 
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80 pct. of the needed man~anese; a.no . Powd.er ~ .. can be fou11d 
one~ the other components are knoT-1n. - Varto,ls chan?:es '3.re 
mqrle t f 8:r1 'T al lo 1ri n1:: e lem~vi t excep,d s the rn.!:l. xi mnm 9. l lo~ATed. 
From t~8 me]~ r~te 8~~ t~e .cost of e~ch compo~en~, ~~~ flow 
. . ' 
. 
• ~ ' >~ " L , .... ..:•--·= :,,. ,..'. ..... ,!!,, .• ,,•· • -
·~rate of each compon9~t a~d thercost (dollars/minute) o~ . 
the electrorle are comp11ted. 











at the end of the preseY1t sta~e of operation 11nd.er the val-
ues of temperature, melt_rate, and slag depth being consid-
ered •. To do this, the following functional relationships 
are 11sed to descrthe the observed cha.nges 1.n CaF2 content. 
. I 
as a f11nction of half-hour stages ,Q;uring remelting, 
For 3081 C~F2 = 25.1 - o.665 s. + 39.5/S. . (14) 
For 3091 C~F2 = 17.43 - 0.33 ·s .+ 13.5/S . ··c-.15) 
The equations are· not the best stat1.stical representation 
~ . . . 
~ 
- - - _.. . 












of the . experimental data, but t;hey .are a.deq11ate as shown in 
t· . 
. ::: 
Figu.re 4. After the final CaF2 has 1?een found, it 1s ad-
justed to show the effects of the actual conditions occur-· 
ring durin~ the stage. ·These conditions affect the final 
· . ------~----value by.a factor of 0.905 to 1.1. If the final_CaF2 is 
less than 15 pet. at the end of·· the pres·ent stage, N', add.i- ·. 
-~-
... . -
- . tional Operation ·1s impossible. . If the final slag CaF2 
- .. ~ -- - . 
• 1! 
0., . 
__ . . - _ is greater than 15_pct., however;---tne----;maxim1.1m profit accrued .. 
:=·=,-~~-==~~; __ .•.. -~--•-~~~~~;-:;;;·-.-;l~i~ic;.t~~:;:~~n~f;~~-i~:~-~;;·:~~'-·· =--~~-~=---=:=----~:-: · 
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cornpost t,iol'"' -=1Y1d the tr1.al tem!)erat 1Jre, melt: tat~, and 
sla.'l depth, ts thAvi comr'1terl. rr'he opera.tin;,; costs arise~ 
from three so1-lrces: cost of pow~r, cost of elect.rode, 
·, t • .. 
·-· - ,··f"-------- <'II. .. ,.-- ........ ..:..-11 .. ·-•) .. ,_ ... , .... - • 
ann fixen r.nsts. Fixed costs are assu~ed constant at 
,o.05,/min11te, wi.iile po"lter cost a~d electrode cost have 
beeY1 d.escri bed pr8""{rio11sly. ·the money from SALE 1s the 
output rate times the sellinf.?; price. C11rn11lative profit. 
is the difference bet:ween SA.I:~ 9.nd COST plus the cumu-
lative profit rrom operat1ng_following the principle 
·or optimality \1rin'5 the remaining ~~1 stages, PROF~. 
Up to this point in the program, no factor has been 
used to describe the quality of the remelted ingot. Al~ 
though temperature, melt rate, and slag depth can be varied 
·...._/ 
i~dependentl"'Y, the three are interrelated 1n determining 
the quality of the remelted ingot. Thus, the combina_tion 
:4'}?.ic~ produces the largest p-rofit may give the ingot of· 
poorest quality a.~d lead·to large scrap rates which may 
; 
e·vent11ally red11ce profit and cause another combination· of 
opeiating varia~les to be ~ore profit~ble. To account for 
this, CON, a cQnfidence factor, is used. 
It sho·uld be realized· that for. a given t·emperature, 
: .. 
• 
. · .... -
o~~tbe amo11nt of refi"liYlg occ11rring ··a.,.1ri'1.g remelting increases 
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.... ,, ...... b,.,,_,,__., ........ -n<""--
:1 
1 . . - ' -
j·· · - c·-:c-=~~ . -'"--:C-c-:-'-:·:s;s:=rt:rn:cs1a:g· 0de-pth · 1.n crea s e~r and· ·the ·m 19"1:t·····ra:te·· de creases ;·•, -- --~-~:_::_,__:: _,~-::-,~"::"-·" 
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~ melt rate, the amount of refini~~ i~creases as the te~~ 
perattire and sla~ rlepth 1ncrPase. Also for~ ~lven ~la~. 
.... 
\ ;- -
depth, the amou~t)of ref1n1~~ l~crease~ qs the m~lt rate 
content of the r~rnelt~a. in~ot sho11ld increa_se c.8 the sla.~ 
becomes· poorer in CaF2 and rich~r in stlica, also. This 
. leads to ·the concept that for a ~tven slag and a given, 
choice for two of the three operating variables of tem-
perature, melt rate, and slag depth, the third variable· 
has a best value to prod11ce so,1nd ing-ots. ·l'he gr~ater 
·the d.eviation between th1.s variable and \ ts best val11e, 
the. lower the confidence factor for the res1tltin~ ingot. 
The empirical equations iJ.sed in the simulation· allow 
. C 
,, J '' 
. ! • ' 
-,- .,. --,· - .. ---
. ...... ··--·--,..,,::_ ...... ·-· 
·the best temperature to vary from 3050°· - ·)2?5° __ F1 ___ the best _________ ·· __ _ 
--------- --- -- -- \ - -- - -. 
melt .rate• to vary from 0.985 -.3.275 lb/min, a.~d -:he 1'est 
.. .. . - - ·--- - -- ---·. •-
slA.g depth t,o ,ro.r:r fr,:,m J. 5 ·- 4. 5 in. The confidence fa~-
tor varies from O. 2 59 - 1. OOO~. 1'1he opt 1 ~um melting con-
' ditions ar~ thos·e which maximiz~ MERIT~ the produc~of 
CON and PROFIT. 
For ~ach slag_ c~mpos 1 t ion c.ons idered during t·he stage, 
1.05 combinations of temperature~ mel~,rate ,. and slag depth· . 
are checked. •. That· combination 1'v'hich res11lts in th~ largest 
. ' 
.. !~RI-T is storeq~ as the best operating policy_ asstim.-lng that 
~--. . ' . . - - ' . . 
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c11mulati ve prof 1. t from opera+.ing w1 th the cumula tl ve pro-
ft ts fro~ r0pla~in~ and changing the slag. As mentioned 
previously, sla~ replacement and composition c~an~e are I , ' ~ 
---,:.· 
q111. te raptn 1.~ ·. the Arcos 11n1.t.. 'rhe c1lml1lati ve profit from 
replB.cil'lg the gl$3.g is the c,lmulative profit from operating 
with a new slag, mi~us cumulative profit from operating 
with the ~iven slag composition, minus cost of replacing 
the sla~. The cumulative ·profit from changing the slag 
qomposition is the cumulative profit from operating with 
the slEtg of changed compos1,tion, ~inus the cumulative 
-----~--
profit from operating with the slag of original composition, 
minus the cost o·r changing the slag. Once a slag of a 
given composition has been replaced, it is replaced for 
all compositions lower in-CaF2 for a given stage. 
The entire simulation program checks each-of the 105 
combinations of operating variables for each of the 10 -
~lag composi tio!ls and each of ··the 12 half-hour stages ___ be-
ginning with stage one and,· ending with stage 12. After 
t 
the profit fro.m operating is compared with the profits 
---- ' . 
· from mod.ifying the slag-, the optimum operating cond1 t1on 
1s print~d fo~ each sl~g co~position and each stage. 1 ,, .! . 
~-
~ l . 
maximum cumulative profit is then printed for each slag 
. . 
~-. 
- - -- - -
--- - ---~--~------------- -
----·-· .. :~~=--=- -~. _ e~!-lll?.O~iti_C?9: __ ~~d __ each~ staE~· . _ _ ___ .-s------· ··-·-.----·--------- ---------'--~ ..... ~....._.~ 
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profit as· a function of slag composition and sta.ges · · 
,.t' -
·97· .. . .. 
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CUrnul&tive Prof1t &S & Function of 
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PER CENT CAF2 IN STARTING SLAG 
32.5 Jo.n 21.s 2s. o ·· 22.5 20.0 l 7 • c; 
,406 
-~ 
.407 .408 ••o~ .41)9 .•in 
-
;Al3 .814 .815 ,816 ,Al7 " e818 .819 
1,238 .1.234 1.235 1.236 1.22s 1.221 1.22q 
le64l 1.64;, 1.643 1.644 1,634 1.636 t.6JQ 
z.o49 2.osn 2,051 2.ns2 .2, n42 2,045 Z,04A '' ! 
r 
2,473 2,391, 1,397 2,246 2.321 2,1A2 ?.,184 
·;· 
' 2,AlO 2.66,, z.s9o 2.736 2.~21 2,JA9 2,•S6 
l,q96. Z,99,, 3,143 3,144 2,A04 2.872 2,79~ 
3 1 S68 3.41q J.419 3.493 3,213 3,2Al 3.2cc; 
3.c;12 3.aJc: J.836 3.417 3e48-, 3e4A4 3.41n 
•1249 4,llc; 3.760 :J.A?.9 3,El2~ 3,615 3,68;, 
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Aax1m~m Cu~1lat1ve Profit ~s a ~1~ctlon of 
Js.o 
1,426 





















i 3, l 04 
1 3,714 
I 4,010 
P~OFIT • DOLLARS/MINUTE 
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1 Sr°AR'TJNG CAFc' • 
Js.o 
SLAG nEPTH • 4,5 I 
M 
2 




POWDER B ~ 1.n1s PPM" 
MELT ~ATf • leS PPM 
l 
Pnwo~~ 8 a 1.004 PPM 
I 
I 
MELT RlTf • 3.5 PP~ 
POWDER. B ~ 1.004 PPM 
MfLT RATE• 3.5 PPM 
POWDER:~• 1,002 PPM 
PCT. 
MFLT RATF • 3.5 PPM 
eCJ"99 PPM 
• 
CURRENT• 1005.0 AMPS 
POWOE~ C • e430 PPM 
I 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS 
POWDER C • e4l0 PP114 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS 
PO•DEA C • .43C PP" 
CUAAF.NT • 1ooc;.o AMPS 
I • 
POwDEA c • .•Jn PPM 
CUARE'NT • 1onc;.o A-..PS 










CU~AFNT "'/1oos.o .... ..,c; 
POwOE'R. C a .430 PPM 
~ 
\ j: 
PO-,ER • A8.4 ttw 
POWER• lt8e4 tfW 
POWDER O • eft21 PPN 
. 
PO~FR. Ae •• ·~w 
// 
PO"'F.'R • 88.4,,«:W 
/ 
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/PO•fQ • A8e4 KW .. 
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1 • n PCT. 
STA~T'tNG CAF?. • 
STAR'Tit1•G CAF't' • 






FINAL CAF2 ~ 20.0iPCTe 
I 
I 
1 i .. c; 
I 
ILAG OEPTH • 4e5 'N 
I 
' 
i MfLT'.RATE •.3.S PPM 
I .. 
PCT. 
MELT'.RAT~ • J.S PPM 
POWDER B _ _;. 
PCT. 
MELT AATE • 3.5 PP~ 
POWDER R ti 
PCT. 
ME'LT RATE• 




FINAL CAF2 • 17eS!PCTe 
f 
STARTING CAF? • 








• MELT RATF. • l,5 PPM 
"' \ 
POWDER W.;. le015 PPM 
F I~NAL CAF2 • 27e5 PCT• 
I 
STARTING CAF2 • 3r7.5 
SLAG. DEPTH • 4 • 5 1I N 
PCT, 
MELT RATE• le5 PPM 
POWDER B • le004 PPM 
PCTe. 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
POWDER 8-~ 1.004 PPM 
102 
CURRENT• 1on~.o AMPS 
POWOfR C • e4~0 PPM 
CURRENT• 1005.0 AMPS 
POWDER C • .~30 PPM 
CURRENT• lOO§eO AMPS 
PO~pER C • .430 PP~ 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS 
POWDER C • ••3n PPM 
CURRENT• 1005.0 AMPS 
POWDER C • e430 PPM 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS 
POWDER C • e430 PP" 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS 




:,, . . I 
r.. 
POwnEA O •. e021 PON 
POWFA • A,, •• 1(111 
.J 
f 
f.JOWf.R • 118e4 "" 
POWOER O • .n?l PPM 
POWEJ! • ~8.4 l<w: 
POWOER n • .n21 PP~ 
POWER• Rl.4 KW 
POWOEA O • e021 PPM 
PO•ER • 88,4 K" 
• ,, 
roWD[R D • .021 PP• ~ 
POWER• R8e4 KW 
POWDER D • ,021 PPM· 



















. .:: i .: 



























:.' t I i .. i 
'i 
' 1, .. 
liFt~. F: · 








STARTING C.AF2 • 
(•, 
$LAG DEPTH • 4eS 







MELT RATE• 3.5 PPM 
PO~DER B ~ le002 PPM 
FINAL CAF2 • 211s P(:T. 
I 
I 
FINAL CAF2 • 27 .15 PCT• I 
I 
i 








'FINAL CAF2 • 25.~- PCT. 
PCT. 
MELT RATE• le5 PPM 
POWDER 8 ~ 1.000 PPM 
' PCT. 
ME~T RATE• le5 PPM 
POWDER 8 • e999 PPM 
I 
I 
I S~ARTtNG CAF2 • ~s.o PCT. 
SLAG DEPTH' • 4, sl IN 
i 
MF.LY AATE • leS PPM 
i 
.se•1 PPM POWDER 8 • 
FINAL c'fF2 • 2~.~ PCT. 
. : I I • 
I 
I 
STARTING C4F? • ~2.~ PCT. 
SLAG DEPTH• 4.51 JN MELT RATE• 3.5 PPM 
I 
.51161PPM 
FINAL CAF'2 • 22.r PCT. 
POWOER & • 
STARTING CAF?. 'o~o PCT •. 
SLAG DEPTH• 4.51 I~ 
i 
I 
.seAIPP~. POwOEA ~ ~ 
FINAL CA~i • 20.b PCT. 













CURRENT• 1oos.o ,MPS 
POWDER C • e430 PPM 
CURRENT• 1005e0 AMPS 
POWDER C • .430 PP~ 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS 
POWOtR O • e430 PP~ 
CURRENT• 1oos.n AMPS 
POWOfA C • e43n PPM 
CURRFNT • )005.0 AMP~ 
POWOER C • e43n PPM 
CUAHENT • 100~.0 AMPS 
POWOFR C • ••JO PP~ 
POWER• A8e4 KW 
POWDER n. ,n?t PPM 
POWER• A8e4 K-, 
POWDER O • eO?l PPM 
POWER • A8 e4 )c-, 
.POWFA • R8 •• 1<111 
POWDER D • .n21 PPM 













































































I_, . . 































i i i 





















.•. ~90 PPM 
,,. 
I. 
MELT AATf • leS PPM 
PO!WOF.A e· a 1992 PPM 
i 




0 STAR1T I NG CAF2 ., 
I 












ST~ATING CAF2 •! 37.5 
SLAG DE~TH •~.SIN 
POWOFR A• ,b04 PP~ 
I 
I 
















MELT RATE• 3.5 PPM 
POWDER 8 a e995'PPM 
PCT. 
MFLT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
POwDER B ~ .qe4 PPM 
PCT, 
MELT RATE • 3.5 PPM 
POWDER 8 • ,984° PPM 
PCT• 
MELT RATE• 315 PPM 
POWDER Ba ,979 PPM 
STARTING CAF2 •: 30.0 PCT, 
SLAG DEPTH• 4e0 IN MELT RATE• le5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ ,984 PPM 
FINAL CAF2 • 27.5 PCTe 
ST.RTING CAF2 •: 27,5 PCT, i, 
SLAG D-EPTM I IN MELT RATE 3e5 PPM • 4,0 • 
' 
PPM POWDE'R A • .~06 PP"1 . POWDER B • .982 PPM 
FINAL CAF2. 2s.o PCT. 
104 
CURRENT• 100~.o AMP~ 
POWnEA C • 1430 ppµ, 
CURRENT• 113Q 1 ~ AMPS 
POWOFR C • e422 PPM 
CURRENT• 1139e6 AMPS 
PO~DER C • e422 PPM 
CURRENT• 1139,6 AMPS 
POWOEP C • 1422 PP~ 
CURRENT• 1116.8 AMPS 
POWDER C • ,420 PPM 
CURRENT• 102313 AMPS 
POWDER C • ,413 PPM 
CURRENT• 1023,3 AMPS 





POWER• AA 1 4 KW 
POWOfR O • .O?l PPN 
POwOFR O •, ,011 PPM 
POllfEA • 1'8,4 tc., 
POWDER O • e02l PPM 
POIIIIER • 8814 I<" 
POWDER O • .021 P,PM 
Q 
POWER• 85e1 KW 
POWDER O • e02l PPM 
POWER• A2e9 KW 1 , 
1 
POWDER O • ,021 PPM 
" 
POWER• 82e9 KW 














1 . J 
ij 
: ~- I: 
'i I 
·, n 
























































































































STARTING CAf'2 .J 2s.o PCT • 
! 
SLAG DEPTH • ~.o IN MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
POWDER B • ,981 PPM 
FINAL CAF2 • ~s.o PCT. 
STARTING CAF2 • 20.0 
s·LAG DEPTH • ft•S IN 
! 
POWDER A :a .sea PPM 
i 
I 
















MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
POWDER B • · ,995 PPM 
PCT, 
MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
POWDER 8 .i 
PCT, 
MELT RATE • 





' 3.5 PPM 
.992 PPM 
3.S PPM 
POwOER 8 • 1.01s PPM 
PCT, [ 
I 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PP~ 
POW0ER 8 ~ lt004 PPM 
I 
i 
·STARTING CAFl • 35 .• 0 i 
.PCT• 1. 





CURRENT • 1023,3 A'4PS POWER • 82,9 KW 
POWDER C • ,•23 PPM POWDER O • ,021 PPM 
CURRENT• 1005,0 A~PS POWER• 88,4 K• 
POWDER C • e430 PP~ PO~OER O • ,021 PPM 
CURRENT• 1005,0 AMPS POWER• 88,4 KW 
POWDER C • ,430 PP~ POWDER D • ,Oll PPM 
CUR~ENT • 1005,0 AMPS POWER• 8Re4 KW 
POWOF-'P C • e,430 PP"' POWDER D • • n21 PPM 
CURRENT• 1005,0 AMPS POWER• aa •• kW 
POW~EA C • .430 PPM PO~OEA n • .n~, PPM 
CURRENT• 1005.0 AMPS POWER• A8e4 WW 
POWOF.A C • ,43n PPM POWDER O • .n?l PP~ 
























































































• I 30.,, 
l-





STARTING CAF~ • 27.5 





~OWDEA B • le004 PPM 
MELT RATE• leS PPM 
POWDER B • le002 PPM 
MFLT RATE• 3.5 PPM 
PO'.wDER B ~ l eOOO PPM 
PCT• 
MELT RATE• 
POWDER 8 a 
3.5 PPM 
.q99 PPM· 
FINAL CAF2 • 2S.o PCT. 
STARTt~G CAF2 • 2s.o 
SLAG DEPTH~ 4eS IN 
STARTING CAF2 • 
SLAG DEPTH • 
POWDER A • 











SfARTING CAF2-• ~o.o 









MELT RATE• 3.5 PPM 
POWl>ER B ~ .997 PPM 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
POWDER 8 ~ 
PCT.• 
MELT RATE. 




POWDfP C • e430 PP~ 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS 
POWDER C •. e430 PPM 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS 
POWDEP C • e430 PPM 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS 
·, 
POWDER C • .430 PPM 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS 
POWDER C • e430 PPM 
·CURRENT• lOO!SeO AMPS 
POWDER C • e430 PPM 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS 





POWDER D • 
POWER• A8e4 KW 
POWDER O • e021 PPM 
POWOFR O • e02l PPM 
POWER• 88.4 KW 
POWDER O • e021 PPM 
POWER. ee., KW 
POWER'• 18.4 KW · 
PONDER D • e021 PPM 
POWER • se •• l(W . 
















:/ if . ,, 
~ 
~ 
- .1 ' 
~l· 
, .... 






















j, : i 
i'II . -li 
ii 
:t 1: 
-I' II • l \ 
I , ! I 
· I 1 • t 
. i I:: - ·1,_: -
I ! 11: I 
1 1 f , ·1 I I: ti 
' I: I: '!. ' 
I
I •. '' f: i I ' 




j. if i_ :_ I i '1 · ·, :_ 
'I • ' I' . 




; . \ 
I i 
4 ,~TARTING CAF2 • 
' 




rE~P .. 3250. o DEG F . SLAG DEPTH 
! 












MELT RATE• le5 PPM 
POWDER 8 • i e992 PPM j ! ! }·T~IP FEED • l e400 PPM POWDER A • 
i ' 1: Ii ! !tO~D~!l ~ • .o67 PPM FINAL CAF2 ·[n·s PCT. 







' .I: 'f JC • 
iJTA~~t ~E~lllN~NG • 5 STARTING CAF2 ~ , •o.o 






ii ! , !. j~T~IP :FF.ED • 1,400 PPM POWOE'R A a ~563 PPM 
l: \ ~O~OER E:, = .071 PPM FINAL CAF2 • 127.5 PCT. 
' ! 'I j ' ' ' I 
MELt RATE• 3e5 PPM 











!· ~: : i ' ) i : 
1S1rAGE'S1 R;EMAJN;I NG • 
• · I • I , · - · l I ! ; I ' ; : I 
' ! / tf"r •! 3250.0 DEG F 
s- STARTING CAFl ~ 37.5 
i 
SLAG DEPTH s i4,5 IN 
PC.y. 
I 
M[LT RATE• 3.5 PPM 
I 
! 






t _ ;_r_trR:l~_. f_. EED • ,t.400 P'PM POWDER A =· ./s1s 







































1 !; l , \ 
1
· j l I 
·i~AGEsl•r~A!NlNG • ·s STARTING CAF2 ~ . 
!: ; .T,tM~ = 3,50~0 DEG F ! ' SLAG DEPTH • f>•S IN 
):'.: - s.p~IP FEED• ,1,-400 PPM POWOE'R A• .!575 PPM 
1 tl[ ! J:)~wOE~ F. = .• 010. PPM FINAL CAF2 • ~7.s PCT-. 
; I iii! 1 I 11· 
-i:i 1 ;. ' 
·.1 , . ·. ! : I 
, : s/fr~GEs:/~~MAI!NtNG • c; iSTARTING CAFl •! Jz,i; 
I. ,: ~ ' ; . ! t ! ; j 
_: ·[;( - ~~~1 i • :3?.So_. 0 O~G F 
!:( I l, I ! ' I • 1 i 
- .. I;, · · i : I 1 
;I- )l i j~~:l!P F"tFD • 1,4:oo PPM POWDER A z ·:77 PPM 
::1, P~iv-lp:F.~ f • .010 PPM -FINAL cAFZ • a1.s PCT. 
• I !ii i) /\)· I , t 
• ;ii I -· ;; J i 1 
. l!i i ; f ; :_: l 
i:i i I i J - ; I' j 
S11AGES i11Pt:MAl~JNG • - !, 1 ' I I • • I 
:· 1 /1 ! : l~I: : i 
- ; r , '.i : , T1 F.~ P: • 3? SO • O {)f.' r, F 
' 'I . ! i :; i i : ·- i I 
I : ,i ; i ~~-'1 ,r l~Ep • , •.• oo PP~ 
t I :,· 'f; ! : ! , I· ~ 
'" . I ; I ! j : P/°: r O ~ ~ F • • n,, q PP PA 
! : ! : : •I i !1 
· :1 · it~ ,: : : !r 
, i : • :1 I <1 , ; • 
Js.o 
SLAG DEPTH• ~.SIN 
: 
STAHTING CAF2 • · lo.n 
~LAG OFPTH • 4 .s IN 
PO~OER A • .~,7~ PPM 




MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
POWDER B • le004 PPM 
PCTe 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PAM 
POWDER 8 • 1,002 PPM 
MELT A~TE • J.S PPM 
POWOEA B • leOOO PPM 
:1 STi~pF:"c; ::~11:.~~lNJN(; • . 5 
' '1' 1· .,!. ' I·, ' I ! I STARTING CAF? • 21.s PCT, 
. I i ,, ' ! ,, : I • . : 
!l .l i' ' r~il,p; = ~~eo! O 0, E_G F 
•!i , '', r.q: I . .:,r.:, • 
ii, ij ; S~t i'1 rFr:O • t l•oO PPM POWDER A = • 5$ I ,PPM 
! I j :_I • t ·-: '. ; • I 
l i ;! l 
, I I 
I 
I SLAG DEPTH• 4•5 IN MELT RATE. l.S PPM 
POwOEA B • .999 PPM 
107 
0~LD~:0b~~Ji~~~~B~~1i.ti:ti{it~~i.,~~ifi~,t~:01,aa.L~)~~r'I1i·J - · :Hl _ii:-,-· .. i'., ,. 
I 
. 
CURA[NT • 1005,0 AMPS POWER• es., K~ 
POWDER C • e430 PPM POWDER O • e021 ·PPM 
~ CURRENT• 1005.0 AMPS POWER• 8Re4 KW 
POWDER Ca ,430 PPM POWDER D • e021 PPM 
. 
CURRENT• 1oos.o. A~PS- POWF.R • 8ij •• KW 
POWDER C • e430 PPM PO~DEA O • .oz1 PP~ 
i CURRENT. Joos.o AMPS POWER. se •• KW 
PO~OEA C • e430 PPM POWDER D • e021 PPM 
•, 
CURRENT• 1005.0 A~PS POWER• 8Ae4 K~ 
POWDER C· • .430 PP~ POWOFA D • e021 PP ... 
I ' 
CUAAENT • 1oos.o AMPS POW£A • ~8 •• KW 
POWOER C • a430 PPM - PO•OFA O • .021 PPM 
CURAEN.T • 1005.0 AMPS POWER• Afte4 KW 




















































tINAL CAF2 • zs.~ PCT. 












FINAL CAF2 • 25.0 PCT• 
STARTING .CAF2 • 




STA'RTtNG CAFZ • 20.0 
i SLAG DEPTH• 4e51IN I 
.see;PPM 
I 
FINAL; CAF2 • 20.q PCTe 
STARTIN~ CAF2 • 
SLAG- DEPTH• 4e5 IN 
e590 )PPM 
FINAL ·CAF2 • 17e5 PCT• 
STARTING CAF2 • 
SLAG DEPTH-• 3e5 jIN 
POWDER A:~ e593 )PPM 
FINAL CAF2 • 27.~ PCTe 
STARTING CAF2 • 
SLAG DEPTH • 3e5 !IN 
e604 !PPM 













MELT RATE• 3.5 PP~ 
PO.WOEA 8 • e99'.f PPM 
PCT. 
MELT AAtE • le5 PPM 
PO~DER 8 ~ e995 PPM 
OCTe 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
PO~DER 8 a e994 PPM 
PCTe 
MELT RAT!• leS PPM 
POWDER Ba e992 PPM 
PCT. 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
POWDER B.;. 1 995. PPM 
PCTe 
M!LT RATE• 3 8 5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ e984 PPM 
PCTe 
·108' 
··-'..ii---.: . .:,_...,., __ -. .! •• - ... ; __ , -· ,_ 
:, 
CURRENT •. 1oos.o AMPS POWER• A8,4 l<w 
POWOER C • e430 PPM POlllfOER D • 
CURRENT• 1oos.o A~PS J POWER • BA 1 4 101· 
POWDER C • e430 PPM POWDER O • .o21 PPM 
CURRENT• 1oos.o A~PS POWER • ·SA,• Klil 
POWDFR C • e430 PPM POIIDER _O • e021 PPM 
CURRENT• 1005e0 AMPS POWF.R • R8,4 KW 
PO~OER C • e430 PPM POWDER D • ,021 PPM 
CURRENT• 1139e6 AMPS POWER. ea •• KW 
POWDER C • e422 PPM POWDER O • 
CURRENT •~1139e6 AMPS POWER • 88e4 IOI 






















~ -\ ,,.• 
I .. 











' .i ,, 

















' i I . 
. 1· 
FINAL CAF2 • 27e5 PCTe 
STARTING CAF2 • 32.S 
SLAG DEPTH= 3t5 IN 
<) 
FINA( CAF'2 11 
ST4RTING CAF2 
27e5 PCTe 




MELT IA.A TE • 




MELT RATE• 3,5 PP~ 
I 




MELT iRATE • 
I .. 





MfL T IRATE • 









MELT RATE• 2.0 PPM 
POWDER B .ii e570 PPM 
PCT. 
MELT RATE• 2.5 PPM 
POWD AB a . • 7-06 PPM 
PCT. 




" CURRENT• 1139.6 A~PS POWER• 88.4 KW 
POWDER C • t422 P~M POWDER D • .021 ~PN 
CUAAE~T • 1116e8 A~PS PO~ER • 8~.7 K~. 
POWDER C • e420 PPM POWDER O • .021 PPM 
CURRENT• 1029.2 AMPS POWER• R5e7 KW 
POWDER C • e365 PPM POWDER D • .01~ PPtk 
i • 
l 
CUARENr • 1029.2 AMPS POWER• es.? K~ 
POWDER C • .365 PPM POWDER D • e018 PPM 
CURRENT• 1020~6 AMPS POWER• ~8.4 K~ 
POWDE~ C • a246 PPM PONDER D • .D12 PPM 
CURRENT• 101~.~ AMPS PO~fR • AS.7 K~ 
POWDER C • .~ns PP~ POWDFP O • ·"'~ pp" 
CUANENT • 930.2 A~~S POWF.R • 85.7 K~ 
















' - - - -:- =- _:.=:-=-- i;:,i-,--:r 
_r-- II r--1 I_I 











. I -. 
. I 
< i r-- ..I . 7 
. . . 
.--·· 






___ ... 1. 7 
" 
. ~ ' 
,,J· 7: : 
OEG IF 




. , I I 
:, 
r: ;' 
' ,,1'l : ; 1':·· 1 ··. 
' _i i.li· 1'-j1 I 
. 















,rARTJNG CAF2 • ! 17.a:; 
SLAG OEPTH • 41.s IN · 
PCT. 
MELT RATE •• l eS PPM 
I 
e2\49 PPM POWO~R B • .428 PPM 
I 




J:INAL CAF2 • 27.S PCT. 
STARTING C~f'2 • 37.5 
I 






~TARTING CAF2 • , 3Se0 
STARTING CAF2 • 32.5 
SLAG DEPTH• 4,0 IN 
FINAL CAF2 = 27.S PCTe 
PCT11 
MELT RATE• 3.5 PPM 
POWDER B • 1.oos PPM 
PCT• 
MELT!RATE • 3,5 PPM 
I 
I 
POWDER B ~ .q94·ppM 
PCT. 
MELT RATE• 3.5 PPM I 
POWDER B ~ .994 PPM 
PCTe 
MELT RATE • 3.5 PPM 
POWDER 8 • .ca92 PPM 
r 
/ 
STARTING CAF'2 m 30.0 ·pcf. 
SLAG DEPTH a 3e5 IN MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ .981 PPM 
S.T.ARTING CAF2 • 21.s PCT. 
SLAG DEPTH • 4~0 IN MELT RATE • ,.o PPM 
' 
110 
. : . . . 






CURRENT • 911.1 AMPS POWER·• R2.~W 
POWDER C • -.186 PPM POWDER D • .ooca PPM 
CURRENT• 1066.0 A~PS PbWER • A8e4 KW 
POWDER C • e42~ PP~ POWOER o· • .n21 PPM 
CURRENT• 1066e0 A~PS. PO~ER • AA,4 KW 
POWDE~ C • e426 PPM POWDER D • e021 PP~ 
CURRENT• 1066.0 AMPS POWER• A8e4 KW 
.. 
POWDER C • e426 PPM POWDER O • eO?l PPM 
CURRENT • 1066.0 Ati4PS POWER • aa.• ,o, 
POWDER C • e426 PPM POWDER D • ~021 PPM 
CURRENT• 1139e& AMPS POWER• ft8.4 K~ 
POWDER C • ,422 PPM POWDER O • .021 ...... 
CUAA!NJ • 10~0.Z AMPS POV!R • lie• KW 











. ' ' 
I 






.! J •' 
·l : 

















































































~ ; ; 


























• ~.- I 
. I 
8 • .aso PPM 
I .osA PPM FINAL CAF2 • 15e0 PCTe . i 
' i 








$~Aj~E$1i'~~MAINING • 7. • STARTING CAF2 
i: i) i~M~ = 325~.o OEG F SLAG DEPTH 














. ',',I.·, . 'I ' : I t 
. :.11 P~wrpER E • • 067 PPM.. ) FINAL CAF2 
, ' ; I , 
'1' !. : ' 
. ; l 
' l ' ~. i . 
l ; j 
'.·l . j t 
a~98 PPM 
• ~2.5 PCTe 
I 
.l STAGES1 IREMAINI~G • 
. i . ; 1 1 . • 7 STARTING CAF2 • r 22.5 I : . 1 . 
, r r , f:~!MP • J2so. o DEG F · SLAG DEPTH 
I I ' I . 
1 




:i (, f )! , P~wqER .E • .osa PPM.!.' FINAL CAF2 
: i '. : 
• ~.o IN 
i 
I 
e5il 1 PPM 
i 
• 210.0 PCT • 
PCT. 
MELT RATE •·3.5 PPM 
: 
POWDER B .i ,987 PPM 
PCT. 
MELT RATE• 3.0 PPM 
POWDER Ba eA47 PPM_ 
I 
. 1· : 1 1 I 
! • t: i I l 1 1 
: i .1 sfiAGE!S! 1"9MA1NJ NG ._. 7 iStARTING CAFZ • 'l 20. 0 Pct. 
! T~j~~ = 3250 • 0 DEG F SLAG: DEPTH • 4 01 IN MELT RATE • 2 • 0- PPM 
I::.! :i : is~l~r!P FEEO • · .Roo PP~ POWDER A • .3~6\ PPM 
t: . ' I ' . I I POWDER Ba .568 PPM 
11 . " . i I ! ; 
! li p'r1wr\E fol F. t • 031l PPM · FINAL CAF2 • l r • js PCT• 
!• i :1 I i 
[l,~aaEs:~~~AINiJG • , STARTING CAFZ • [ 11.s Pei, 
:. I: • f l : J -- I 
MELT RATE• 2e5 PPM n 'j Tfr•P! =: 1? 1o,o llFG F ! ,SLAG DEPTH·= 4i5 IN 
[). st~J~ FfEd • 1.~00 PPM POWnER A• .418 pp~ PnWOER B ~ .111 PPM 
· : I~ ( PbheR 1: = ,04A PPM FINAL cAr:2 • 1 ~ ,s PCT, 
H i:. ·· 1· ; I [it :; · \:i 1 · I 
'is~f GES J:ffiMt.J "I J l>.IG • 1 STARTING CAF2 • \ 40, n Pcf. I ': i l tiff pij = i 3150. 0 DFG F . SLAG DEPTH • 4 ~1!:, IN MELT RA TE • 3.5 PPM 
fl j/.ll:.s+i1/~ F.F'EO •. , •• oo PPM POWDEH A• .s6i3 PPM POwOER B • .1.01s PPM 
· " ' 11 ' '1 
· I 1;: : . r tl ; l 
;, . I { ' [ ~qtr'/ER F · = .-n7~ PPM FINAL CAF"2 = 21\.s PCT~ 
- ! ' : 11 1 . ' i 
: ; l. !r' ! I 
I ~1~G-~li[~AtNJNG. ~ $TART]NG CA,l. I 37,5 
I ; : rEHPl = J2so.o oF.a F SLAG DEPTH = .•• IN 
! ' I : 
'. ,l • I ' 
. STf~Ip FEED = l!.40!0 PPM POWDER A = .S7 PPM 
i I ~ . · · 
: ' ' ' 
i fJ('\rHn~f.l E = · .n7J 'PP'-' 





' I I. 
~~1~ r ·ws.if t·z~.1 !' 
FINAL CAF2 • 27 5 PCTe 
PCT:. 
ME~T RATE• J.5 PPM 







POWDER C • el66 PPM 
CURRENT• 1066.0 AMPS 
POWDER C • ,426 PPM 
CURRENT• 1oso.2 AMPS 
POWDER C • e366 PPM 
CURRENT• 1020e6 AMPS 
POWDER C • e246 PPM 
CURRF.NT • 956e4 AMPS 
POWOEP C • .JOA PP~ 
CURRENT• 100~.0 AMPS 
POWDER C • .4]0 PPM 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS 
POWDER C • e430 PPM 









POWDER O • e018. PPM 
POWE"R • B8e4 KW. 
POWDER D • ,021 PPM 
POWER• '48e4 t<W 
. PO•DER O • enJ~ PP~ 
POWER• 88e4 KW 
POWDER O • .012 PPN 
POWER• RS.7 KW 
PO~OER O • .OJ§ PPM 
POWER• A8.4 KW 
POWDER O • e021 PPM 
POWER• 88.4 ttW 
POWDER O • eOZl PPM 
. 
• 
- . I 
l 
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11 i" ; I • 
:1 • 1: .. 
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~ ;· r ~ i 
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l I Ii 
t i l·.l 
r· : t ! I 1·r l;i 
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i : ii' : 
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• 1 , i . r I:. ; . 
,!1J~UEsl lt·Ml~N!:rNG • A ;~TARTiNG CAF2 • I Js.n 
r1r rHP. ~ iJP.so.o ,D~G .F i $LAG DEPTH • ~.~ IN 
Iii j ! .i ' s'tf 1:P ~HO • l a~OO Pf:'" 'POWDER A • • S 7~ PPM 
J[] I'; P~~tll'R iE • .01~ PPM l'INAL cAF2 • 21ls Per. 
: • i ! \ I 
:i i · 1 \ 
1· 
\l~~HEs \9EMAI~TNG • ! s STARTT NG cAF2 • \ 32.s 
. il 'I Ti1~P = 3250.0,o,G F SLAG DEPTH • •• , IN 
1i 'Ii . sJ1tP FEED • , ... oo PPM PownER A • .s1t PPM 
li:11 ''l1°Elil E • afl70 PPM F.INAL CAF2 • 27
1
5 PCTa 
,, .• ; I 
t\; ~ ·t 1 1 : f ~ -l · 
1· 
'': · ·I, · i. ' · I 
-1~+~~Est~FMAINI~G. R STARTING CAF2. J3o.o 
I! : t T~~tP = 3?.50 • 0 DEG F 
I !~ j 
~i S~~IP FEfD • t.400 PPM 
!- I i . 
:i : .P -~OER F. • • • 06CJ PPM 
ii 
11 ' ! '. i 
I 
SLAG DEPTH ••• $ IN 
POwOE'R A Cl .s1, PPM 
! 
FINAL CAF2 IS 27~5 PCT. 
! 
11 :./ !! · 1 
. · rr,4f s rEMA IN ING • ' STARTING CAF2 • 127,5 / 
1 · !. T,rF;' = 3250.0 DEG F -
s~·~IP FEED • l e~OO PPM 
I - .! P~~OER. E' • . • 069. PPM 
::1 . H: 
SLAG DEPTH• 4e$ IN 
! 
POWDER A •• ssi PPM 
I 

















~ELT AATE • 3.S PPM 
I 
! 
AOWOER B • 1.004 PPM 
PCT • 
~£LT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
I 
POWDER B • le002 PPM 
PCT. 
' 
MELT AATF.: • 3,5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ l eOO.O PPM 
'· 
PdT, 
MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
i 
P:OWDER 8 -~ .999 PPM 
i • · i 1 1 J1 i . 
•· ,
1





PC1T, ~ ' 
111 , 
T£MP =•3250.0 DEG F 
$TARTING CAF2 • 





! . ST~tP tEED • 1,~00 PPM POWDER A= 
\ ·. . i' . 1 PO~DER i E • ,068 PPM 
.sa• PPM 
' '· ! 
.. I t· ! ;i: 
! " i ; ; 
'1 . i \: · .
, •I' . 
! ;._~i,ots REMAtNtNG. :8 
. i TE~P = 3250.0 DEG f 
: 
I 
FINAL CAF2 = 25~0 PCT, 
STARTING CAF2 e 22o5 
I 
SLAG DEPTH D 4 Cl 0 IN 
.60) PPM 
i 
STRtP FEED• le400 PPM POWDER A• 
i: , .. 






! i PO~OER E = .067,. PPM 
.:i .. 
:j ,d 
F .': ,-: 
c: I J ;I 1 
t~fts:~E~AJNtNal • ~ 
.. I . 
TE~P a 3250~0 DEG F 
, : > ; 




STARTING CAF2 • j20e0 
' . 
SLAG DEPTH• 4,b IN 










MELT RATE• leS PPM 





MtLT RAT[• 3t5 PPM 
I 
i 
PbWDEA B • ,9~4 PPM 
i I 
i 112 








.. ! ' 
POWDER C • .430 PPM POWDER D • . , ,021 PPN 
CU~AENT • 100~.o AMPS POWER• 88.4 Kw 
POWDER C • e410 ppt,4 ·powDER O • .~21 PPM 
... 
•, 
CURRENT·• 1005,t) AMPS POIIIER • 88,4 KW 




CURRENT • 1005,0 AMPS POWER• 88e4 10, 
POWDER C • .430 PPM POWDER 0 • .n21 PPM 
r 
CURRENT~ 100~.~ AMPS POWEP • 88,4 KW 
POWDER> C' • • 430 PPM POWDER O • ,021 PPM 
CURRENT• 1066e0 AMP$ POWER• 91,4 KW 
POWO[R.C • ,426 PPM 
CUAA!NT • 1066 1 0 AMPSi POWER• 11 1 4 KW 
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I I I 
i !\ .. . : ·1 ; 
1 iii \ i i .· tl· j ! ! 
:! 1/ i j I 
:._.11': i ·· 11 ! Ii 
i ! I 
!1i . 1 P~W~EA ~ •, 0066 PPM FINAL CAF2 I• 17 o5 PCT~ 
; ' . ,, l i i l ! 
; ii , i!l iuJEsi REMAINING • e STARTING CAFJ • 17 .5 
1, I i I' TtMP • ~250. 0 OECI F SLAG OEPTli ! •• ,5 IN 
1
. . i,: ~ , S:AIP F~EO· • 1,200 PPM POWDER A • i ,50i! PPM 





MELT-RATE • leO PPM 
POWDER B ~ e853 PPM 
I 
PCTe 
~ELT AAtE • 3.5 PPM 
POWDER Ba e_99l PPM 
. . ; .\' 
I : 1: 1 : - : ~ 
I ; J ·- . j'. : - • 
• 1 iltsrAJEsl' Pt:MAINING • 9 STARTING CAF? • 40.n 
, • l J : , T~MP • ;3200, 0 OF.G F SLAG DEPTH I • 3, 5 IN 
: I I ii' ; SjTRIP F[EEO • 1,400 .PPM POWOF.R A .. i ,598 PPM 
, I: I ii :: Pl)"10£R /E • ,01111 PPM FINAL CAF2j • 27,5 PCT, 
I I i H, ;, I 
11 ., ! 
I: ·· \lrsTAJEsi ~EMAIINI,.,,c;; • 9 STARTI,..,G CAF~ • 31.s · PCT. 
I' I !j; · r rt••P .. 3200. o DEG F SLAG DEPTH! • 3 .s l"' MELT AA TE • 
! ' f '} •i I) 11:. S'TRIP FEED •. 1,400 PPM POWDER A .. : ,609 PPM 
,·.1;1 1 - !ti PjOi.10,ER ;E • .069 PPM FINAL CAF2i • 27e5 PCTe 
[ '. . H1 
9 
i r :!:i 
I ;fi 
:f . : 
ii'/ STAGES R1Fh1AINING • 
. . 
' i i 
i TEMP• '.1206.0 DE~-F 




,L , ~ 
~TAGFS QEMAINtNG • 9 
1 tEMP a;3150en DEG F 
' 
'STARTING CAF~ • 35e0 
SLAG OEPTl-4: • 3 • 5 IN 
' I 
FINAL CAF2i • 
e610 PPM 
27.5 PCTe 
STARTING CAFI? • 32.'i 
I 
SLAG OEPT~ • 3e5 IN 
I : 
1 
rTl-lIP FEED • ·1•400 PPM POWDER A a: .617 PPM 
I 
PO,t10ER ! E • - e06A PPM 
. ! 
9 
FINAL CAF~ a 27.5 PCTe 
STARTING CAF12 • 30.n 
I 
i 






"MELT RAT[ • leS PPM 
POIIIOER 8 ~ e980 PPM 
PCTe 
MELT RAT!• leS PPM 
POWDER 8 • e976 PPM 
PCTe 
~ELT A~T! • 2.5 PPM 
POWDER 8 ~ e710 PPM 
Pn..iOER i E • ·, e049 PPM 
I 
POWDER A, 
FINAL CAFa • 2S.O PCTe· 
















CUAA!NT • 990.l ,,.PS POwER • 88e4 Kif . 
POWDER C • .370 PPM PO•OEA O • .0111 PPM 
CUR~ENT • lll6e8 AMPS PO~[A • ~5.7 KW 
POWDER C • e420 PPM 
.. POWDER .0 • .~21 PPM 
CURREN~• lll6e8 AMPS POWER• AS.1 ~w 
POWDER C • e420 PPM POWDER O • e021 PPM 
CUAAENT • 1116.8 A~PS. PO~ER • As., ~w 
POWOEP C • e420 PP~ POWDER O • e021 PPM 
<.... 












. ~~ ' 
•. 
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.. __ ,~·_.21.___'__'._.·,-,;.·,, ..•. ,.• 
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J. 
.1 , . I· 
f ' ' 
·:1 l i l i 
:J I I, ' 
:, i 
I I I 
: . f . l1 1 f I 
1 ) l ·l I : 1 i r I 
l ' Ii I ' ' I !. 'I: i I! !I 
1
1 :rr ,j 
i : 
. 'r 1 , i ·_ I 
I I !. I ' l ' 




SLAG DEPT~• 4e0 IN 
1: 
:MELT RATE• 2e5 PPM 
;[ ! '' j l 
•f : , . • I iii I-! ST~IP FiED • l eOOO. PPM POWDER A • e422 PPM 'POwDER B a 
I )\) t ! Po.JnE~ ~ • · .049 PPM FINAL CAFa = 2s.o PCT. i 
I' !Ii I i ' 
'I ,,: I 
:c I I \I i 
, :r$TA 





STARTING CAFri • 2s.o ~er. 
I
, r ! 
.. I i; ! 
i , . I f · I TEMP= ~1so.o 0£G F SLAG DEPTH= 4.0 IN 
i . ,,. I; I· ! ' ' ',' ··-~::-








I .T : 
i ! t i ·, t .. 
.nse PPM 
I,, .. . . 
,~-··~ .·1·i.~.TAG: S QE'.MAI~tN~ • 
. ' ' ' I I 
. ., s Jl i · i TEMP = ~lSd • 0 DEG F 
9 
FINAL CAF2 = 2s.o PCT. 
'' 
STARTING CA~?,• 22.s 
SLAG DEPTH• 4e5 IN 
POwOEA B • ,B43 PPM 
PCT, 
.MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
t, \. , . ! I 
. ! 11 i .: i STRIP F~EO t• 1.4·00 PPM POWDER A = ,586 PPM POWDER B e 





l ! l 
1: '1 I 
- ,. I 
~TAGS REMAlilNG • 
i I :!TEMP • ~2so.o DEG F 
1 I · ' 
I: i ' :illTr:tIP F'ElEO • 1.400 PPM POWDER A • 0588 PPM 
STARTING CAF2 • 20.0 9 
SLAG DEPT~• 4,5 IN 
I 
PCT, 
~ELT RATE• l,5 PPM 
POWDER 8 ~ ,994 PPM 
1 ! . . ii: - : 
I: :':POWDER E • , 067 PPM FINAL CAFa • 20~0 PCT.: 
. t j 
··. l i 
.r. 1 
. 'I 
. I i . , 




!TEMP :m 3.250 e O -DEG F 
. I 
' i 
· STARTING. CA~2 • 17,! 
SLAG DEPT~• 4.5 IN 
I i ls TRIP FE\e:o • 1. 400 PPM powoER A ~ .590 PPM 






:POWDER rt. a e067 PPt4 FINAL CAF2 • 17,5 PCT• 
PCT, 
·MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
POWDER 8 ~ ,992 PPM 
,' : i 
'•. \ ·. 
! i ' 
' ' ;; ! '1 j' 
: I , . 
it • i· 1 $1TAG iS ~EMAJN1ING • 10 ST.ARTING CAF:2 • PCT, 
J 
11 1 I · 
·,., I ! I 
li:i !TEMP • 3250,0 DEG F 11 · 
SLAG b!PT~ • l,S IN 
'~ J ! 
,j j ]STRIP FEED • l, 400 PPM POWDER A •• ,593 PPM 
• ~ ! POWDER E o ,069 PPM 
:·~ ! .. 
·.s: 
·i: 
J~A8E~ REMAINING a j • I 




FINAL CAF2: • 27,5 PCT, 
, 
STARTING CAF2 • 37e5 
SLAB O!PTH u 3e5 IN 
. j TRJ!P FEED a 1,400 PPM POWDER A 0 e604 PPM 
i 
1 towDEII 
I· ··. ·l' l 
' i ' '1 
.. '1 ' 
1 · 1 - 11 
• 27.5 PCTe ,tNAL CA,.2 ,069 PPM E • 
POWDER Ba ,995 p,-M 
PCT,· 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 




CURRENT• 1014e4 AMPS PO#ER • B5e7 K~ 
POWDER C • el05 PPM PO•OER O • .ot~ PPM-
CURRENT• 1008.1 AMPS POWER• A2eQ KW 
POWDER C • ,36• PPM POWDER O • .otA PPM 
CURRENT• iOOSeO A~PS PO~EA • 88e4 k~ 
POWDER C • ,430 PPM POWDER O • ,021 PPM, 
CURR!NT • 1005e0 AMPS POWER• 89,4 ~W 
POWDER C • ,430 PPM PO~DER D • .021 PPM 
.· , .. -
CUAR!NT • 1005,0 AMPS ,ow[A • ea., KV 
POWD!R C • ,430 PPM POWD[A D • ,021 PPM 
CUAA!NT • 1139,6 AMPS ,ow!R • 81,4 KV 
POWD!A C • ,422 PPM POWDER O • ,021 PPM 
CUAR!NT • 1139.6 AM,s ,ovtR o •••• KW 
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i 11, /i I j/ 
: :/1 I (,Ji 
! l/ ! ,'i 
, '/1 r'l 
i,'1 i 
I. t. p 
t' I .1,1 • 
. ii ' 
ff' . ' j 
ii ; 
-~-l~ ! ~ 
· 1 I l 
' i 
:{ 
. I • 
,fl I 1 •. 
siAG 1 ~ REMAINING• 10· 







:STARTING CAF2. • 35,0 
SLAG D!PTH • 3e5 IN 





M[L T RAT! • le9 PPM . 




ii ~OWDER E • e069 PPM FINAL 

















tEM?. Ja!o.o DEG F SLAG DEPTH• 3.S IN 




M!LT RAT!• 3.S PPM 
POWDEA 8 • e982 PPM 








. ,$/TAGJ;S REMAINl~G • 10 
;J ' 
: I 
::l TEMP a 3250e0 DEG F 
•. ;, 
'•t: 
STARTING CAF2 • 30e0 
SLAG DEPTH• 4e0 IN 
r STRIP FEED• 1e200 PPM POWDER Au 0505 PPM 
PCTe 
M!LT RATE• 3e0 PPM 
POWDER 8 a .esz PPM 
i' 
;/ POWDER E • e059 PPM




: 1 ; 
. 'i '' 
:~TAGE$ ~E~A l~~NG • 




tEMP • 3250.0 DEG F • • Ii • "i 
' -i 
· STARTING CAF2 m 21.s 
SLAG DEPTH m 4o0 IN 
I ii 
.·· 1/ 
jTRIP FEtD • le200 PPM POWDER Am .507 PPM 
PCT.· 
MELT RATE• leO PPM 
POWDER 8 • ,890 ,.PM 
:·1 . POWDER E '• • ose PPM rrNAL CA~2 • 25.o PCT • 
r 11, 
.. jf ! 
:I , 
',1; i 
ji•G£~ ~EMAINtNG • 
"l '. I ,' JI . 
10 
'i . fEMP • 3250e0 OEG F 
! I :· i 
1 : ~ ! 
f: 
STARTING CAF2 • 25-.(1 
SLAG D!PTH • 4e0 IN 
: I : 
! i STRIP FEEO • 



















t· • '. f 
,E~P. Jtso~o DEG F 
. I! ,, 
FINAL CAF2 a 22.S PCTe 
STARTING CAF2 s: 
·, SLAG DEPTH • •• 0 -IN 
.·H · · STRIP FEED .- .eoo PPM P~DER A • 




MELT RAT[• ZeO PPM 
POWD!A B ~. e!?O PPM 
PtT. 
MELT: RATE• 2 1 0 PPM 
PO~D[R B • e!69 PPM 
.' : Ii POWDE;A Ei • : • 039 PPM 
'I f ! I 
• 
1 I I : · : · 
FINAL CAF2 • ,o.o P~Te 
)~TAGE$ REMAI~(ING • 
ii ' 
'J :. · TEMP !a 
. ! i 
·, ' 
! 
I . J~oo.o 
! 
10 STARTING CAF2 




a! 20.0 PCT~: I 
I 




CURR!NT· • 11lte6 AMPS 
POWDER C • e422 PPM 
CURRENT·.• ll39e6 AMPS 
POWD!R C • e422 PPM 
'i I , 
POWER• lle4 KW 
POWD!R O • .021 P•M 
POW!A. ea., KW 
POWDER D • .021 PP~ 
CURRENT• 1050.2 AMPS POW!R • as •• KW 
POWDER C • ,366 -PPM 
CURRENT• 1050e2 &~PS 
POWDER C ~ ,366 PPM 
CUAR!NT • 1020,6 AMPS 
POWD!R C • e246 PPM 
CUAA!NT • 1020e6 .AMPS 
POWO!A C • e246 PPM 
CUAA!NT • 943,0 AMPS 
ltOW[R • 81e4 kif 
POWO[R O • ,018 P•M 
POWER. ee •• t<W 
POWDER D • ,012 PPM 
POWER • 81e4 eo, . 
POWDER O • ,012 PP~ 























I r l V ,, 
i . 




j· ' ' 
- fi ... 


















: 1· ····· 













































































'• AOO PPM POWDER A • e330 PPM POWDER I• e512 PPM I iii 
. I 1'i1 i • : 
FINAL CAF2 • 20.0 PCTei I ,q I · ll! 
I !l :1 ii 
POWDER E • e039 PPM 
1:1 . ; JfiSTA1E:s· REMAINING• 10 
;:' I !'I l TEMP' • : 31 SO• 0 DEG· F 
., 
STARTING CAF2 '• 17.5 
















I ST4~ES REMAlNING • 11 
f ' I 1 
1 ' i I 
I ~EM P' • i 3 as O • 0 0 E G F 
~ 
FINAL CAF2 • 17.5 PCTe 
STARTING CAF2 '• 
! 
SLAG DEPTH~ 4e0 IN 
j! I ! I i: / ~TRIP ~E~O • 1.•00 PPM POWDER A • 
I I i' q , t '. 
.578 PPM 
Ii • I • 
.iii . l ~OWOEQ 1E i• e070 PPM 
!j! ' . 1 
11: [j! ' 1 
·tll : 
rfl , I 
f/fSTAGES REMA~NJ:NG • ll 
!ii ti 
''i 
. 1 I ' f,·I 
TEMP• i32so.o OEG F 
FINAL CAF2 • 27.S PCTe 
·STARTING CAF2 • 37.5 




1' 1: ,,, 






r I , : 
POWO.E!R ;E • e070 PPM 
I i , : : 
!jiSTAGES REMA!NtNG • 11 
ll_i • i: i ; ; 
: TE~P • '3250.~ DEG F 
FINAL CAF2 • 27e5 PCTe 
STA~TING CAF2 • 35.0 
_S'LAG DEPTH • 4 • 0 IN 
STRIP FFEO • 1.400 PPM POWDER A• .s9o PPM 
FINAL CAF2'• 27e5 PCTe 
: ) 















TtMP = :32so.o DEG f SLAG DEPTH• 4e0 IN 
STRIP FEED• le4~0 PPM POWDER A• e592 PPM 
POWDEH E • · .069 PPM 
ST4~ES REMAlN~~- • 11 
T~MP •'3100.0 DEG F 
FINAL CAF2 • 27.5 PCTe 
STARTING CAF2 • 30.n 
SLAG DEPTH• 4e0 IN 
~TRIP F.EEO • leOOO PPM· POWDER A a e428 PPM 
·POWDER:F. • e049 PPM FINAL CAF2 ~ 27e5 PCT. 
PCTe 
M!LT RATE• 2e0 PPM 
·powDEA B ~ e569 PPM 
PCT. 
RATE• J~PM ;MELT 
POWDER 8 • 1.oos PPM 
PCT. 
MELT RATE• le5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ .994 PPM 
PCTe 
MELT RATE• 3a5 PPM 
POWDER 8 a e994 PPM 
P'CTe 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
POWDER 8 ~ e992 PPM 
PCT. 
MELT RAT[ w 2e5 PPM 




POWD!A C • e2•8 PPM POWDER D • e012 PP~ 
CURRENT• 923.7 AMPS· POWER• R2.o ~w 
... 
PO~OER C • a?.47 PP~ 
CURRENT • 1066.0 A-.PS PO-,FA a fl9e4 tUf 
POW7R C • .421, PP~ 
POWDER 0 • • n21 PPM 
CURRENT• 1066.0 A~PS POWER• 8Ae4 Kw 
POWDER C • .42b PPM POWOfP O • .021 PPN · 
CURRENT• 1066.0 AMPS PO~ER • aa.• KW 
POWDER C • e426 PPM 
. "· 
CURRENT• 1066.0 AMPS 
POWDER C • e426 PPM 
CURRENT• 972.8 AMPS 
POWDER C • e303 PPM 
POwOEA O • .nzt PPM 
POWER• 88.4 KV 
POWDER D • e021 PPM .. 
POWER• eo.1 KW 












l i, ;, 
I . 
\ I 
• • ) I,; 
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I -I ,); y· 
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. .I • 
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: i 1 
/: I • 
i: 1 :1 
·. ·. lS1rAGES 
. . ! . 
'C 
;REMAINING • 11 






STARTING CAF2 111 
SLAG DEPTH• 4,0 IN 
"j i ·STRIP FEED• 1,200 PPM POWDER A• 1
507 PPM 
PCT. 
MELT RATE• 3,0 PPM 





POWDER E • ,058 PPM FINAL CA,2 • 25,0 PCT, 
! I 
,; i 1 
i I \ 
!STAGES· ~EMAINING • · 11 ; i ·: ' 
! ' : 
t f i·-
1 ii / ~EMP • 3250,~ DEG F 
STARTING CAF2 • 25,0 
SLAG DEPTH• 4,0 IN 
Ii I 
I I ! j I i 
: I ·i 
STRIP FEED• le200 PPM POWDER A• .509 PPM 
. l i i 
PCT, 
MELT RATE• 3,0 PPM 
POWDER 8 ~ 1 849 PPM 
: ' j / I 
; i 
' ; i 
.osA PPM; FINAL CAF2 • 22,5 PCT, 
·1 .i j ! 
I' i ! 
, j / I j 
I. 1; :, i i 
: ~tAGt~ REMAlNiNG • 
i' ! I . 
STARTING CAF2 • 11 22.s 
i 
~E~P * ~250.Q DEG F SLAG DEPTH• 4eci IN 
.:.. 
j . ·~TRIP F~ED •· 1,200 PPM POWDER A •.• 511 PPM 
~owb~R ~. ,OSA PPM FINAL CAF2 • 20.0 PCT. 
. i 
' :' i StAAF.$ REMAINING• 11 i I . : 
i 
1 
,; tEMP • ~250 • 0 DEG F 
STARTING CAF2 • 20.0 
SLAG DEPTH• 4,0 IN 
1 J $TPIP FEED • .aoo PPM POWDER A • . ~336 PPM 
,. ! 1 
. I i : PO';'OER e:J • • 038 PPM I , • ~ . 
. I f ; . ![ 
l 
I ·' . . I 
-~~AGE' ~EMA INING • .._l l 
i . . . i ! 





FINAL CAF2 • il7,5 PCT, 
. STARTING CAF2 • I 1715 
SLAG DEPTH• 4,5 IN 
I STRIP FEED • .l ,000 PPM POWDER A = ,:418 PPM ! ' 
'l.: .i 
' _! • POWOER E • , 048 PPM, FINAL CAF2 • 17, 5 PCT, 




MELT RATE• 3e0 PPM 
PO~OER Ba ,847 PPM 
PCT, 
MELT RATE• 2.0 PPM 
POWDER B • ,568 PPM 
MELT RATE• 2e5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ ,711 PPM 
*:1AGf~; REMAINING • J 2 STARTING CAF2 • 40,0 PCT. 
; : ( 
I l: I . · tE"M P •• 31 o o • oi DE c; F SLAG DEPTH • • • o IN 
i /i I ~nur FE~O l' 1.400 PPM POWDER A • 
I I' i . •. ' ' 
l,1: : 1 Po~,otR E • ; • 069 PPM i: 
,593 PPM 
FINAL CAF2 • 30,0 PCT. 
I, ~ i 
I; I' 
MELT ~ATE• J,5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ 1 995 PPM 
[} 
STARTING CA,2 • 37,5 PCT~ 






l: i J 
// 
'I 
. I' .. 
rEMP • J100,o 'DEG F SLAG DEPTH• ~.o IN 
• • I 




MELT AAT! • 3 1 5 ,PM 




CURR[NT • 1oso.2 AMPS PO~ER • 88,• KW 
POWDER C • ,366 PPM POWDER O • .• nte Pl'M 
CURRENT• 1050,2 AMPS POWER• A8,4 KW 
POWDER~• ,3~6 PPM·- POwOER O • ,011' PP.M 
' CURRENT• 1oso.2 AMPS PO•ER • 88,4 KW 
POWDER C • e366 PPM· POWDER O • ,018 PPM 
CURRENT• 1020.6 AMPS POWER• R~,4 KW 
POWDER C • ,24~ PP~ PO~OER D • ,012 ,PM. 
, 
CURRENT• 956.4 A~PS POWER• 85.7 KW 
POWDER C • .308 PPM POWDER D • ,OIS PPM 
CURRENT• 1001,A AMPS POWER a 80,1 KW 
CURRENT• 1001,8 A~P5 POW[•• 80,1 ~W 






" i - -
I" 
,· 




















































i ; I : ; . ' 









e069 PPM 'INAL CAF2 ~ 30e0 PCTe 
at 
STAGES REMAI:NING • 12 STARTING CA,-2 • 35.o 
: TE"4P • 3250 • D OEG F SLAG 0£PTH • 4e0 IN 
:STRIP FEEO • le400 PPM POWDER A• e590 PPM 
PCTe 
MELT RATE• 3 1 5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ ,994 ,PM 
:POWOER E • e069 PPM ,1NAL CAF2 • 27.5 PCT. 
' • l 
' i 
12 STARTING CAF2 • 32.s 
SLAG DEPTH• 4e0 IN 





POWDER B • 
3,5 PPM 
,992 l'PM 
PC,WOER ! • ,069 PPM FINAL CAF2 • 27,S_PCTe 
REMAINING• 12 STARTING CAF2 • 30,0 PCT, 
'-
SLAG DEPTH• 4,0 IN MELT RATE• 3.5 P,M 
iSTQIP F~EO • le400 PPM POWDER A a ,594 PPM POWDER B ~ ,991 PPM 
IL , ~OW Of R E • , 068 PPM FINAL CAP'2 "• 25, 0 p'c,.---




l!f . : $TAG£$ REMAIN:ING • 12 
. ~EMP • 3250,0 O!G, 
i 
! 
STARTING CA,2 a 27,! PCT, 
SLAG DEPTH• 4e0 IN 
'TRIP FEED• 1,400 PPM POWDER A e ~S96 PPM 
MiLT RAT[• 3,9 PPM 
POWDER 8 ~ ,919 P,M 
.1:1 
'·, 
~OWOER E; • e068 PPM 
f:~AGE$ "'EMAINING • 12 
;'. iEMP • l250e O OEG F 
. ' 
,1NAL CAF2 o 25o0 PCTe 
STARTING CAP2 o 25,0 
SLA© D[~YM a 410 IN 
PCT, 
'. 1$TA!P FEED• le400 PPM POWD!A As •!198 PPM 
MELT RAT!• 3,5 PPM 
POWD!A I~ ,917 ,,M 
·1 
. 1FtOWOEA E; • 1061 PPM 
S~A,E$ ~EMAINING • 12 
iEMP • 3290,0 DEG, 
l 1 









I I • ' : 
f:1 l i · : 
,S~A8~S;QEMAINJ~G • 
ii ' : ' 
'ii 
12 
,1NAL ca,2 • 22,5 PCT, 
STAATIH8 CAF2 • 22,5 PCT, 
SLAG D!PTH • •,O IN 
0601 PPM. 
FINAL CAF2 m 20e0 PCT, 
STARTING ca,2 Iii 
I 
20,0 
M!LT RAT!• f,5 PPM 




CURRENT• 1066,0 AMPS 
POWD!R C • e426 PPM 
CURRENT• 1066.0 AMPS 
POWO!A C • e426 PPM 
~, 
POWER • 11 1 4 IOI 
POWER • 88 • 4 IOI 
POWOfR O • ,021 PPM 
CURRENT• 1066,0 AMPS ~O~[A • 88 1 4 ~W 
POWD!R C • ••26 PPM. PO•D!A D • ,021 1t,M 
CURRENT• 1066,0 AMPS ,owtR • e, •• KW 
POWDER C • ,426 PPM ,owO!R D • .021 PPM 
' 
CURR!NT • 10, •• 0 AMPS ,ow[R • e, •• ~w 
CURRENT• 1066,0 IMPS 
POVOER C • ,416 P'~ 
-
,o~D!R O • ,Oil~~~ 
POV[lt • lle4 KIi 


































I' I I I 
I 
I 
















i ; I , 























































.! .. I 
)· 
i 
SLAG D!PT~ • 4,0 IN 
I !1 
! .; ... 
: 
· ~iRIP FEED• le400 PPM POWDER A~ e603 PPM 
i , .
. ~OWDEA ! • ,066 PPM 
12 
,TEMP~ 3200,0 D!G,F 
'INAL CAFZ • 17e! PCT, 
ST·ARTING CAF2 • 11,5 
SLAG D!PTM • 4,0 IN 
STRIP FEED• le400 PPM POWDER A~ ,610 PPt.1 
.~OWOER· E • 
' ii ' 





'' ' I !
. \ r 
/. 1!' 
1 
' I , ,_ r , 
.i 
. t . : 
t 
' 




I r l\J" i ; ' 
• ' I 
• 
1 





i ' ! 
I 





















MELT ~ATE• 3,9 PPM 
POWO[A 8 ~ e984 PPM 
PCTe 
·. 
M!LT RAT!• 3.5 PPM 
POWDER 8 • 1 919 ,PM 
119 
CUAAtNT • 1066,0 IMPS 
POWO!A C • e426.PP~ 
CUAR!NT • .l044e1 AMPS 




l'Ow[A • 81 1 4 KW 
,ow!R • es., ,c_. 


























































I] I •. 
,!I ,, 
I 
. . 1 



















































1 I J 
I , 1/ 




11 I !I I 









. ; n -
: ]; i ., 
. i 1 H 
I !l!-








L i . 
I 
i 
. : , I 
• I 
! : i . 
, L, 









; :! ! i I ilr · · ':J I · I . 
; p ' : 
1 
. JlfTAbltS REMAIN!ING • 
• :// .· ;TEMP fD 3!250.0 DEG F. 
























Opt~mum Operating Policy for 
Hemelt1n~ J09L Stainless Steel 









!STRIP FEF.O • le400 PPM POWDER A • 
i. !')! 
' ! • 
I 
e396 PPM 
MELT RATE• 3.5 PPM 
'POWDER 8 ~ lel63 PPM· POWO!A C • e449 PPM 
I :}Ii 1 iP01.110EA E • • 071 PPM 
,,·· ! I ' I : I ., 
i i 1, i , 
'I I 
;~TA~CS REMAINING• 
I' !'' I 1 
·• _1,· ::· I 1! I' I 
,: I : ' JEM~ • 325D.O DEG F 
FINAL CAF2 a 2s.o PCT. 
-STARTING CAF? • 37.S PCT., 
SLAG DEPTH o 4.s:rN 
!i 1: , 
l_i/ 11: 
l 
i $TRIP FEED• 1.400 PPM POWDER A• .405_PPM 
MELT RATE• J.S PPM 
POWDER 8 ~ 1.1ss PPM 
' { . 
! -.. 1 1! 1: i .POwOER E • • 070 PPM 
,! ,: I r ;:i: : 
n I i 
J~T:AGES REJA INING • 
' . I """ 
1 
FINAL CAF2 • 2s.o PCT. 
STARTING CAF2 ;• 35.o· PCT. 
CURRENT• 1005.0 AMPS 
POWD[R C • e449 PPM 
I ; ,;. 1; 
., i rEMP ., .32so. o DEG F SLAG DEPTH• 4e5 tN MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
POWDER B • 1.151 PPM 
CURRE.NT • 1005.0 AMPS 
POWDER C • e449 PPM 
! ,. 
I 
: 1 -r STRIP FEED• 1,400 PPM POWDER A a .409 PPM 
1! 
i . 





.t ~Tl$Ei REMAINING• 
l J ; ,; 
1 ! 




FINAL CAF2 a 25.0 PCT. 
·,::,"-t_ 
STARftNG CAF2 111 32.S 
SLAG DEPTH o 4e5 IN 
PCT. 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
I 
STRIP FEED• 1,400 PPM POWDER A• .4lf PPM ' POWD!R B ~ le148 PPM 





I ! : I : • i : 
1 
•• T~GE$ RE~AINJNG • l S,TAATING CAl'2 • 30.0 PCT. 
i: ' . 
•I I j ~ 
l'. 
! 
tEMP • 3250e0 DEG F SLAG DEPTH• 4,5 IN 
$TRIP FEED• 1.400 PPM PO~DE~ A a 
. 
P,,OWDER E a 
; 
: ;:-J L i' 
I [ 
I [ 
. I [_e i • . i • ~ I !: . 1 
11069 PPM 
i- ~T4GE~ REMAINING • 
· 1 1 · · 
1 
1 J TEMP• 3250.0; DEG F 
··r 
. r 
~INAL CA~2 o 22oS PCTe 
STARYXNO CAP'2 o 
SLAG D[PTM c 4o5 IN 
, .. 
I 
STRIP FEED• le400 PPM POWDER A~ .,422 PPM 
' j ;·: 
: -~ :11· 





~OWDER E • e069 PPM 
·I 
.,..~~,......--··· 
MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
POWDER B • lel44 PPM 
PCT. 
Me'- 'r 'IA T! • 3 ~5 -PPM 
~OWDfR I~ le140 PPM 
120 
CURRENT• 1005.0 AMPS 
POWDER C • e449 PPM 
' 
CURA[NT • l005e0 AMPS 
' POWDER C • .449 PP~ 
CURA!NT, • 100!,0 AMPS 
POWD[A C • e449 ,PM 
· .. 
POWER. ea •• KW 
POWDER O • e021 PPM 
POWER• 88.4 KW 
POWDER D • .021 PPM 
POWER• 88e4 KW 
POWDER O • .021 PPM 
POWER• 88e4 Kw 
POWDER D • .021 PPM 
PO-,ER • 88,4 KW 
POWER• 18,4 KIi 

















































































































STARTING CAF2 • 2s.o 
~SLAG DEPTH• 4e5 lN 
l ~TRIP FEED 1111 le400 PPM POWDER A a .426 PPM 
POWDER E • ,068 PPM FINAL cA,2 • 22e5 PCT. 
i : 
: 1 
' i 1 I • . 
1 . 
. i :· 
srA~ES REMAINING* 
j' I ! : f 
_ 1 TE~P • 3250.0 
I 1 
DEG F 
STARTING CAF2 • 22.s 
SLAG DEPTH• 4e5 IN 
ST~IP FEED• 1,400 ~PM POWDER Am ,430 PPM 
ii PO~OER E = ,068 PPM I: 
,[ .: . : . \ 
~T~1E$ ~EMAINING ~ 1 
[J TEMP c 3250 0 0 DEG F 
FINAL CAF2 a 20,0 PCT, 
STARTING CAF2 • 20.0 





ST~IP FEED• 1,400 PPM POWDER A a ,434 PPM 
'i ! i 
I : t· 'i 
i 
1 
POWDER E • ,068 PPM, FINAL CAF2 • 17., PCTe 
'I 
; : 
~TAJES ~E~AJNING • 
: i i 
1 
DEG F' 
STA'RTJNG CAF2 • 
; 1 ! 
!1 T£~P = _3250,0 
; 
SLAG DEPTH• 4,5: IN 
't : 
i f ; I · ST~I p FEED 
! : ; 
, ! POWDER E a 
,439: PPM 
c 11.~ PCT, 
• 1,400 PPM POWDER A• 
,069 PPM . FINAL CAFZ 
I i ,·i 
. : .. : t 
I: . ( 
2 
:; ,; . 
.. .I! ! i l . $JA~ES ~E-MA IN [ NG • STARTING CAF2 • 
j 
1 
~E~P • 3250,0 DEG F SLAG DEPTH• 4,5: IN 
~T~IP FEED• le400 PPM'POWOER A• .396!PPM 
' i I . I 
I' . I 
I PO~Ol~ E • ,011 PPM 'FJNAL CAF2 • 25,~ PCT. 
2 
: 1! 1 · 
' ii ! : 
S~AJE$ ,~fMAINING • 
~E~P = 3250,0 DEG F 
. ; . 
STARTING CAF2 • ~7,5 
SLAG DEPTH • 4.Si IN 
i 
I 
ST~IP FEED• 1,400 PPM POWDER A• e40S) PPM 
]PO~DER £ • ,010 PPM 
• •. I • .'. 
2: 
- ' I - . ' 
~tA~~j :~EMAINt~G • 
' . I I 
:TE~P i: 3250 • 0 DEG -F 
FINAL CAF2 • 25,b PCTe I 













MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ 1,136 PPM 
PCT, 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ 1,132 PPM 
PCT. 
M!LT RATE• l.S PPM 
POWDER Ba 1,128 PPM 
PCT, 
MELT RATE• 3a5'.PPM 
~OWDEA 8 ~ 1.124 PPM 
PCT.-
MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
POWOER·B • 1,163 PPM 
PCT, 
~ElT RATE• l,S~PPM 
POWDER B ~ lal55 PPM 
PCT, 




CURRENT• 100!,0 AMPS 
POWDER~• ,449 PP~ 
CURRENT• 1005,0 AMPS 
POWDER C • e449 PPM 
r.\!RR!NT • 100!,0 AMPS 
POWDER C • ,449 PPM 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS 
POWDER C • •• 49 PPM 
CURRENT• 1005,0 AMPS 





CUA~T • 1005.0 AMPS 
P~,OEP C • • 449 PPM 
I/I ·t•, 
CURRENT• 1005,0 AMPS 
POWER• 88,4 KW 
POWDER O • -,021 PPM 
POWER. ea •• KW 
POWDER O • ,021 PPM 
POWER• 88.4 KW 
/ 
POWD~ 0 • .021 PPM / 
/ 
/ 
POWER• 88,4 KW 
POWDER O • ,021 PPM 
• 
POWER• 88,4 KW 
POWDER O • aD21 PPM 
POIIIER • 88e4 ~ 
POWDER. D • ,021 PPM 







II i I' 




















l _... .. 
.. 





































i_ 1'. : . 
! 
• i I _· :: 
I ·:' 






















+•oq PPM POWDER & • 1.151 PPM I js,~tP· FEED• le400 PPM POWDER A• 
I ! I 


























! : i 1 
• I I I l i 
l. ~~!4~s REMAINING • 
· 1 : I : i 






, i . I ' !TEMP • 3250. 0 DEG F 
1 
• ; I -!STRIP FEED ~ l e400 PPM 
· I I i 
POWDER A• •413 PPM 
1 
i (POWDER E • • 069 PPM .I i 
I 
! 
I . . 
' l \ : 
t: STiAG~S ~EMAINING • 2 
I i ! 
· 11: f ; jTE~P a 3250 • 0 DEG F 
FINAL CAF2 • 25.0 PCTe 
i 
. I 
STARTING CAF2 +s· 
I 
30.0 
SLAG DEPTH•) 4.5 IN 
. , 
! I. I 
I, ! j I 
• 1.400 PPM POWDER A• ~418 PPM 
.069 PPM FINAL CAF2 •i 22.5 PCT • 
t i 
l: i ·• $T~G~S ~EMAINING • 
I
· .. ·:, 1: 
I I i 
STARTING CAF2 jll 
SLAG DEPTH •i 4.5 IN 
. l! iTEMP • 3250.0 DEG F. 
isTR~tP !FEED • 1.400 PPM, POWDER A a 
IL - ~ --
j,422 PPM 










i 4,5 IN •i 
' i 
i.' ! j !POWDER E • 
I' i j 
. ,:11· I ' : I 
!-I j . ! 
11 - . , . , S!TAGE!S qEMAIN:ING • 
,11 ) j { ' 
11, 1 ~ , . itEMP • 3[250, 0 DEG , 
:.426 PPM ii . !~TRIP FEED •. 1.400 PPM. POWDER A • 
·I ,, 
.. \,:»owbER E • • 068 PPM 
' 










~TRIP ,EEO• le400 PPM POWDER A• le430 PPM 
. :
1 
. .;, POWDER E • • 068 PPM 
. I 
! -~! . I ! .. 
t:, f $J ,'GtS REMAINING'• 2 
I : I: : 
~EMP • l250e0 DEG; 
., 






20.0 STARTING CA,2 





· STRIP FEED• le400 PPM POWDER A• . i·•3• PPM 
i 
I,. 
Ir POWDER E • e068 PPM 
:l 
,tNAL CAF2 i •; 1?e5 PCT. 
: 
i . ' ;ii 












MELT RATE • 3.5 PPM 
POWDER B • 1.148 PPM' 
PCTe 
MELT RATE• 3.5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ le144 PPM 
PCT.· 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
\, 
POWDER B ~ 1e140 PPM 
PCT. 
ME.LT RATE • 3,5 PPM 
() . 
POWDER B • 1.136 PPM 
PCT. 
MELT RATE • 3e5 PPM 
POWDERS~ 1.132 PPM 
PCTe 
M!LT RAT[ • le! P,M 
POWDER a 
. 
ii 1.121 Pl'M 
~22 
POWOEA C • e449 PP~ 
CURRENT• 1005e0 AMPS 
POWDER C • .449 PPM 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS 
POWDER C • e449 PPM 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS 
POWDER C • e449 PPM 
. CURRENT • 1005,0 A~PS 
POWDER C • e449 PPM 
' 
CUAR!NT • 1oos.o AMPS 
POWDER C • ... , PPM 
r 
CURRENT• JOO!aO AMPS 
POWDER C • ,449 PPM 
I 
POWDER D • eD21 PP~ 
' ; 
POW[R. ea., KW 
POWDER O • .021 PP~ 
POWER• 88e4 KW 
POWDER O • e021 PPM 
POWER • 88.4 IOI 
POWDER O • .021 PP~ 
POWER. ee •• KW 
POWDER O • .021 PPM 
POWER• 88e4 KW 
POWDER D • .021 PPM 
POWER• 88e4 KW 






































: .. J i 
< ' 
' 























I ! : 
·! ? ; ; : 
' _: ; . : 
!· ;; 
. ' '. 





' ' 1 
'I ' 
• I ! 
I : 
I 






I • i : 
·1-STAdES ~EMAINING • 
. ; 2 






STARTING CA~2 • 11.9 ! 
SLAG DEPT~ • 4,5 IN 
. I 
I 
a le400 PPM POWDER A~ e439 PPM STRIP FEED 
I 





MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
PO~DER B ~- 1,124 ,PM 
I , i 10WDE~E • e068 PPM! FINAL CAFa • 17.5 PCTe 
; ! I i I 
-$~.&£~ REMAININ~ • 3 
,. 
l. 
. I " 






STARTING CAf2 • 
I 
40e0 
'SLAG DEPTr • 4,5 IN 
i 




MELT RATE• 3.5 PPM , 
POWDER 8 .~ le163 PPM 





I ' : 
\ 
Lsr~c;Es REMAINING• 3 
' . 









SLAG DEPTtf a 4e5 IN 
! 
I I , 
I ; r / 
i 
; 
' STRIP FtED • 1._.400 PPM POWDER A ~ 
! 
e405 PPM 
. ! ._ H POWDER E • • OTO PPM 
I :! Ii 
' i : ' : . 




· ·1 'i 
3 








= 2s.o PCT. 





• 4e5 IN 
PCT. 
MELT RATE•. J.5 PPM 
POWDER 8 ~ 1~155 PPM 
PCT. 
MELT RATE• 3.5 PP~ 
. . 
CURR[NT • 1oos.o AMPS 
POWD!A C • e449 PPM 
CUAA!NT • 1005e0 AMPS 
POWD!R C • e449'PPM 
CURRENT• 1005e0 AMPS 
! 
i 
POWDER C • e449 PPM 









POV[A. ea •• KIi 
POWO[A O • e021 PPN 
POWER• 88e4 KW 
POWDER D • e021 PPN 
POWER• 88e4 KW 





.STRIP FEED• 1.400 PPM POWDER AF e409 PPM POWDER 8 ~ lel!l PPM\ POWDER C • e449 .PPM 
POWER • ,88e4 KW . 
POWDER D • e021 PPM 
I l:·. 
I 1 '~ I 
i' _I I! ! ~PdWOER E • ·.069 PPM 
j 
I . ' 
g1TA~ES REMA,INING • 






i TEMP a 3250.0 DEG F 
I 
I 
FINAL CAF2 • 25,0 PCT. 
i 
I 
STARTING CAF2 • 32.5 PCT. 
SLAG DEPT~• 4e5 IN 
I 
S~RIP FEED• le40-0 PPM POWDER A~ i 
e413 PPM 
MELT RAT~• le5 PPM 
POWDER 8 ~ 1el48 PPM 
,069 PPM 
REMAINING• 3 
;,- -·. j TEMP• 3250~0 nEG F 
r 
FINAL CAF2 • 25.0 PCT. 
. I 
I 
STARTING.CAr2 •- 30.0 
S~kG DEPT~• 4e5 IN 
PCT. 
M!LT RATE• leS PPM 
c I 
' i 
I : i · 
!, i : 
STRfP FEED e le400 PPM POWDER A~ .418 PP~ - POWDER B ~ l-e 144 PPM 
e069 PPM I _ 1 ! : : l1 . i 1 I i POWDER E • 
f I • i f I I 
i •.I'. l l '! j . ! I I ,· $,A~ES REMAINING • 
i ' i : 
3 
, 1. i I 
\ . i j 
. ,_: : 
I: i 
\ 
TEMP. laso.o DEG, 




STARTING CAF2 m 
I 
27.5 




. I l 
I i 
'I 
II _ : i I i, 
I I 






MELT AATE • 3~5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ lel40 PPM 
12J 
. . 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS POWER• 88.4 KV. 
POWDER C • e449 PPM POWDER D • eOZl PP~ 
CURA!NT • 1oos.o AMPS POW[R. • ea •• K~ 
POWDER C • e449 PPM POWDER D • e021 PPM 
CURRENT• 1005e0' AMPS POWER• 88e4 K• 
POWD!R ·C • e449 PPM POWDER O • eft21 PPM 
:1 
i 

























,· .. ;._ 
' 
' ' ,I )ii 





.. ·1 ~ 
I ' . [ .' 
, I 1 
• I 1 
'II ! ir : 
·I 
I : 
. J ! 
' I I 
, I i 
I ' . 
I • i : . 
.t·: 
I I 







i • I i , 
. I ,1 : 
:: 11(:: 
l ~ I 
' • I Ii 
I ; , 
1 





, I: POWDER E. •, e069 PPM 
·_1 ', 
rtNAL· CAF'2 • 22e5 PCTe 
I . ,. 
I •-
: 
. I • . 
I i 




IEMP s 3250.D DEG F 
I 
! 
STARTING CAF~ • 
I 
2s.o 
SLAG OEPTN I• •• s IN 
. ' ' l. 
J .: i ' 
i' i ' 
STRIP FEED a; 1e400 PPM POWDER A~ I e426 PPM 
, I 
j : i ' I. I : 
i ·1 i i 
I: ' l _i J ,. 
~OWDER··E • ,068 PPM FINAL CAF2 i• 22.5 PCT 
I I , 
' \ 1' i •I i ! 
' ' ' 
i~~AGES ~EMAINING • 
I' ' i 
I I : . · . 
. ': . TEMP • 3250.0 





STARTING CAF2I • 22,5 
I 
I SLAG DEPTH r 4e5 IN 
I 
I 
I, ! STRIP FEED • l e400 PPM POWDER A • \ eltlO PPM 
PCT. 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ lel36 PPM-
PCTe 
MELT RATE• 3.5 PPM 
POWD!R B ~ lel32 PPM 
i j P;OWDER e: • • 068 PPM 
'
. : . i.: I. 
,1NAL CAF2 + 20.0 PCTe 
I 
i ;, 
I :; : •. 
i 
I 
I 1 1 r 1 - · 
·~~GES REMAI~ING • 
Ii-_·: 1 '_• 1· . : . ' I ' , 
3 STARTING CAF2\• 20e0 
· ! :i i : TEMP • 3250 • 0 DEG F ,_ SLAG DEPTH 
iJ
1
i j , JlRIP ~EEO • l e400 PPM: POWDER A • 
, I , , 
I ·, 
, 4e5 IN 
I 
\•434 PPM 
! 11 ·1: I , 1 Ji 1 i, . POWDER E • • 068 PPM .F' I NAL CAF'2 ·I 1 7. 5 PCT. 
1 1 I :1 i I 
· !- !! I ::Ii 1 '. I 
'f' I .:/ -1 I I 
l !! I J ! • . I 
11.s 
PCT. 
MELT RATE·• 3e5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ 1,128 PPM 
' . 
PCT. ~ttrEs: :1;'4AINI~G '" 3 STARTING CAF2 t 
:!;··li r,~p • 3250-,0 DEG f" SLAG DEPTH •14,5 IN · MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
. '1 . '.. Sty'R:I P F'EEO • 1e400 PPM POWDER A • ~ 439 PPM 
·ti 
. .;l d 
~ r 
·J i i· 
• i -i ' I 
POWDER E 111 .068 PPM 
POWDER 8 ~ lel24 PPM 
I 
FINAL·CAF2 • \17e5 PCTe 
I 
I 
: •I· i i . 
; \ ; ii i i; . ; 
, ! Sl~~ES': REMA IN ING • 
j -ll ! !• I 
\ . ' 









.j : i TEMP • 32!SOeO DEG F SLAG DEPTH• ~.o IN 
i 
·, ,1 ; -~ 
', i I, 
i Ii 
1 I ; 
1 
STRIP FEED• le400 PPM POWDER AD 11+13 PPM 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ lel52 PPM 
., ! : POWDER E m .,010 PPM FINAL CAF2 0 2s.o PCT. 
'' 
'; 




l : ' TEMP c 3250.0 DEG F 
,! ; . 
I 
STARTING CAF2 t11 37e5 
i 
SLAG OEPTM a 4~0 IN 
' l : l : ) : ' 
. 1 ! ; 5if;RIP FEED • 11 400 PPP4 POWDER A m 
\ ; :' : ! 
o4k2 PPM 
i 
I i 1 : POWDER E • e069 PPM 
t ' . . -! [ ; !
!' ; 
'f, i : ; 
. -~ I i : . . . I 
·ST~--S}REMAINING a! 
; ' I ; '. i I : . : I , i • , 1·, · : · , 
, \ : : : i': . : 
I : ,; 








• 25,0 PCT. 











MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 










CUAR[~T • 1oos.o AMPS POWER• 88.4 KW 
POWDER C • .449 PPM POWDER D • e021 PPM. 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS POWER• 88.4 KW 
POWDER C • .449 PPM POWDER O • e02l ~PM· 
\ 
CURRENT• 1005e0 AMPS POWER~ 88e4 KW 
POWDER C • .449 PPM POWDER O • .021 PPM 
CURRENT• 100!,0 AMPS POWER• 88,4 KW 
POWDER C • e449 PPM POWDER O • e021 PPM 
CURRENT'• 1066.0 AMPS POWER• ea •• KW 
POWDER C • e445 PPN POWDER D • ,021 PPN 
CURRENT •·1066.0 AMPS 
POWDER C • e445 PPM 
POW[A • 88e4 KW 






. .., "· 
r :. 
') 
. ,i ·. 
.. 



































: I : I 
i j I 
! 
! I ., 
I 
i ll . u -1 
























• 4~0 IN SLAG DEPTH 
I 
' l . ' S~AIP F£~0 • 1,400 PPM POWO!R A• ,4~6-PPM 
M!LT RATE• l.5 PP~ 
POWD[A B ~ 1,140 PPM 
i i 
' ! ! . POWDER E • ,069 PPM 
\ 
' 'j 
S~~GES: REMAINING• • l . 
TEMP• 325010 DEG F 
! 
fl'INAL CAF2 • 2$,0 PCT, 





SLAG DEPTH• 4~0 IN 
PCT, 
\St A IP . FEE:D • 1,400 PPM POWDER ·A • •• :,o PPM 
MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ 1,136 PPM 
. ' , .
PpWDER E • .068 PPM FINAL CAF2 • 2,.s PCT, 
. ' 
i 
·stAGES REMAINING• 4 STARTING CAF2 • i 30,0 PCT, I 
i 
T!MP • 3250,0 DEG F SLAG DEPTH m 4Jo IN M!LT RAT!• 3,5 PPM 
i 
i 
STRIP FEED~ 1,400 PPM POWDER Ac e4:f4 PPM 
l 
POWDER B ~ 1,132 PPM 
I 
POWDER E • ,068 PPM FINAL CAF2 • 2~.5 PCT, 









$TARTING CAF2 • ) 27,5 PCT. 
I 
SLAG DEPTH• 4~0 IN 
I 
I 
MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
STRIP FEED• 1,400 PPM POWDER A• e4~8 PPM POWDER B ~ 1,128 PPM 
:PQWDER E • 1068 PPM 
i ii . . 
:S~J~E~:REM•JNJ~G • 
. I: 
I: 11EMP • 3250.0 
i : ' 
S'TRIP FEED ;l 
; I I 
: • ! ' 
. ; I,! 
Ii!,: 
.POWDER E , 
I -; ! 1i 
f; ! ,i 
) 'I_ : ! 
! '. I 
,068 
l _!: :! ' :· l 




TEMP• 32$0.0 DEG F 
,. I 
I 





STARTING CAF2 • I 2!5.o PCT. ! 
I 








FINAL CAF2 • 2oj.o PCT, 
STARTING CAF2 • 22,5 
SLAG DEPTH• 4e~ IN 
i 
MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
POWDER 8 ~ 1e124 PPM 
PCTe 
STRIP FEEO • 1,400 PPM POWOEA A• elt~~ PPM 
MELT RATE• l.S PPM 
POWDER B ~ 1,120 PPM 
PCHtOER E 11!1 1068 PPM 
ii 
sf~~E~ ~EMAINING • 
' . ' 
4 
· I. TEMP = 32$0 • 0 DEG F 
! 
I FINAL CAF2 ~ 20~0 PCT, 
I 
I 
STARTING CAF2 • I 20e0 
I 





ST~I~ FEED• 1e400 PPM POWDER A• 
! 
POiliDER E •I 
'' . ~ 
\, i ' ":,1 ; 
I 
' 






MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ le 1"16 PPM 
125 
f!l ! : I . ! I 
.. 
/ 
CUAA!NT • 1066,0 AMPS 
POWDER C • ,445 PPM 
CURRENT• 1066,0 AMPS 









POWER • 18,4 to, 
POWDER D • .021 PPM 
POW[R. ea •• KW 
POWDER D • eOZl ~PM 
CURR!NT • 1066,0 AMPS POW[R • 88,4 KW 
POWDER C • ,445 PPM POWDER O • ,021 PPM 
CURRENT• 1066,0 AMPS POWER• 88,4 KW 
POWDER C • ,445 PPM POWDER O • ,021 ~-" 
CURRENT• 1066,0 AMPS POW[R • ea., KW 
POWO!R C • e445 PPM POWDER O • eOZl PPM 
CURRENT• 1066,0 AMPS 
POWDE~ C • e445 P~~ 
CURRENT• 1066,0 AMPS 
POWDER C • ,445 PPM 
POWER• 88.4 KW 
. ' 
PO~OER· D • e021 PPM 
POWER• 98.4 KW 
POWDER O • ,021 PPM· 
I ~ 
·1 -








































---- -1 - - -~- ~- - -







































- i :' . i 
. i J ~ 
i ' 
I:/ 
I . '/ 
! ' ' !.., 
.i 
: , ; I 
: I: ,l · I.: I I, I 
11. ·'1, i 
·1 • I " 
': t f: l 
i 11 
' :1 
i 11 I 
,! '.i I 
'., ·:: ; . i 
:j ·,I I : 
SJA8ESi ~EMAINtNG m 
: :l ' : . . . i 
TEMP a 32!00.0 
·...: 
4 STARTING CAF2 • 11.s 
DEG F 
. ~tRIP 'FEED• l.400 P~M 
! , : 
SLAG DEPTH ·• 4 r 5 IN 
POWDER A a e4t4 PPM 
FINAL CAF2 • 1+.s PCT. 
~OWO!~ ~ ~ ,-068 PPM i 
I 
STARTING CAF2 • I 40.0 
SLAG DEPTH• 4t5 IN 




,071 PPM FINAL CAF2 s 2$eO PCT. 
I 
PCTe 
MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
POWDER B • le120 PPM 
PCT, 
MELT RATE• J.5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ 1,163 PPM 
5 STARTING ctF2 o i 37.5 PCT, 
I 
SLAG DEPTH c 4~5 IN 
I 
;. ,·' 
' ·, I 
''1'l .. 
1' a! 
MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
• : i .J! · s1R1r FEEP • 1.•00 PPM PowoER A D I o4~5 PPM ·POWDER B a 1,155 PPM 
r:, I; i 
j i j I /~wp[R E ~ ,070 .PPM FINAL CAF2 • 2,.o PCT, 
. I 
STARTING CAF2 • / 35.o PCT. .S 
~ ! i j : I , ; ' 
5,~~~~:QEMAlNl~G • 
i i j I I . T~MP m 32&0,0 DEG F SLA~ DEPTH• 4~5 IN M!LT RAT! •·3,5 PPM I 
l 






,419 PPM sjRIP FEEO;a 1,400 PPM POWDER A• 
·t ·' 
PQWOER Es ,069 PPM 
5 





STARTING CAF2 • I I 
I 
32e5 
~ SLAG DEPTH c 4i5 IN 
1: ! 
:· !! 
~ S1RJP FEED• l,400 PPM POWDER A a ,4~3 PPM 
POWDER B ~ 1,151 PPM 
PCT. 
MELT RAT[• 3,5 PPM 
POWOER B ~ 1,148 PPM 
..P '' I ! ' . 
i . d ;i POWOE~ E • , 069 PPM FINAL CAF2 • 2~, 0 PCT• 
Ii i I 
s~~~ES )IEMAINI~G • !i STARTING c)2 • I 30.0 
lili ,i TEMP • u!lo.o PEG F SL.G PEPTH • 4,5 IN 
. Iii! STRIP FEEO 111 1 0 400 PPM POl:IOER A a 0418 PPM 
ii ji i 
, :i: ;/ POWDER E o e069 PPM P'iNAL CAF2 o 2~o9 PCT, 
: 1!. 
' ~ '. : 
·1 ·l 
. l1 ! 
PCT, 
M!LT RATE~ 3e5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ :le 144 PPM 
.T~G~S·REMAINING s 5 STARTING CAF:! 19 I 27,5 PCT. 
: [l' lt . J'. : 
; J: q . 











.. .:! ! 
:! ,, 
'! 
CURRENT• 984,9 AMPS PO~ER • 85,7 KW 
POWDER C • e447 PPM POWOER.0 • e02l~PP~· 
CURRENT• 1005,0 AMPS POWER• 88,4 Kw 
POWDER C • e449 PP~ POWDER O • e021 PPM 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS POWER• 88,4 KW y 
' 
POWDER C • ,449 PPM POWDER D • .021 PPM 
CURRENT• 1005,0 AMPS POWER• 88,4 KW 
POWDER C • e449 PPM POWDER D • e021 PPM 
... 
CURRENT• 100!,0 AMPS POWER• 88,4 KW 
POWDER C • ,449 PPM POWDER D • .oz1 PPN ' 
CURRENT• 1005.0 AM'S ~OW!R • 11,4 KW 
POWD[A C • e449 PPM POWDER D • ,Oil PPM 




















• . :1 
.. 











:· . -1' 
" { 
a 
ll i d 
J • 
; '·"!( ,i 












,.f • .. 
. ! . 














. ! ! I 






'i J . ' ' 
!i 
'· , l [ I : . 
· i · i I 
·1 ,I,,··, I ' i ii 
I. I ·i ·· . , , 1. 1 . : i 
,.·1 '/ i . ! :. '.I 
·. i I I '\ 
I' i I I . i ! ' ' t 







! ·' I i I ! 
·! i J i. t 
1 : ! - STRIP '!ED • 
, I , I 1 , • 
Jc . i . . ., ! J '. · POWDER E · • j i 
I I ' 
I 
I 
I I t . 
' . 
I 






le400 ~PM POWD!R A• • 22 PPM 







STARTING CAF2 •I 25e0 
I 
r 
:1 il l '. i ! TEMP• 3250.0 DEG F SLAG DEPTH• ~,5 IN ii . f · 1 
,. 
(. . ' 
POWDtR B ~ le140 PPM 
PCT. 
MELf RAT!• 3,5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ lell6 PPM 
. . ~ ;t .~26 PPM i 1 i · STRIP FEED,• le400 PPM ~OWOER A• 
POWDER E -•· e068 PPM 
I 
i 





' ~ . 
I i 
I 
! l I I ! : 
~,~~ES! REMAINtNG • · 5 
! 




: TEMP~ ltso.o DEG F SLAG DEPTH 
. . 
STRIP FESO • 1,400 PPM POWDER Am 
! 1 
' : 
i PPWDER E [• ,068 PPM FINAL CAF2 
I 





• ?O•O PCT. 
i 
: 
5 STARTING CAF2 •! 20.0 
. : : ' ! 
T~MP a 3iso.o DEG F SLAG DEPTH c ~,5 IN 
I 
kTRIP FEEb • 1,400 PPM ~OWOER A• ,!34 PPM i ; 
[ I 
I i 
~OWOER E • e068 PPM FINAL CAF2 
j j 
1 1 : 
: . i i 
il I ' ~ 
i 11 i . . : 
~t~GESiREMAINI~G • 
J I ! ' : · i 
. \J T·~MP 1: 32~0.0 DEG F 
1-tl ! : 
,. i ! · STRIP FEED ~ 1.-400 PPM POWDER A • 
• I I i· i ; ' 
'l i f ' 
1! POWDER E c: e06B PPM 
/ i ! 






' i • f 
I 





• ! 17 .s 
I 










. MELT RAT[• 3,S PPM 
POWDER 8 . • 1.132 PPM 
PCT. 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
POWDER B • 1,128 PPM 
PCTe i 
MELT RATE·• 3e5 PPM 
POWDER 8 ~ lel24 PPM 
SiAGES!RtMAINI~G • 6 STARTING CAF2 • i 40,0 
I 
PCT. 
:. I : . ; 
: i ! ·; f 
: ' Ii TEMP• 12so.o DEG F 
. . 
SLAG DEPTH• ~.5 IN 
.1 
I 




POWOEA ~ c .011 PPM 
I 
6 
TEMP a 32~0.0 DEG F 
ii\ . ! f ! 
i' · $~AGES ;REMAINING • I . . . .:. . 
1: - i 
i ; 
FINAL CAF2 • 25.o PCTe 
I 
i 
STARTING CAFZ • I 37 .!! 
SLAG DEPTH• ~.s IN 
I 
I 
,4i0S PPM. i. 'I I StRIP FEEO • le400 PPM POWDER Am I . 
i i 
. PQWOEA E ~ 
' 











MELT RATE~ 3e5 PPM 
POW~ER B ~ 1,163 PPM 
PCT, 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 





POWDER C • .449 PPM 
CURRENT• 100!.0 AMPS 
POWDER C • e449 PPM 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS 
POWDER C • e449 PPM 
CURRENT• 1005e0 AMPS 
POWDER C • .449 PPM 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS 
POWDER C • ,449 PPM 
CURRENT• 1005,0 AMPS 
POWO[R C • ,449 PPM 
CURRENT• JOOSeO AMPS 
POWDER C • e449 PPM 
'. 
" . 
POWDER O • .021 PPN 
... 
POWER. ea •• l(W 
POWDER O • e021 PPM 
,, 
POWER• 88,4 KW 
POWDER D • ~021 PPM 
POWER. es •• KW 
POWDER D • .021 PPM 
POWER• 88,4 KW 
POWDER D • .021 PPM 
POWER • ea •• 10, 
POIIIEA • 18,4 Kif 















I: • : 


























I . I 
! 





















• j4 • 5 IN 
; . 
~TRIP FEED= le400 PPM POWDER A a •/409 pp~ ' 
" 
REMAINING• 6 
rEMP = 3250.0 DEG F 
I 













MELT RATE• 3.5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ lelSl PPM 
PCT. 
MELT RATE• 3.5 PPM 
POWDER B • lel48 PPM 
·u 
STRI, FEED• 1e400 PPM POWDER A::: 
,QWOER E • e069 PPM FINAL CAF2 • ~s.o PCT. 
:i jl • 




rt . : l ! 
· .STAGES REMAINING • 
l f . 
i F 
I ii · 
6 
i F T·EMP • 3250 • 0 DEG F' 
: ,r 
STARTING CAF2 •i 
SLAG DEPTH u 4e5 IN 
,. \ 
'1' 
i . sJr_, Ip FE Eb 
p;q~r>ER E • 
• 1e400 PPM POWDER As 
. . ' ~ 
: ~ i 
.' ! 
·: . ; J 
1t ,; '. 







. I . . : 
ST~~E~ REMAINt~G • 
' ·: ,\\ ~E~P • 3250 • 0 O!G F 
. ! I ! 
FINAL CAF2 • ~2.5 PCTe 
i 
STARTING CAF2 • 27,! 
SLAG DEPTH• t•S IN 
i 
,422 PPM '.' l 1 i f i STAIP FEED• 1,400 PPM POWDER A• 
i ! 
! t 
· :( ! .· POWOER E '• .069 PPM 





FINAL CAF2 • ?2o5 PCT • 
PCT. 
MELT RATE• J,5 PPM 
PdWDER B ~ lel44 PPM 
PCTo 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
POWDER B • lol40 PPM. 
sM•a~r:1REMAJIIIJNG • f, STARTJIIIG CAF2 a, 25,0 PCT, 
SLAG DEPTH CJ ~o5 IN 
--
: 1 '. 1rt~P • 3250 • o. DEG F 
l ' I • : 
POWDER A G .426 PPM· 
I 
CAF2 22.5 PCT. 
I : ; i 
, I STRIP FEED • l e400 PPM 
, I " : t . : ! POWDER f a: • 068 PPM 
': I !I·: 
. l i_. .i ,; ;· 
r f 
: ~ I 
_: l 
S'lfAGES'. REMAINING • 6 
i r : · 1 
.. :J: TEMP o 325000 DEG , 
j i· 
FINAL • 
STARTING CAF2 •! 22o5 
! 











',. i I.; 
! 1; 
: 1: 
~~WciER E ~ 0068 PPM 
: I ; 
s~~eEi;REMAININ~ •. 6 
.I .. 
•. , !• 
• ii' T!MP • 3250 • 0 D!G F 
jf 
STARTING CAF2 111: 20.0 
I 
SLAG DEPTH• 4e5 IN 
j 
! . il1 STRIP FEED• 1,400 PPM P~WDER A• e4,34 PPM i 
. ii'.' 
. : ii; 
if 
:i· ' ' 
\l-·· :; ; : d . ' I 
' I ' · 1·Li ..•. l .,t:•., .· ' !.:,i ' ,:. : . L; i: ·. J I 










M!LT RATE• 3,S PPM 
I 
POWDER 8 • lol36 PPM 
I 
PC-T, 
MELT RATE'.• 3e5 PftN 
POWDER B ~ i.i32 PPM 
PCT. 
MELT RATE• ·3,5 PPM 






CURRENT• 1005 1 0 AMPS POWER• 88.4 K~ 
POWDER C • ,449 PPM POWDER O • .oz1 PPM 
CURRENT• 1oos.o ,~PS -POWER• ea •• KW 
POWDER C • e449 PPM POWDER O • 1021 PPN 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS POWER• 88,4 KW 
POWDER C • e449 PPM 
CURRENT• 1009e0 AMPS 
POWDER C • ,449 PPM 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS 
POWDER C • ••49 PPM 
CUAA!NT • 1005.0 AMPS· 
POWDER C • 0449 ,,.,.. 
POWDER O • e02l PP~ 
POWER• 88e4 KIii 
. 
POWDER O • ,OZl PPM 
POWER • -88e4 KW 
POWDER D • .021 PPM 
POWER• ., .. ,CW 
POWDER D • .021 PPM 
I CURRENT• 1005.0 AMPS POWER• 81e4 kW 
POWDER D • 0021 PttM 
I 
I 
























I • I 
; 1 
ii • 











I ' . I. 
.I 
I . 
















I : . h 
j ' 
; 1 • 
.\. 
,:.:[] 
i , • 
I ' 





































I I j !i i P~NDEA t • • 068 PPM 
:, , ! I:, 







i :_- I;_. Ii 
~· . i i ! i ' - . I 
,istAGESI 1REMAINING -~ 6 
l 
i 
ST•ARTING CAF2 • \ 17,S 
l : : , . : ! . i I ; ~: 
i ! TE1MP =* 3250.0: DEG F 
'. ! ! : 
! 
SLAG DEPTH• 4~5 IN 
:.: ' 
·" -:1; f: . ; •. ! 
li400 PPM POWDER Am o4~9 PPM 
. ' i 
PCT, -
MELT RATE• le5 PPM 
POWDER 8 • 1,124 PPM 
i F'QW)OER E a .068 ·PPM FINAL CAF2 a lleS PCT, 
' :1 : . 
.. ~TrGES F'fMAINI.NG •. 7 




STARTING CAF2 • •o.o 
! 
I SLAG DEPTH m J.~ IN 
I j ; ! 
. ij ~-1 ~ STA IP FEED • l e400 P;PM POWDER A a .42~ PPM 
i, I· 
·PCT, 
M[LT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
POWDER B • 1el40 PPM 
; 'i 
' i :, 




'I j :. 
: :sT!.,GES REMAINING • 1 
~ i ! . ' 







I STARTING CAF2 • 137,5 
\ SLAG DEPTH• 3., IN 
; I 
r ~T~JP FEED• le400 PPM POWDER A• 




I 'i i 
PCT1 
~MELT RATE • 3e5 PPM 
" PG~OER B ~ 1,133 PPM 
-·,! POWDER 





~T~GE~ ~EMAINING • 
I ' I i 
1• STARTING CAF2 • 
j: 




ii _ $T~IP iFtED • l e200 PPM POWDER A • 
1·1 I 
PCT, 
MELT RATE• 3e0 PPM 
e971 PPM 
i . •( 
11 PO~DER ~ •• ose PPM. FINAL CAF2 • 22.~ 
l 
PCTe 
POWDER B ~ 
.;, 
Ii 







~2.s STARTING CA,2 • 
I 
! 'I· TEM~ • 3200e0 .DEG F SLAG DEPTH• 3e5i,1 IN 
1·; iSTRlP FEED • 1,,.00 PPM POWDER A • ,452 I PPM 
'' ,: 
PCT.• 
MELT RATE• leS PPM 
POWDER B ~- 1,121 PPM 
I!·, 
: ! .: 
1: j IJ 
I 
I Po•PER E • .n&8 PPM FINAL CAF2 • 22.~ PCTe 
1
1 I I 
,r•pf~ RE~AINING • 
. l I i ! 
7 
tEM~ a 3250.0 DEG F 
' 
' 
' STARTING CAF2 • 3:0.n 
i 




1 SfRtP FEED lll _ leOOO PPM POWDER A :a .302 PPM 






. i i 
; I 
I • 
FINAL CAF2 • 22,51 PCTe 










MELT RATE• 2,5 PPM 











CURRENT• 1005,0 AMPS 
POWDER C • e449 PPM 
CURRENT• ll39e6 AMPS 
POWDER C • ,440 PPM 
CURRENT• 1139e6 AMPS 
POWDER C • e440 PPM 
CURRENT• 1122e7 AMPS 
POWDER C • .378 PPM 
CURRENT• 1116,8 AMPS 
POWDER C • .43q PPM 
CURRENT• 1035el AMPS 
POWDER C • e320 PPM 
POWER• 18e4 KW 
PO~DER D • e021 PPM 
POWER~ ea •• KW 
POWDER O • e021 PPM 
POWER• 88a4 KW 
POWDER O • ,021 PPM 
POWER. aa •• KW 
POWDER D • e018 PPN 
POWER• 85e7 KW 
POWOE. 0 • ,021 PPM 
POWER• 88.4 kW 
PO~OER O • e015 PPM 
l ·~ '! 
. :.,, 






' 11 "': 
I 1 





















!r ,:i ,:, 












'f" · ~ I I . -· 'II,. u II /J I" I I' 
I I I I I ••. 6 
I ' :_ -~-_I =-~' -~. ~-··==' ......... , ~ . ·_.Jl. _j: _ .. -_L .. 
. . . 
l .. 'i : 
' 
i·· ·) \":.+ i\ I! 
I.. . ! I: ~ i I·: , l I { 
r ' I . ' " 
. . I I ' Ii i 
· ·l., l- I:.: -1[· ·p.1 ! 
1r · ( : I': ii I· 
. D;t 1,. ,,·,:1 : • 11 l 
: ' " l 
. . 11 r ; I . , t 
;jl l . I .11·.·. . i . ; i' . i 
:
1 
. . r , I . !; i t ./ 





• 4~0 IN 
I 
I _ ll Ji i I· tEMPj' = 3250.0 DEG f' 
', . '' : I I 
'l · I·: ; 1 l i ; . 1' 1 ! $TRIP FEED • .1,000 PPM POWDER A·• 




i ' ' 
1 
· f f owoe:R E • • 049 PPM 2a.s ! 
I 








. ' j i ' : 
.i
:t·.. I ' j ;! .'! ·1 PCT. 2s.o STARTIN~ CAF2 m 1 I 
\ ,,. > . • 'Tt~Er AEtINHIG • 
,I . 1: . r~~p i = 32so. o oEG , 
!1 -;- I • 
i 
SLAG DEPTH m 4+0 IN 
i 
.....__MELT RATE • 2e5 PP"' 
[! . ~TRtjP FEED • ·. 1.000· PPM POIIIOER A : 
1
1 ,. . I 
·4 :i, : pow O'ER E' • • 049 PPM . FINAL -CAF2 
















!: . ·: iSTAGiS. REMAINING • 1 STARTING cA,2 • ! 22.s PCTe . 
I: I I :, 
;; . : ii : 
l! 'l : 1~EMP = 3250e0 DEG F : 1 
I : . 
SLAG DEPTH• 4~0 IN 
1, !'' elil l PPM [STRIP FEED • 1,000 PPM PO,WOER A • i 
: i : ; 
I : I ;/POWDER E • e049 PPM • to.o PCT • I . FINAL CAF2 
: I.; 
. : ~' 
MELT RATE• 
POWDER B • 
2e5 PPM 
e806 PPM 





i ',. ' ]TEMP a 325010 DEG F SLAG DEPTH• ~.o IN MELT RATE• 2.s PPM 
POWO!R B ~ ,803 PPM 
. ; ~ 
, : i·!STAIP FEED• leOOO PPM POWDER A• 
. I' i ' : i, j • . . 
I • , : i , : 
!
. . : [; (•_ POWDER E • • 04~ PPM I . .. 
el14 PPM 
FINAL CAF2 • ~7.5 ·PCTe 
,·i ~~-~ ; : j r 1 
-~ :s,~,~s REMAINING •. 1 
; . Iii . : I ! 
S-TARTING CAF2 




. I \- I · • 4.0 IN 










. i l 
l POWDER E • e067 PPM FINAL CAF2 • 17e5 PCTe : 
I 
MELT RATE'• 3e5 PPM 
POWDER Ba lel09 PPM 
J l . i 1 . i . ! i STARTING CAF2 •i 40.0 PCTe 
i 
·t I !i sT~Gis REMAINING • 
, I !, ii' . , ! ; 
i 
SLAG DEPTH'• ~,O JN 
8 
Ii ! .. I TEMP • 325000 DEG F 
Ji i 
•• 13 PPM STRIP FEED a le400 P~M POWDER A• 
i 
i · 1 
, . 1! 
: . It 
,, 
i. ;i 
I ·' j· :j. 
i. 
P.OWOER E c: .OTO PPM FINAL CAF2. 2s.o PCT, 
; 
STARTING CAF2 •i 
! 
. 3T,5 STAGES REMAINING O. 8 
SLAG DEPTH• ~.o IN TEMP~ 325000 DEG F 
STRIP FEED a 10400 PPM POWOER A a ej422 PPM ; 
I 
! 
. . ! 
\ 
I 









MELT RATE• 315 PPM 
POWDER B ~ le152 ,PM 
PCTe 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
POWDER 8 ~ 1,144 PPM 
1)0 
CURRENT • 103!5,1 A"'PS POWER • 88.4 
l(W 
' 




CURRENT• 1035.l AMPS POWER• 88e4 KW 
POWDER C • .320 PPM POWDER O • e01S PPM 
CURRENT• 103Se1 AMPS 
POWDE~ C • e320 PPM 
POWER•~· Kllf 
POWDER D • e015 PP" 
CURRENT• 1035.1 AMPS POWER• ee •• KW 
POWDER C • e320 PPM POWO[R O • e015 PPII 
·cuAA[NT • 104417 AMPS POWER • 85e7 KW 
POWDER C • .443 PPM POWDER O • .021 
PPM 
CURRENT• 10&6,0 &MPS. POWER a.lle4 KW 
POWDER C.• .• 445 PPM POWDER O • e021 PPM 
CURRENT• 1066e0 AMPS PO_.!A • 88e4 KV 













































. If ~: 
l i :; 
~' I j I 
j 
l 
! r- . 
l I' i. l 
; 1. I :'! 
, II I,.. 1_, J . l j f • !' 
i rr 11 
1·-J 11 l I. !J ·1 
I I ;, I 
: ,.1.11- . : 




I • ! . I I 
' i 
' l : : 
. j . 
. i 





. JI :I 
. L '\ i 
I ; • 
I i 
I. I j 
I ! .i 
s,•ets .EMAININ8 • 8 STARTING c,,2 • !35.o 




; ;i j STRIP FEED a le400 PPM POWDER-Ac 042, PPM 
! \ \ :1, Plw. DER E • ,069 PPM FINAL CAF2 • ,.211to PCT, 
!-1-. r . ii' ( 






•• t1'STA.,: GES ~::._ EMAINING ·._ 8 
"ll [)/ ! 1TEMP • 3250.0 DEG F 
·•· . . I , . • 
SLAG DEPTH ••• o IN 
' i 
~ S~RIP FEED m 1e400 PPM 
~~~DEA E • ,068 PPM 
P'OWDER A • 










I I "; 
8 
I 
STA~TING CAF2 • I 30.0 
·1 I S!~•Es/ ~EMAINI~G. 
. i! - i . ' 




$~~IP_ FE:EO • l e400 PPM POWDER A 8 




1"· . Pr~OERi_ e; a • 068 PPM 
: i . . I , . 





i ' :, . 
· 1 ; ~T~GEsr·REMAiINING • 
:' .· ! !- '. i 
8 
I STARTING cA,2 • I 21.s 
I 




. I I 
... . 
.· ! ' 
. l 
i ' 
. l i 
TEMP• 3250.0 DEG F 
I . 





P~WDE~ E • 0068 PPM FINAL CAF2 • 2~.s PCT. 
Ii: .. 
i ! : 
. . . 
I 
i 
I STARTING CAF2 .~ i 25e0 
i ST.GES ,REMAINING• 8 
TrMP • ~250,0 DEG F 
S~~IP FEED• le400 PPM 
·P~~DER E • en68 PPM 
SLAG DEPTH• •~o IN 
I 
POWDER A a .4~2 PPM 
! 
I 
~INAL ~AF2 • 2~.o PCT• 
I 
STA,TING CAF? • I 22,5 
! : : I .. 
- I . 
' l
1 , 
T£~P • 3250.n DEG F S(AG 'DEPTH• 4~0 IN 
i ! 1· I 
1 · 1 (1 . I ! S !JP FEED• 1.400 PP~ PQWOE~ A• e417 .PM 
i f! l I I I. ? ~?~RE= .o6a PPM FINAL cAF2 ~ 2q.o PCT. 
i ] i I ·! I 



















~P • 325000 DEG F 
! 
S~AG DEPTH• 4 0 IN 
. . !1 
ii 
1. 
I . : J. 
I 
. I 
. . I . 
) 
PCTe 
M[LT RAT!• 3e5 PPM 
POWDE~ B ~ 1,140 PPM 
PCT. 
MELT AATE • le5 PPM 
POWDER 8 ~ le 136. PPM 
PCT. 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
POWDER Ba le132 PPM 
PCT. 
M[LT RATE• leS PPM 
POWDER B • ·1.128 PPM 
PCTo 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
POWD!R B ~ l.1~4 PPM 
PCT' i MEUT RATE• 3.5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ 1.120 PPM 
PCTe 
ME~T RATE• 3,15 PPM 
1)1 
•' 
CURRENT• 1066e0 AMPS 
POWO[A. C • •'44! PPM 
CURRENT• 1066e0 AMPS 
POWDER C • .445 PPfi4 
CURA!NT •-1066.0 AMPS 
POWDER C • e445 PPM 
CURRENT• 1066e0 AMPS 
POWDER c·• 0445 PPM 
CURREN~• 1066e0 AMPS 
POWDER C • e445 PPM 
CURRENT• 1066e0 AMPS 
POWDER C • e445 PPM 
CURRENT• l066e0 AMPS 
•. 
POW[tt • lle4 KW 
POWDER O • e02l PPM 
POWER. ee •• KW 
POWDER D • e021 PPM 
POWER• lle4 Kllf 
POWDER D • e021· PPM 
POWER. ee •• KW 
~OWDER O • e02l PPM 
POWER• 18e4 KV 
POWDER D • eO!l PPM 
POWER• 18e4 KW 
POWDER D • e021 PP~ 
POWER• ,1.4 KW. 
- ~ ·-























-, : fl , 






























l i ! 
, I l 
·. i I i ! 
! i 
l. 1 ! 
' ! i 
l 1· J '!· ' ' 
. I : 
I . 
1' .• 
; I I:;· 
I J .,, 
.. · ,~TJ~jp F'EEO •' l e400 PPM POWDER A • Js1 PPM 
i i!~~WtlEFI E • • 061 PPM F' INAL CAF2 • t 7 .5 PCT• 
I
I .• · l , I 
1 ! i I I 
I '; I - , I 





• I .. '1 :1 i . i }.T:AGEStfMAtNtNG • B ST'ARTING CAF2 •1 17•5 PCT. 






















,,i I ~f;R,lP F'EED a le200 PPM POWDER. A • .~71 PPM 
;i/ i J ; .• 
9 
- i: .. -- ! P,O~OER E = • 058 PPM 
If. ' i I .. i ! 
S~AGELREMAINING. 
i ,1 < 
i- +~MP• 3250.0 DEG F 












i i J~RlP FEED• 1,400 PPM POWDER A• .996 PPM I 
I 
i ~ ' 
, ptjwnE, 
1 I 1 , • 
I r 
E D ,071 PPM 
i 
; 
. :REMAINING • 9 
,·:. 
~MP• 3250,0 DEG F 
j: 
FINAL CAF2 • ~s.o PCT, 
i 
i 
STARTING CAF2 •I 37.5 
SLAG DEPTH s ~.s IN 
! .'\ 
i 
T~tP FEED• 1,400 PPM POWDER A• .~os PPM i 
I dWOER E • ,070 PPM 
: 
FINAL CAF2 • ~s.o PCT. ! 
I . 
• ,: \ r 
I: ' stiaE
1






STARTING CAF2 ~ 35,0 
SLAG DEPTH 
I 
ca !4,5 IN 
! ' 
1: - I ; -
1 




I · •._- .L 
: rt~IP F'EED • le400 PPM POWDER A" 





• 12s.o PCT, 
I 
i 
9 STARTING CAF2 _. 
i 









. f T~MP • 3250 • 0 DEG F · 'LAG DEPTH 







OWOER;e: • ,069 PPM 
,·I 
rtNAL CAF2 .[2s.o PCT. 
. :1 
_!i ~';AGES :REMAINING • 9 
DEG F 
STATING CAF2 111 30,0 
. ! . TtMP s 3250e0 
i 
LAG DEPTH .: •• 5 IN 
I 
I 
' -! SfRlP FEED~ 1,400 PPM 
! ; q_woe:~ E •. ;, 069 PPM 










POWDER B • ,966 PPM 
PCT, 
MELT RATE• ~.5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ 1,163 PPM 
PCT, 
MELT RATE• l,5 PPM 
POWDER 8 ~ 1,155 PPM 
PCT, 
MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ 1,151 PPM 
PCT, 
MELT RATE• 3.5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ 1,148 PPM 
.,. 
PCT, 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 






- 1· ) 
POWDER C • - •••5 PPM POWDER D • ,021 PPM 
CURRENT• 990,1 AMPS PO~ER • 88e4 KW 
POWDER C • el86 PPM POWDER D • e018 PPM 
\. 
CURRENT• 1005,0 AMPS POWER• ea •• KW 
POWDER· C • ,449 PPM 
CURRENT• 1005,0 AMPS -powtR • •••• KW 
:; 
POWDER C • ,449 PPM POWDER D • e021 PPM 
CURRENT• 1oos.o AMPS POWER•., •• K~ 
POWDER C • .449 PPM POWDER D • ,021 PPM 
CURRENT• 1005,0 AMPS POWER• 11,4 KW 
POWDER C • e449 PPM POWDER D • ,021 PPH 
CURA!N·T • 1001.0 AM,s POW!A • ea •• KIi 
POWDER C • ,449 PPM POWDER D • e021 , ... 
~. 



































































: , . .'. 
' f ;, 
I • 
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! :, .. !, 1· 
'• I iii 
\1 
,- w. 
I 11. i: .) y, .. I 
I : • ,;1't ·1·· 
• I 'I 
i j 
1: 1· 






I ' i . 
! 
: 
l •• j ' 
i 






. : -! ·1' l 
~:· i:!- i 
. ;. #s~AG~$ AEMAINING • 
· i.i ~,:·, i ! • • 1 





STARTING CA 2 • 
I 
21.s 
SLAG DEPT~• 4e5 IN 
r: , 
ii '.STRIP FEED m le400 PPM 
\'.! 
POWDER A~ 0422 PPM 
: 
ii 1 POWDER E .-•J • 069 PPM 
,., i I 
' !!:_ . -~ 
. :: i ~ 
. ' ' ~ . . '.:. 
1sTAGts R£MAI~ING • ;. !• 9 




STARTING CAr2 • 25e0 
1 TEMP • 312soi. 0 DEG F' SLAG DEPT~· • 4. 5 IN 
i,-. i ! ' STRIP FEED";~ lo 400 'PPM POIIOER A t 0426 PPM 
.I i, PowoER E • .o6e PPM FINAL CAFf • 22.s PCT• 
i_ I !·' 
'I ; , 
ii ! ' 
-, i ., , I jsTA~~s REMA 1~1NG • 
:_-: t ii , ! TE'1P a ~2so.o DEG F \ 
9 STARTING C 2 • 
, I • r ! l i , 
,· i r ; : 1 '· i STRIP FEED • l e400 'PPM 
i '·I. I I ; !POW~E~ E. 0068 P~M 
SLAG OE~r • 4o5 IN 
POWDER A~ e430 PPM 
i 
j . , ,1:1- I 1 i I 
: i ' I I 
, J}.STAG,¢5 REMAINING • 
H . i ;.'I ' iii •; 
ii I H , TE~P • 3250 • 0 DEG F 
9 
FINAL CAF • 20.0 PCT. 







,; !I: i 
'4 : ~ 




ll! :POWDER E • 
i! I Jl, 
Ii I ' ' 
! : ~ : 
e068 PPM 
I: I i 
fi5t•G~S REMAIN I. NG • 
1 I ! . i' 9. 
,I . 










SLAG DEPT~• 4e5 IN 
I !i! .111_·.f:MP • 3250e0 DEG ·F 
' 1 .il!i .I 
1
• ,, li:1 I iSTRIP FEED • l e4'00 PPM 
1 ·: 1111 
POWDER A~ e439 PPM 
I 
I 
. j : !jl ;POWDER E • 
: 1 'i-lj ; ~! 
: . , , i : ; I 
.068 PPM FINAL CAFa • 17.5 PCT. 
PCTe 
MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ lel40 PPM 
PCT. 
-MELT RATE• le! PPM 
POWDER B ~- ,1 • 136 PPM 
PCT. 
T RATE• le5 PPM 
POWDER B • le132 ,PM 
PCTt 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
POWDER 8 ~ le128 ,PM 
PCT. 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
PO~DER 8 ~ le124.PPM 
i'' . t,T-AG:S li!EMAINING 8 10 .STARTING CA,2 a 40.0 PCTe 
! }1 .TEMP • 3150e0 OEG F SLAG DEPT~ • 3e5 IN 
1·: :11! 'STRIP FEED• lo400 PPM POWDER A J 044.0 PPM 
I ii : ' I t POWOER E • e06q PPM · FINAL CAF2 • 25,0 PCTe I, J 








!!iiI ~ • I 
:1 . ,II 
!j . I 
r TAG~S REMAINING• 10 STARTING CAF~ • 
I 
37.5 
SLAG ·oEPTHj • 3e5 JN 
\ 
ltEMP = ,1so.o DEG F 
!STRIP. F~EO • le400 PPM POWDER A •\ e449 PP._. 
I 
_MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ lel33 PPM 
PCTe 
MELT RATE• le! PPM 







CURRENT• 100,.0 lM~S POWER• 88e4 KW 
POWDER C • .449 PPN POWO[A O • t021 PPM 
•. 
CURRENT• 1005e0 AMPS POWER• 88.4 KV 
POWD~R C • e449 PPM POWDER D • , .021 PPM 
~URR!NT • 1oos.o AMPS POW!A •,, •• KW 
POWDER C •· ~449 PPM POWDER O • e021 PPM 
' ., 
CURRENT• '1005e0 AMPS PO~ER • 88e4 KW 
POWO!R C • e449 PPM POWDER O • .021 PPM • 
CURRENT• 1005.0 AMPS POWER• ea •• KW 
POWDER C • 1 449 PPM POWDER D • .021 PPM· 
.. 
I_ 
CURRENT• 1093e9 AMP! POWER• 8219 KW 
POWDER C • e437 PPM POWDER D • e021 PP~ .. 
CURRENT • 1093.9 AMP'S POW!R • az.9 kW 
POWDER C • e431 PPM POWDER D • e021 PP• 
,· 






























































SLAG DEPTH• 3.5 IN MELT RATE• 3,0 PPM 





! STARTING CAF2 !• : 
i 
32.5 
POWDER e· ~ e967 PPM 
PCT, 











'TRIP FEED• 1,000 PPM 
. I' 
+,qwo~R £ s .• 049 PPM 
; JI I· 
FINAL CAF2 =! 22.S PCT, 
POWDER A a !. 303 PPM POWDER B • ,814 PPM 
I I I STARTING CAF2 ·• TAGEt ~EMAI~ING • 
I 
30,0 10 PCT. 
L. +~MP ~ 3200e0 bEG F 
i ; 
SLAG DEPTH •!4e0 IN MELT RAT[• 2e5 PPM 
' i 
~iRtP F~ED ~ 1,000 PPM POWDER A• ~306 PPM 
! 'l ' ' : . I 
' l ,,dwo~R ~ • .0411 PPM FINAL CAF2 • 122.s PCT. 
: I I r . :1 . . ! , i 
. I. ~t~GE~l REMAiNtNG • 10 ·. STARTING CAF2 ~ 
. i . r I . , 
27.5 
I 
·-·/'·.1. fl °T£1MPn3200•00EGF SLAG DEPTH • !4,0 IN 
' 
· f l 
I' I I ! : , I : ' ; l 
i 
o\376 ~T,R?P F~EO • 1,200 PPM POWDER A m PPM 






: .ose PPM FINAL CAF2 • \22 • 5 PCT, I 
! i ' i ' . 
.r ~~AGES -E~AINING • 10 . STARTING CAF2 ~ 2!,0 
1 
· 11 · '· ~.j-JP • 3600.0 DEG F SLAP DEPTH • ~.o IN 
I I :[· ~TJIP FEbo 11 1. ooo PPM POWDER A • ,.~12 PPM 
POWDER B • 
PCTo 
ME'l.T RATE• 
POWDER B ~ 
PCT, 
MELT RATE• 
POWDER B • 
1 
· I i :·,~o~DER E! • • 049 PPM FINAL c•,2 • ~o. o PCTe. 
I· 11 i I ,i I I ' : ' I 
• I i ( . i 
' l :I i ' I i 














! ii $~RIP FEED 11 1,000 PPM POWDER A lli1 
I 
e~lS PPM POWDER I~ . ,803 PPM 
·I ' i . 
·pp~DER E • e048 PPM FINAL CAF2 • 20.0 PCT, 
'. i 
i j : ·. i [ i ' 
I i I , 
} '. I 
1- : i 
i i . 
.. 
. '. I 










10 20,0 PCT,· 
134. 
. i 
CURRENT• 1100e3 A~PS 
POWOER· C • ,377 PPM 
CURRENT• 1014e4 AMPS 
POWDER C • ,319 PPM 
CURRENT •·1014,4 AMPS 
POWDER C • e319 PPM 
CURRENT• 1029,2 AMPS 
POWDER C • ,381 PPM 
CURRENT• 1014e4 AMPS 
POWDER C • e319 ~PM j 
. I 
i . 
CU~RENT • 1014e4 AMPS 
• POWD!R C • 0319 ,,M 
! . 
.. 











POWDER O • .018 PDM 
POWER• es.1 KW-
P.O.WDEA D • , 015 .PP .. 
I~ •. -
POwER • 85e7 KW 
POWDER D • .015 PPM 
POWER • 85.• 1 KW 
' 
POWDER O • 0018 PPM 
I ' : 
.. t 
POW[R • es.1 KW 





POWER. es., KW 












.. . I 
" 






























































































. i'' j 
I I· 
1.1'11 ': :, I 
''l.' I i' 
~ i 
; [ 




, ii I 
:! '{j .· 




























• 3200.0 DEG F SLAG DE9TH, • 4e0 IN 
. I 
; ' • I I 
M[LT RAT[• leS PP.M 
POWDER B ~ 1100 PPM 
i ; I 
: !t
0
t.iWADIEPR,EEE•D " leOOO PPM POWDER A •1 e318 PPM 





. ST~GES ~EMAINtNG • 10 START,,ING CAF~ • I 
I 
17.5 
SLAG DEPTHia 4e0 IN 
I 
i I)' . i . TEM'P • 3150.0 DEG F , ~STRIP FEED • 1.000 PPM POWOE~ A •i el25 PPM 
,· ! . 
I 
PCT-• 
MELT RATE• 2e5 PPM 
POWDER B • .195 PPM 
· £· POWDER E • • 048 PPM FINAL CAF2!• 17.S PCTe 
: 
! 
~T~13~S A~MAINING • 11 STARTING CAF~ • 
; · I 
. r 11 TEMP ·• ;3250e0 DEG F SLAG 'DEPTH i• 3eS IN 
' 
• ! 1STRIP FEED• le400 PPM POWDER Am I e429 PPM 
·j 
i' 
, :POWDER E • e06Q P_PM 
STA~E$ REMAINING s 
I J, , 11 
1 ~EMP • 325010 DEG F 
i 




STARTING CAF2! • 
I 
! 
SLAG DEPTH~ leS IN 
i 
.; i 
l STRIP FEED 1:1 le400 PPM POWDER A a I 1438 PPM 
i 
PCT. 
MELT RATE• 3e5 PPM 
POWDER B .i lel40 PPM 
PCT• · 
MELT RATE• leS PPM 
POWDER 8 ~ le133 PPM 
i FINAL CAF2 ~ 2215 PCTe 
i ·POWDER E • e068 PPM 
~ 
. ~ 
STAlES REMAINfNG • 11 
J 








STARTING CAF21 • 35.0 
SLAG DEPTH p 3e5 IN 
I 
f e374 PPM · l .~TRIP FEED• le200 PPM POWDER A• 
PCT. 
MELT RATE• leO PPM 
POWDER B.; 1971 PPM 
e0!58 PPM FINAL CAF2 i 1!' 22.5 PCT. 
32.5 PCT. 
I 
~ELT RATE• leO PPM 
POWDER B .i e967 PPM 
i. 
PC1T, 
MELT RATE• 2.5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ ,814 PPM . 
I 
13S 
.. .. ,-.. -,-- ... '.'. ' ... ,·;· .· .. , - ,., ,,-.":· ·-----·· .. 
POWDER C • e319 PPM 
CURRENT• 993e6 AMPS 
POWDER C ~ e318 PPM 
CURRENT• li39,6 AMPS 
POWDER C • e440 ~PM 
CURRENT• lll9e6 AMPS 
POWDER C • e440 PPM 
CURRENT• 1122.7 AMPS 
POWDER C • e378 PPM 
CURRENT• 1122.7 AMPS 
POWDER C • e378 PPM 
CURRENT• 103!5el AMPS 
POWDER C • el20 PPM 
. 
,. 
POW[R • 85.1 KW . 
POWDER D • e015 PPM 
POWER• 8219 KW 
POWDER O • e015.PPM 
POWER• 8814 K-, 
POWDER D • e021 PPM 
POWER. ea •• KW 
POWDER O • e02l PP~ 
POWER. as •• KW 
PO•OER D • e018 PPM 
. . 
POWER• 8Aa4 KW 
POWDER D • .~18 PP~ 
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1 S ~GE~ AtMAINING • 










I - I . 
sr•RTING CAF2 ~- 27.S 
I 
PCT•· 
1 .. · •. 
I ! 
TiEMP • 3250 • 0 
i 
1) 
DEG F' . SLAG DEPTH • j4e0 IN 
I 
e!305 PPM s\TRIP FEED ai leOOO PPM POWDER A = 
MELT RATE• 2e5 PPM 
-POWDER B ~ .811 PPM 
.. -.; ! 
/. 























.PP~QER E • .049 PPM 





S AG~~I REMAINING• 11 
l /. i . il~MP 11 3250e0 DEG F 
I 
FINAL CAF2 m ~2~5 PCTe 
I 
STAijTING CAF2 j- 2So~ 
! 
i SLAG DEPTH• ~.o IN 
POWDER A• .~08 PPM 
·'!'· 
I. ! 
!$tRtP PEED• leOOO PPM 
' l ! l 
iPOwOER E • e049 PPM l 1 








POWDER 8· ~ 
• 2.5 PPM 
e809 PPM 
i ~1AAT'ING. CAF2 a I 22.S 
I 
,: l . i 
1 ST G!SlREMAINtNG • 11 PCT. 
I: 
\ •. 
• 1 : 
l 1· I [r~~p • 3250.0 DEG F SLAG D!PTH • t•t IN 
1- ! ! 
,~!~RIP FEED • 1 eOOO 1PPM POWDER A a ·i· 11 PP ... 
I . 
~d~DER E • .0•9 PPM FINAL CAF2 • OeO PCT • 
i i 
MELT RATE• 
POWOEA 8 ~ 
2·.5 PPM 
e806'PPM 
! . ' ( I 












sr!~ES ~EJAINING • 11 
. I ; I . 
TEMP• 3250e0 6EG F 
. STARTING CAF2 •I 20e0 
I 
I 
·SLAG DEPTH• 4eO IN 
I 
r 




POWDER F ~ 
2eS PPM 
e803 PAM 




PO~OER E • • • 048 PPM 
; 
FINtL CAF2 • ~7.5 PCT. 
I 
1
sT~GES REMAINING • ·11 
,, ·1 


















IN MELT RATE • l.5 PPM 
PPM POWD!R 8 ~ 11109 PPM 
I 
\. PO~OER E • 
·I '. : 
e061 PPM ,tNAL CAF2 • lr•s PCT. 




STARTING CAF2 ·• J •o.o 
l ! 
: I SLAG DEPTH• 410 IN 
, I 
I 
STRIP FEED• 1,400 PPM POWDER ·A• e4l3 PP.M 
I • j 
! 
PO~.OEA E • e0'70 PPM· 
! 
FINAL CAF2 • 2fe0 PCT. 









~!LT RAT!• 315 ~PM 
POWDER B ~ lel92 ,PM 
PCT. 




CURRENT• 1035e1 AMPS POWER• 88e4 KW 
POWDER C • e320 PPM 
CURRENT• 1035e1 A"'PS POWER• 88e4 KW 
POWDER C • e320 PPM · POWDER D • e015.PPM 
CURRENT• 1035.1 AMPS POW£R • ea •• K~ 
POWDER C • el20 PPM POWDER D • e015 PPM 
CURRENT• 1035el AMPS POWER• 88e4 KV 
POWD!R C • e320 PPM 
I 
POWDER D • e015 PPM 
CURRENT• 1044e7 AMPS POWER• 85e1 KW 
POWDER C • ,443 PPM PO~DEA O • eOZl PPM 
CURA!NT • 1066e0 AMPS POW[R a lle4 KV_ 
POVDfR C • 1445 PPM POWD[A D • eO!l ,ttN 
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, 1 I 
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I i I 
I l 'I·. 
'. I 1 
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• e 1 I 
[sT~IP tt:~p, • 
! l 
PO~OE·R~ E. •' 
1,400 PPM POWDER A• ,422 










POWDER B • 1,144 "PM 
.. · STAGE'S ~EMAiIN!NG • 12 STARTING CAF2 • 35 1 0 r PCT, 
' ' 
I 
:TE;"'4P •'. 3250, 0 OEG F SLAG DEPTH• 4,0 l~ 
iST~IP ~EEO a 1,400 PPM POWDER A a 
i . ! 
· 1POWO[Ri E • e-069 PPM 
: i 
I 
, 426. Pf'M 
I 





! . '. i ' '. 
S1TAG~Sr ~EMA;INi NG • ! : ·: 12 
STARTING CAF2 • 











. ' ( 
12 
. ' . i 
· T!MP ~ 3250.0 DEG F 
. ! . 
FINAL CAF2 • 22.s 
STARTING CAF2 • 









I ! I 
ST~I9 ~EEO• 1,400 PPM POWDER Am ,434 PPM 
i j, •• 
I i PO~OERi E • 
' . 
.068 PPM FINAL CAF2 • 22.5 fCTe 
I 
f ' Ii i I 
MELT RAT!• 3,5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ 1,140 PPM 
PCT, 
MELT RATE• J,5 PPM 
POWDER Ba 1,136 PPM 
PCT, 
MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
POWDER B .~ 1,132 PPM 
12 
I 
STARTING CAF2 • c.27!,5 PCT. SfAGE~;PE~~INlNG • 
I 
SLAG DEPTH• 4e0 I~ 
• ! 
MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM i ... TE~P •; 3250 •. o DEG F 
I 




'STRIP FEED• le400 PPM POWDER Am 




J ' ; : • 
STAGES !.f~EMA;INYNG • 12 ~ ~ . 1~ t ' ~ : 
TE~P •1 Jaso .o DEG F 
~f 
FINAL CAF2 • 22,5 rcT, ... 
'i 
I 
STARTING CAF2 • i \ zsJ, 0 PCT, 
i SL.AG OEPTH • 4 • 0 l1N 
i 
i 
MELT RATE• 3,5 PPM 
ST~IP FEED• 1~400 PPM POWDER A• ,442 PiPM I 
I 
: 
POWDER B ~ lel24 PPM 
! 
. PO~OER E' • 
. ! . 1 




! '· I ! 
ST.Gf.15 ~EM~IN\ING • 12 
. i !f 
i TE~P ·~· 3250 • 0 DEG f 
! ' i j: 
FINAL CAF2 • 20.0 ,er. 
I 
i 








'.sT.lIP ~FE~D • le400 PPM POWOER·A a r I 4 




M!LT RATE• le5 PPM 
POWDER B ~ 1,120 PP~ 
j I :: 
;PO~DE~ E • ,068 PPM 






·: f' i l 1 
' : t' ! 












FINAL CAF2 • 20 • 0 iPCT 1e 
I 1'37 
-~ ·- =-~ .. - - -- --·--··· ,---- -~ .. - -, _, ·--- .. --.--. 
POWDER C • e445 PPM POWDER D • e02l ~~-
CURRENT• 1066e0 AMPS POWER• lle4 KW 
POWDER C • ,445 PPM POWDER O • ,021 PP-
CURRENT• 1066.0 AMPS POWER• 18e4 KW 
POWDER C • e445 PPM POWDER D • ,021 PPM 
CURR!NT • 1~66,0 AMPS POWER• 11,4 KW 
POWDER C • ,446 P'M POWDER D • ,021 PPM 
CURRENT• 1066•0 AMPS POWER• 88.4 KW 
POWDER C • ,445 PPM POWDER D • ,021 PPM 
CURRENT• 1066,0 AMPS POWER• lle4 KW 
POWDER C • e4.45 PPM POWDER D • ,021 PPM 
CURRENT• 1066.0 AMPS POWER• 81,4 KW 
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STARTING CAF2 • . 20a0 
SLAG DEPTH• 4a0 I~ 
l 
POWDER A• e451 PPM ! 
I 
FI-~AL CAF2 • 17e5 rcr. 
i 
I 
STARTING CAF2 • 17t5 
SLAG DEPTH·• 4a0 I 
i ' 
POWDER A= a460 PfM 
i 















MELT RATE• 3e$ PPM 
POWDE~ B ~ 1.t1i PP~ 
"'' PCTe 
I 
MELT RATE• 3,S PPM 

























\' .. . 
CURRENT• 1066a0 AMPS 
,owDER C •••• s PPM 
CURRENT• 1044,7 AMPS 
_POWDER C • e443 PPM 
,. .. 
POWER• 88.4 KW 
POWDER O • a021 PP-
POWER• 85a7 KW 
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• • PLUX CHANGES DURING REMELTING 
• 
. . 
1ls s~~n i"'l l19.bles III - VII an~ graphically in Fi~- · 
.ures 1 - 6, ch~~~es in flux compositio~ were quite pro-
no11nned d11riYJ..~ re11el ting. Chan~~s in some of the components, 
s11ch a.R CaF'2 . anrl Sio 2 , sho'Wl'l respectively in Figures li and 
5, w~re q1Jite re'!.'1lg,r. Other componen_ts such as sulft1r, 
as sho~~ ivi F'i6')re f..., beha1reti 1.r~ry irregularly. It gener-
C 
ally ca~ ~e noted that the ~ajar slag componPnts showed.a 
rP~1lar chqn~e, ~~1htle the elements present .tn smaller 
amounts showed more erratic behavior. ~n exception to this 
. I 
rule is MnO which increased very regularly. Among the major 
. 
_ . _____ , __ -. _:_ --··- -------- -c-oinponeY1ts, both CaF2 anti Al2o) decreaseq. during rernel t 1ng, 
while s102 i~creased and Cao remained relatively constant. 
All of the minor components increased. 
steel shol1ved simtla.r b~ha.v:tor as shown for CaF2 in Figure J. 
- As mentiotieds.previously, the slag ·sample.s during the 
-- ~- • -- -
I 
remelting of 308L· stainless steeL ;;.were ta.ken after ~ new· ... 
-nrethod. of slag addit-ion was used. This method ca.used pro-
.... 
- ' ·- . (,.._- -'•·"'~- - . -- . 
. no11nced differences 1n ___ ~t.he. _ ~h~nge_s __ Q_f_. so.me sla.g components-· .. -··-· ·-----_,. ________ _ .....f____ --------~--------~~---. ~ . ····-•· ·-•- -- ---~----. ·•-- - -.--- ' --------------•··-- .•• ··- •• ···-·.. •------·-•-· ................. _ 
I 
-
, · between · th·e' two s_teels. -This is shown by the behavior of 
' -




--·-··-·-----~--·' -- --- ----- -
,.,. ··-········-··-'-- .. -·......., ............ ,.,. .. ,,.,.,, .... ..., .. ,.,.'""", ........ .-.~-··"'''" ...... 
• • • • ···-. j •• • • 
• ·-· ---~· .•. _._:,. , •• _, .... ·-······· ......... ,.,, ••• "'~"--~, .......... , ... ,., •• ,,., •••.•• -~ •••• "'"" ............. .,. . •• "' 
.. ,-.' -- •.••• , '_!··~ .•. •, .• 
---·-----:~---~-----·-·caF2iri-FigliTe 4~--other components,. ~11ch_ as s1q2 !=Jh()wn 1!!__ _ _. - =--cc, . ·----~---- ,----- - ····--·-------··---------=--::--:=--~-~-----~~-.. ------~---_----~-~--- - - ........................... _. ...... !., ... , •....•. , •.... - • 
--~:-.. ~~= .. ---~~-- -~-:.:-~~::~~·--:-~~-~::-:~~:~~~---- -
_..:-.::::::::-;;-==:::.::;;::...--::::::::--- ...... ---~.::::::::"--::::::::~==:::::::.:::~:.2 ... ~::-:::.:;~"".::...-~:::::-;·:.:::·.~": .. ,-:.... ... :---:.: ... -:~ -=~-...::. ... _-:-: -- ···-·. , __ :' ::.~--~ ~ ·= .. ·. ---·· .,..,... .. :-..... -.,;,. ______ ;..,,~ ..... : ..::_ .. _, ___ : ..... ~ ---~--:·---~-- ------· 
----:~,------------ C----~· 0-~Ftg,1re 5,- behe~vBa-~~quite. s·imilarly for the ·two·.steels· • . I.l'l' 
• I 
J 

















-- - -·-- •,/Jir. 
_ .. , 
-~ 
the pattern of the 10.0L s~'Tlrl~~. 
steel co'11pcc1tioY1s r1tffer 11- t-t"'!_ca, ~41h1 J ~ i-.h8 lOOL eY"td 17-li. 
. PH COTTlposittovi8 ntffer gr~atl 0 , th.~Y-~ '~~ r~9.~on +.o si1~pect 
. ·slag samples are dl.le to t,he cr.a.nrst=Js ,.n the met.~orl of' sl al!" 
addition. The· h~havior of· CaF'? a~1rin?; remel tirig ca!'l b~ 
-
represented nicely by Eqs. (14) and (15). 
Although the slag composition was changin~ noticeably, 
- there was 1.!ttle evl~ence af a cha~~e in i~~ot compositio~ 
durivig rem~ltin~ as sho-wn tn 'I'·ables VITT - XII. Some ex-
perimental scatter was p~esen~, but too little data were 
available ·to_give a ~eani~~~1l statistical study of co~-
position ·changes d11r-\.ng remelting. 
-As sho~m in Tables XIII - XVII, slag mod1f~1cations 
were n,.1mero,1s and tempera.turP, fl1-1ctua.tio~s large n.,1ri n?; 




because o.f' the· ~orrost ,~e natpi:~- of t:he mol t_en fliJ~. _________,_·r~h~P~--Y.J.-----,---'----
are estimated to be aqcllrate only to ±25° .... 16 and.refer 
.. -.. \• ··-· 
to s11riace sl~g temperature rather than temperature at 
.. ' .. ,-,-.-~ .. -- ' : 
0 • 
. -t.he · electrod~ tip. The· numerotis flux modificatio"Y}s did 
0 . 
not a.ppea.r -to have a lar-~e effect on the chan~ing fl11x com-: 
positio~ as shoT.Am by the re(sl.tiar_ ·hehavtor in ···Fig1..1res 4 _ 
, . 
,. 
and- 5. __ L......L•-,-·· - - ..;,;,,,-,---~ ---~----------- ------~--::-"-· 
-- ·--- . ' 
1 =- - ··--·---- ··-· - . ,._____ -----·~·---~---"' __ ·,_ -,_-_·----.- -~- . ... .. -~ ~:=~:.·:::·=-~~~:~,~-:~~,:.~:~.:::~~-~.-~---~~-=~=...,.C-.,:..-:;~..::i=•~::~~~-~-~--,-~~b-~•-_•-'- ~ - • - -~. •• -~ ·· ~. -···.· ~ · .·-t,. ·· ~ 
- . ·_-· -- -.- -.- --•- - _.~-- .. • -, • · _· .. _, - ...•. --. · .-- ~-··.--_--~J.· ------- -.~-·, -.·---·~-·•,-.,-·· ~-.... .-.,---~·••'"•-.••r-~•,.,••~-~·•-~••••··-~ 
The-~ t~t~s-t--s~hoi~~ed .. ·~-r-g__e "_~vi-dence __ o.f __ ~a!lJsanese. -segr~-- - -·------ ·- ; ~~::~~-~i;~~~~~~-~~ed~~-~·~"~-'~;~;;~==~~-~-~== --~"j : . - . 
- . .' ... J . 
. . . . . ' . -· 
_-IL -~ .. :~ 
.. 





' . ·--~ . 
.. evidence -of c·e .. rbon S'9t.T.re~!:ltio·n T.nas also obtai1'.'led but 1fas ·-" ..._. 
·'· 
. ~ . :: 
140 .. ::·.~· 




1'" - - ~-". ·--- ---
I, • 
., 
not coY1cl.1lRive. 1\fore 1.mportantly, the test indicated that 
hut +he ava119.hle data sho-:11ed. 11. ttle evidence of segrega-
· t'lon... 
The ~-~e~t ~drformed between calculated ~lectrode 
cornr')s1tio~. ~ ..::1d r~rnelted i.~g-ot compositlo~ ind.icated a high 
p:rob9.b1.l 1 t~r of 'compost tioYl change for all elements 1n 3091 
' . 
• 
a~d 410 st~els.· A~ain, ~his test was not performed on the 
3081 data, hut lar~8 differences'between ingot and electrode . ~ . . . 




creas-es during remelting, b11t many, incl11ding .sulfur and 




Many statistical correlations were evident 1n the data. ey 
-·-·- --·---· 
. J 
Of the 28 possible correlations between the alloying ele-
ments (11sing Mn(center) -and Mn(edge) ~s separate var1a.ble·s),· 
. .., 
... 
Tao! e XX s·nows --s e11en. c o·rre-i-Eft_l_ons·---·w1t-fl--1rf----~----o~-8-·-:·-ro·r--tne 
. .. 
308L and tl~O for the __ 3091. These correlations must be 
.. ___ ........ -~---·--- ... -~nvest_igated fu.rthe~, howeve.r ,. since . th'<~ best _correl.ation 
v 
- - ' - . . .. ' ' 
' -
- - -- . . ·--·, ..... 
Table XXI.shows that from the 55 possible correlations 
-- --:-- -··- ·• 
. ···-··------ .. ··---·--:-- : .. be-tween slag compc:rnerfts;- 17 ~.orrelat-ions ·with·\rl ·z,· 0.8 were--· 
. 
. 
· . ·. ·=- . . . --~ A~-~.:a1·~·e· ~ -~.A".n. -t·~e-· 30J~ . .1· .. ,.,s-l·-'A~--~a-.flllples·-.. :-.~-~d ---1.,·--.·A·orre' "l~··t·io·ns--'···-'·-·-·:·------~·-.. ·---------- ·- .... ~ .. a~,-~ ... ~,,_.,-~,,,.,.ff•-·•=··~~-. ---···-:--·-·-···-··_.:...~ v·ot;.~ 1 J. t·1 r v~ ·Tl · --~ :l:J _ .~$, _o ,U.L - . ~.:..L . · ~ "v .~ - · 
... "' . . 
- . ~-
. . . 
--- -- - - -- --- - ------ ------~-- --- ------------
~ 
__ . _ • : __ · ______ .... ___ . _ _ ~ _· ---::. -.. ·.·- -- -.'- , :;:: .-: ••. _ -· .. -;-- .. ·.- •.-:- -·~· 
0
_;~ ~~ _:_::::':".:;-- ::_ • -"-·- -· C::::. .. "---;·· ~_: _ _:::_·.:=__---:.;_--=._-.::_- .::::-_::_.-:=.·_;;:..., •• ..:..- -·· ·--,-:-~--..:.;.-=.:.:. __ -.:_;_·_,==.;;, __ .:_-;- .. ..:..l-f-S....:._i,----."- .. _,_:,:...-·:;;:_:: __ 7_'.."::;.; .. ,_::..,,_·:._:.:_";. .... :. ....... ~------ - --·-• ---- -•- : .•• ·; ;,~ .. -_ .. ::::~\:;:;.~t;:::~::·.:.:':.._r•~-~·-';;-.-,-...C.-,C..-, .. _ .._,._,,..,:...-·=c,·,•-·- ,~ •. .. -~ • . ' PN~- -·-· -.::•_ >-_:-- - _- -=~~~--:-:~~~·-=~:': .···.::_~~_; ,•.-··~-J~.~re ~:· .Q bt_ain.·e-d... from tlie. .JfJ9L : .. samp.I.es ..• ·.·· -.14ore ... ·· ! mpo~tant:ly ,·--~al~-:-~--·---- -,-~=~-~::-~---,-~,=-cc c:-, ., .••...•...• 
····•• .. ..,,,.,.-.- , • ·• ....... .,~, --_-• ,,. __ .. ,.- -, ...... --. -- - ~ .. ~-:-'"c .. --,----,---------.- --·. -------.--.·.-· . .., " . 1·::.... . ., . ·. 
. ......... ···--·---·-o~ -·,·-• · --- _.._ _ _,, __ 0_._ . ..- ·.-·•· ·;,.y- c-·--~---o.-.·.c .. -, .'..-,,._'..:,.:· • ·· 
- --- .::: .... ~.:. .. _ ........ ,..-~---- --- -· .. 
. . 
..... 
· though no· cause and effect. relationship is iinplied,. it is 
·.~ l- ; 
,;, . 
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posstble to predict accuratP.ly ~1~~~ of the JORL sl~~ ~om-
. . . . ponents and seven of' the )l)QL slA.r: <'.ornp0ne~ts 011ce the CaF2 
1.s known. 'rhe oY\ly cornpon~nt.s '\Th 1. r. ri c '3 n Y10i~. he p~erl 1 ct- ~d 
are the P 2o5, S, f:1'1d Cc10 vi:il11es }nr th~ '30RL r.~ur-: th~ . 
J· 
Fe?O~ fo-r- the 309rJ. ~o+.1.n~ th.~t t.11e Cao remalns ro,>gtily 
- I 
constant means that all but q small percentage of the 
slag composition can be fo1md once the CAF2 1.s am1.lyzed. 
Sil'lce rapid methons of Ce.F'2 anal.~rsis are be1ng developed, 
this shortld ·have "lrnport.ent. ap!)llc9.t"lon~. 
\ 
' ' 
Of _the 98 -poss1hle corre1.9.ti.ons -betr.Ar~a.n the slasr. ~om- f-
' ' 
po-,,ents and alloyi.n~ ele!nents, Table XXTI shows t,hat o~ly 
four correlations had lr\?. O.B ·for the 3091. This was 
expected since the remelted i~got composition did not 
change much while the slag composition fl11ct11ated notice-
ablw-.,, Ma .. ny m9re: corr.elations were obtained for the 3-0RL 
- --- --- - - - -- - . --· - -
· b11t were not reported d11e to the lol\T level of confidence· 
,--- ~erent in them. 
-~'i'@.-'6l~ 50tirr·-a.nd-~Igii!'"~-S~7 - -14-Sh0~1-t he·---i e-as-t --~ 1 {i~r~-;------
, 
regressio!'l analysis eqltati_ons which -gave the lowest stand-. -
.. 
- . 
·--· :·-: .:.~--~C··---·-c~-~~-:··-·-~-9.r.d .. erro:r- pf estimate -in -l)r.e.d.ic-ti-ng-_:slag- co.mpo.S 0i 0ti'c}l1S •.. - ---· ···- ~-- --·- -~-----~--~~ 
-In general, slag CQJnposit-lon -is pred:icted directl~r from ------ __ ·_ ------- ·---- . 
. . . 
/ 
L 
- -· - -·.--- -----· -··-- --·--;--·---·--- - ----. - -- --- -
-
. ·. \ . m . , 
the CaF2 ; however. a few components can he predlctea. ., ;· _,,..~~'IJl'r."-~,,;;,;~--~-"'.;=-
.. 
~ . 
----------------------- --·----- -------------- -- -------- --- --- --- ----·--- ----- --- ------- . ------ - -
-- - --- --- ~--------------------- ·---'----
more a.cc11rat~e-i·y--·rr9m- e.·not:'l-1:~r. · co:np·o-rr~nt ~~rhtch ts::-:first pre~ - --
-·'• .;.~ . -: -- -.---:·--·----.. =---.· . -----'...--;---·--·_:---:~~---- -;-·· ·-"--·-··-~.:- ----- ---··· ···-·- -· ..... --·:····~----_-.·- - - - fl" ,• - ' . - ----·--·-····--··---- - --- -· ---·- - -- - ···--·-··-·;··---'t---- -- --···· ·--· ---·--· ----- - - ----· - - --- - -~-- ---- ~ -
' 
:- --e.quJ3.tions _ developed ·ror th~ --308L and 309f: _____ ~;tags. · ___ ·-In 
, . I 
' . , - ' 
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• 
.. g~~er~l~ t.he 17-4 PH ~ata can be described by the )09L 
· 9Y~AMIC PROGRAMMING SifflTLATIO~ 
~· -=; -
BeforA con~.,_oer1'1.o; t·h·3 res11li::s of the.simulation, it 
-- ---.d•-....,_ •. , --·L..C..._-_'"'-"-··· .• 
. 
' 1~ 11sP.f11l to i~_vesti~ate the t:"1ro fact.ors whlch determine . ·' 
the opera~tn~ policy. fhe ·r1rst of ·these is CON. It 1s 
see~ that co~ is ~reatest when temperature, ~elt rate, and 
slag d~pth deviate~least from their best values. As the 
sla~ becomes poorer in ?aF2 , both the best te~perature 
an4 best slag rt8pth increase ·while the best melt rate 
d.ecrea~es. Th11s, t.here. is a. tendency for temperature 
and sl~g depth to increase and melt rate to decrease as 
the slag becomes lower in CaF2• This tend~ncy 1s some-
what modified by the interrelation between the operating 
variables_,· however. 
··, 
The other~factor which··determlnes th~ 
···,,.~ 
. - . . . ,·" . 
is PROFIT. The op~rating variables affect 







______________________________________ _. _ _.r:-h, _______________________ ...,._ -- ----------- -------- --- -- ---· -----·- ----- - -----
------ ------::-=.::::::=---------
""'',4 ( " following ways. A hi_gb temperature decreases PROFIT b·y in~ 
creasing both COSTP_and COSTM. C09T~~1s increased since 
- - •-~,,._ .. · ... , ...... _ ........ ·:: -.-
__ --___ - ·····-more of the expensive alloying elem·en:ts· mus't be added to 
f d' -- ..... c cc.-c~•-•.... · ... , · 
~=~~"--~.- ~---------:-~=·,~~,~~, --~replenis·h those lost· by mel t.ing at higher temperatures. ;·.·: 
~~--
'i 
·, A. deep slag increases ·.~OSTM for the same reason. A large·· ·-- ----------·- ---- --- ,:;-
- ------ --· -- . 
- -. -·- - --- ___ ,., ______________ - -. ·----·- ,_ ______________ -·- --------- .. ··-- . --· --·······-·---.. ------------.··---··- ---··-------·--.. ·-------------- ····----· --· ·-··. -..... - ,. 
-----·-
-----------· 
------·-------------· ----·-··-------------------· .,-,·· ·---------·-·--------··-------·--·-----=r-------·-·:·······---···-·· .... ·- -- . ··-·······'--- ·---- ---- --- --
'.1.i -----··---····· ...... -... ' ,:----::· ·-- .. --·'- .... .... -
. 
- ' . ... ,~ ., ' 
.• 
... ,~ --'---"'--~-::.:._:_ · ·.--·r:-·---mert:-·r.af-€ i~ -~4v~n,ta_g_f;9~1~_ strtc~. it .. 1ncreas.es _SALE and· de.- . ·_ -- _ . _·- _. - .. - t~ 
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• , r~r{. i 
. 
-~·· ,- +-·~- ,-<-~ -· -__ , I 
-. : : :::=:~ :=:::~·; ~''-= :-- , , 'Ph.us , tt •. 1 s . seen ttiat ~f.; !h~ , sJ:ag a.e crea.s e~~1n;CaF2 , . . . , . . .. -·- . _ · ... -~ 
· the choice ·or operatinJs .variables which- increases CON 
- _J • 
. -.~ 





_J_ - - - -
results ln a decr~as~ of P~OFt~. 
to remel +: JOAI, ~t:o.inless steel for ~t,,e ~o~tr~ te,:;r1.~~i.ncr 
·-' -
with netaJ" fJ_uy. 
' 
,.. 
gt ,,e r1 t:. ~~ op~. i m.,.l"Yl. 2 + !3. rt:. i vi~ coYl.11. -st a ~:1s. 
' 
'T'h e op+ 1. rn1tm va'll- · 
1Jes of operati'1~ ,ra~i8.b1 es,. el ~~tri<'.al 1.np1Jts, a.nn: ~l~c- · 
.· 
rr1he pre~,i~tion of PI~AL- C_\p? = 27.5 Perr. eY1ables the dAter-
. mina.tion of· optirn11m oper:l.ting policy for -i:he begtnnin~ of 
the seco~d half ho~r of operation, or nine .stages remain~ 
... 
. . --·- .. - .. -· ;_, ... ,. - . -
---~ -~-..-..-"··--~--··.-~, .. I __ , 
... ·. -
.. 1.ng • This pol16y ~s foun4 by goi~g to the heading STAGES 
·---- ---~ -------· ------ ---·- - . - ---·------- ·- -- - - -- --- ·----~ --- .... - .. -----. --
. ., . REM ... ~Ii\TI\TG ::-: 9 STP.R'r1i\!<"; C!1.F2 = 27·. 5 PCT. '"rh.e proced11re 
ts follo1~ed Ul1.t~.l the prl~.cy for the e~tire ten s·tages · of 
~ ' 
-- - - -- ------------ ------- ----- - ------ --- - - -----
------
· .... :;;:· . . ~--
oper~tio~ has been dAter~ine~. Assum}hg.that the simu-
f 
. .. -·· 
lati~n is an accurate description of the proces~, the only 
-- ·-····· ----------- .. -·----- •, -----~--- ------· - .. ----· ······---··-·--- - ------- - --·--------------·--···- -
. . 
. . . \ ·····-· -·- --------·-·------- - ---·-·-----------..---~- -
. 
- .. .. . 
· care which must be exer_cised i"!'l usitlg 'T'a.bl~XXIX and me .. ....... ..... ..... . ....... . 
-. . . .~ 
----· ---- -~ .----~"!.. ___ '-~-1_s tha.tc....··the -slag ·comp.osition he-twee!l-,·SllC,·C0 e~d.1)r1p-· .. staP.:e-s" ___ ::,~,+,·-·-__ :~~~~~~~--,~.:·.=-~--: .... --, ... 
. _, . . .. , 
must varv occa.sion.a.11-~r·. -- In th~ ~~-mple problem, both the 
- . ~r-_,. __ _,..._ ---- _. ---~---- -
. . - ----. --·--. ------.--
~~-t~rt~~ttn~I~E~F~~nf .. ~ -~~-~~d-~~-~Q~- -~~-~-;~ ---
.... . . . . - - .....:...::::.:.::_·.-_, -·-·--;· ·--·-·-· ·····--·· 
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is· preseYit in 1·ot~r amo11~ts.. T~Thi 1·e it~ may be.· ·t-r-ue that. ·ca?? :.:. -
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__ ,.._ -- ---
, o,.!,a-•_..-;;;a ......... .::, ·-·---
~hts problem can be solved 
proa~h 1s to ,Js~ ~o~~o~ SP.~se ln us1~~ the tables to deter-
mine ~ h~ opt: t "l11-1rn p() 1 i cv. 
Sti.triy o-r Tal°'le~ XXIX and XXX sho,ns -the following ' 
• 
(1) Tt is ~lwav~.mor~ profitable to operate the pro-
" 
c.es~ ~.,~ +h t:lie ~1.ven sla.~ tha.n t t is to either replace one-
half o~ th~ en~ire slag. Different f~1~ modifications may 
prove to be ~nre profitable, but these have not been in-
vesttga.ted. .L.\lso, care·· must be exercised so that the slag . 
. 
composition ddes not become sufficiently low in CaF? to 
-
make operation impossible. The program is designed to 
, 
make oper~tion with ).ess than 15.0 PQ_t. Ca.F2 impract1~al, 
,, 
' but this is an ·arbi tra.py./- limit. 
(2) There is a prono1~nced tendency for operation at 
'high temperatures with a. deep· slag a.nd a· h"igh melt rate. 
• l • ~ ~ 
This occurs becau~e of -th~· la~ge·~ffect the melt rate has 
. • • c:; • 
. 
- .;..1~-- ,--·--; 
i - -
---- -- ··- -- -- - -- ·--·--- - -- ---· 
. 
. . ... 
- . 
,--='----~,.,,.,._~--~n~---P-RO-F'T~-.----·-A~-tii-gh----tem,perat11re and deep sla-g also .favor a 
; :•,:. 
---··-·. -- __ --.- -----
·.fast· hes-t--:r-at~ ·-and -=t-hu-s h~lp to offset the decrease· in ~ 
. . 
eoN-=-f-roro:~--a:----~as·t··----r9:t-e-;-· --·Fo-r--1liany----sta·ge-s--,--·-th·e-:·--opt tmum ·· pot1-cy~·. ---~··----
-· -- --• - ~ - - -· ·;· - . 
•. --·----- .. --··-·-- - - -------.~- ------· ..L . ·-- . ·-·--_~-~----····-~·-~---- .:.. -
• 
~ .-----·---~v .. , •·· ··~ ~ 
. ~" · ""~ ~~-~~=-=-~(--~=-~~:=_:::"'==(7t_T_--i_ ___ ~_1'!_9 ~~~=~~j~~-11p.~:['i J::11~ §ptJJ1t1!!!C ... QI?~t?t1hsi _P9I~---~:- -_":°_ ,}-·~ .- .·. · ... -. "-:-~~-
--f.ey_: ci9es ·depend.· on slag .~omposi t.ion .for a given stage, ·me+ t ... --:, · · 
.... . 
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Table3 XXVII and XXVIII show maxtmua ewiulat1ve pro-
f ·~ . ~ ~~ f . .t t. ~s "'. 1lYlr. . , OY\ o 
Two fac~s 2~~ apparent: 
chaY1geR 1,..r1 th slac: ~o'll:pos~ tio...,, t.h~ opt"lYTI1Jm c1.lrn1.1lati.,,~ ;'l'O-
f1 t varte~ irre~1.1l~r}? r.rj_ tr Sl~~ co~;osi +~rYI. 
\ 
in c1Jmulati1re profjt as. the f-'9la'!, d_ecrease~ in Ce.F?. · 'rhts 
. 
·-
.is because the slags ·are incr':laf31ng tn Cr2o3·as they tie-
crease ln CaF?· and this res11l ts i.n lowe:,; chromiu'll loss 
_ dur1n~ remelting.· 
The chi~f di.ffP-ren~~ r'et1.Are~n "!"able~ XXVII and XXVIII 
, 
. . . --:1,· ··"'·--··'-- ' 
' 









is in- t:'h~ cost of t,he a.dn.ed chromium in ti-i~ J09T"' 8ta1Y1les~ _________________ _ 
- -- -- --
steel. 
: :·.:, 
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~rorn a st!-1+:ts+-"' c8.l st,1r!y of fl,1x change-~ occ11rring 
,., - ·~ ~ " '"'. 
----------., 
--· ·--~-· --
a.,1r-,_·~'! T~melti~g of five he9;ts of thre·e different ~rades 
! 
of ~~ainless steel ~nd a correlation of these chanees to 
- -ctiqYJ.<res i~ re"!lel ted ingot composttio'Yl, the followi~g h·e.vev 
' -
' bee·"l ] ea.rne1: 
( 1) ~l1.1x chan~es occurring ditring remelting ar~ quite 
ex~Pnsive. T,lie ma.j,or compoY1ents Al 2o3 and CaF2 decree.s~ 
~PP!ecighly while 9l02 i~creases. Cao remains ralatively 
co~sr.ant. The minor slag components all increase. 
(2) There is little segregation between the center 
and edge of remelted ingots for elements other than man-
.... _ ga.nese. 




o_f alloying element in the elect;rode and the e.mqunt of 
alloying eJ.ement in th~ :t-eTTiel ted ingot d11ring elect~~sla~ 
.. , -1emelt1~g fox a11 alloying elements. · Some elements 1n-
--~ ---·-~- ·_·------- ->--. 
6 
o. •• -
· crease, 'tATli·tle others decrease. 
·(.4).The-ingot composition is. relatively constant along·· 
- - . 1 ts length, and. there is li t;tle statistical correlation " 
....... ~ ... -~---
. • • . • 
--- -· -···-·-· ..• -··-····---------- ' • • ---~--- •... •.. .. -·. •-- --- .. ·--·----····-- ··-··· ---- --· ....... _ --·-·---. - - ~.-........... , •• · ............ )!".>.~ ........ ___ .. __________ , ... _. ____ ~---------·-:----------·· •· 
--- '. . ---. • -~-----_-- ---~--::- ::.:::_,_.::: ______ : ________ ··_: _________ ·: - .:::_ ---- • ----- --------- -----·--···-~·-,.,.-,.,,~,-----·,"-----.----.-0,, .,.,.,.,,,,.¢0·--_, __ , _____ .;:_, __ ~ -____ :..=~----------------§"---- ---- -- -- ------- -... --- " - --- - -- . " " -- .. · ---- • --- _____ ,_______ --------- ------------- , 
· . -----------~----"-·--: _____ · ___~_: ___________________ bet,;,.!e~!l the sma.11 ch~nges_ ·in alla-y-1-ng---elemer;tts which do -_ _ _ · 
.. -·-·-···---
. . . . 
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~- o •·•• M,• - • •••••_,. • .,. .... _:,.,,...----=-• ~--•~.:.....,:.. ...... ----·-·---~-"'--·-u-... -;~_:•~ --•: •--• •-•••~~· 
= occu·r-•. -.- -. ,. 
.. - ,.....:. .. 
- ' -
-·--·---·-·---------~-----
-------------- ' .. ----·-----------·--·---·-·····--··--·--- -------·-·-·· ---- ----····--·--······---·· ----·--···-· ·--·-··--------· -·-·- ------ -- ;~·-·:-·· .---···-. ! ... ~.-- ·- ·--. -_ -~---------~-~----------·-----·-··--·---
. - --~ -:~- :- -- ----- : _ -- --- -_ ·_ { 5~) Trie:r&:--¥s a ~--tt~ron.~. -correl~ati9n- between the -changes -_ :~-~:~~:-" --~---·"- -- ---·--= 
--~ ·;_ ............ ., I -
. .. - ' ...• 
.. 
. -· . . . - . . ~. . ' --~-,-- ' . -- - -
occurrlng · in the . a.mou:nts of · $lag components during r.emel ting • 
. . -
-~ . -. 
.147 
- . c -
. ., 
. . 
. . .. ; 
. - - -L _, 
- I 
V:-~-.:- •.__:.... ... ~ ........ ~~ .. -- - A I J ~ 
.11 
~----· . . ::- .. __ 
' , ~ 
(6) There 1s little statist~."~J. ~~rrele.t1.on betw~e..,_ 
the changes 1n sl~g composition an~ those tn re~elted ingot 
composition. , 
. ( ?) Acc,l-rat~ pr~cl.1ct1on o~ all b,1t a few slag com-
porients is possible from the C~P2 content of the slag. 
DTIIAMI C FROG Rl\.r~1r,1 I ~,JG SI fv1T T LJ\ rr.1 IO \J 
The dynamic prograrn-rnil"lg simulation of the Electroslag 
Remelting Process ~ave t~~ following information: 
(1) Op~ration with a sla~ hav1ng CaF? cont.e~ts vary-
ing from 40.0 to 17.5 pct. ~s always ~ore profitable than 
replqcin~ all·or helf of the sla~. 
(2) There is a strong tendency f6r profit of oper-
a.t1·on to .. be ·ma~imized by choostng a high operating temper-
ature, deep slag pool, and high melt rate. 
·(3) For those stages where operating policy fluct~-
ates ~fith slag composition, there' is a stron~ tendency for 
me.lt rate .to r.emain la.r,qe. ,.-
· ( 4) In general, maximum proftt var1.es considerably 




, .. ____ ,, 
pqlicy remains constant regardleis of·slag_cpmposition, the· .r .. :· 
\ .. 
~ 
·pro.fit· 1·1:creases as the cr2o3 content of the slag increases 
'---,-------and t11e CaF2 decrea-ses.· 
, t\.11.y co11.cl11s·1.on~ -dra~ from the' simulation are only, ·.·.,,,,.· ....... · 
. ' 
. - ~- _.. 
. .. -• -- -- •• -- -- • ---• - - ---.-
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.· ·( 1) Effect of slag composi t1on on ele.ctr1cal conduc-
·t1 v1. t~,. The cnrrent predicted bJr the sim11lation was ap-
proximately hOO amps lower than tha~ ~ctually used. There-
I 
·fore, the co~d,1cti vi ty predict,eri for the slag is less than. 
( 2) Infl1tenc~ of slag· ··composition and operating var-
iables on ingot composition changes, occurring during re-
· melting. The s1mulat:1o~ ,1sed only qual i ta.ti ve factors for 
' 
thts imnortant area • 
... 
(3) ~1antitative description of the·factors affect-
. . 
· ing inclusion content and solidification pattern •. The 
silica covitent.wa.s used to account for tnese two important 
areas, and its shortcomings are obvious. 
- In spite of these major an~.numerous minor shortcom-
ings, the dynamic programming simulation does offer an 
insi~ht into the factors affecting ele·ctr6slag r~melting. 
As the proce~s_i~ studied in more detail and becomes better 
understood, the .... dyne.mie programming approach should pro-
, 
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